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HOW TO DRAW
ANYTHING
Mark Linley This guide
includes many tips for
budding artists, such as 
how to look properly,
simplify what you see but
include key features, get 
the basic shapes correct, 
and understand how shading
can transform your drawing.
There are sections on
landscapes, animals, people
and cartoons, and each is
accompanied by step-by-
step illustrations showing
how to build up your
drawings and create texture, while assignments enable
you to measure your progress. ROBINSON 2015 PB 286pp Illus

£8.99    222577    now £4.99

Overseas
Delivery costs outside the UK are based on product weight 
and destination and can be estimated using the shipping 
calculator in the Order Summary section of your online Basket.
We can now deliver worldwide with minimal exclusions, but
can only process overseas orders online and by phone.

Titles of academic interest are identified with A

Welcome...
to Postscript’s July catalogue, featuring a
Welsh Cob on its cover. An integral part of
farming and mining, the spirited animal 
also proved its worth in the military and 
is one of 150 breeds featured in The Horse
Encyclopedia (back page).

In addition to a theme focusing on Lives 
of Artists (pp44–45) – with titles spanning
Renaissance masters, much-loved artists 
of the 1800s, and those who explored new
styles in the 20th century – we’re pleased 
to throw a spotlight on Oneworld, who 
were recently voted Independent Publisher 
of the Year for their commitment to creating
well-produced books on diverse topics. 
Our selection includes Peter Fiennes’
Footnotes, on his journey around Britain 
with great writers; Kate Fazzini’s Kingdom 
of Lies, with its insights into cybercrime; 
and the curiously titled novel Woman at
1,000 Degrees (all p40). 

Elsewhere we have a collection of fascinating
images in London: The Great Transformation
(right); a survey of ‘139 languages that don’t
really exist’ in The Universal Translator (p41);
and for younger readers there’s 3 for 2 on
selected children’s books, with such
favourites as Wondrous Dinosaurium (p24)
and Winnie’s Amazing Antics (p26).

With best wishes from all at Postscript, 
and thanks for your continued support.

RACHEL STEWART                                                              July 2023
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If you are not satisfied with your books, 
please return them within 15 days and 
we will send a full refund or replacement.

Titles of academic interest are identified with A

Welcome...
to Postscript’s March catalogue, featuring
on its cover a 5th-century BCE winged bull
with the legs of an eagle, the horns of a
goat and the face of a lion. Set in a frieze
of glazed tiles at the Palace of Darius I in
Susa, Iran, it is one of many imaginary
animals in the iconography of artists in the
Achaemenid Empire and features along
with other treasures in Ancient Persia (p8).
Another ancient civilization – Rome –
comes under the spotlight on pXXXIII,
which explores the empire’s art and
history as well as the life of Pliny and
Caesar, while p19 focuses on drama 
with a history of the form, titles from 
the Methuen Drama series and the 
Dylan Thomas Omnibus.
With an array of exciting new arrivals this
month our featured titles have run to an
extra two pages and include Espionage
Classics from Biteback (p48), Kathryn
Warner’s Living in Medieval England (p50)
and RHS House Plants (p3), while for
younger readers we have much-loved
characters (p45), the beautifully illustrated
Weird and Wonderful Nature (back page)
and more stock of the Knowledge
Encyclopedia Dinosaur (p4).
With thanks for your continued interest
and support.

    RACHEL STEWART                                                              March 2024

ARE WE THERE YET?
Great Car Games to 
Keep Families Sane!
Jo Pink Aiming to turn car
journeys into a voyage of
discovery, Jo Pink presents more
than 100 spotting, guessing, action,
imagination, word and general
knowledge activities designed to
pass the time. Illustrated with
artwork reminiscent of children’s
books of the 1960s and ’70s, the
activities include the intriguingly
named Fizz Buzz (a number
challenge) and Danger, Aggressive Carrot! (a twist on the number
plate game). PAVILION 2015 HB 128pp Illus 167x132mm

£6.99    531559    now £3.99

NEW

THE PEASANTS’
REVOLTING... CRIMES
Terry Deary The bestselling
author of the Horrible Histories
series takes the reader on a
lighthearted tour through the
centuries, from Norman times 
to the present day. Recounting 
the many and varied crimes
committed by members of the
lower ranks of society – from
beggars, highwaymen, swindlers,
forgers and sheep rustlers to
rioters and strikers – it also
records the punishments meted
out by those on the right side of
the law. PEN & SWORD 2019 PB 222pp 232x155mm

£9.99    529777    now £4.99

NEW

POEMS OF LONDON
Everyman’s Library Pocket Poets
Ed. Christopher Reid Setting out 
to do justice to the full spectrum of 
poems written about London over 
time, balancing history and mythology,
objective reality and private views, this
anthology brings together the works of
classic English poets from Shakespeare
to Ted Hughes, those of visitors such 
as Samuel Beckett and Sylvia Plath, 
and contributions by immigrants and 
the children of immigrants, including 
Linton Kwesi Johnson and Bernardine 
Evaristo. Slightly off-mint. Felt-tip mark
on upper or lower edge. KNOPF 2021 HB 288pp 164x112mm

$15.95    531364    now £6.99

NEW
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THE DEAD OF WINTER
Ten Classic Tales
for Chilling Nights
Ed. Cecily Gayford A lawyer’s
assistant haunted by a killer, 
a mysterious book that inspires 
devilish deeds, a surgeon tricked 
into disfiguring his lover – these 
ten short tales of the macabre come
from some of the best-known writers
of suspense and mystery including
Arthur Conan Doyle, MR James and
Ruth Rendell. PROFILE 2023 PB 188pp

£9.99    530072    now £3.99

NEW

THE DOG ENCYCLOPEDIA
Ed. Kim Dennis-Bryan In addition to profiling 400 internationally
recognized breeds, this well-illustrated compendium explores the
science and culture of the canine world, while giving practical advice
on healthcare, behavioural problems and preparing your home for 
a new pet. It also includes diagrams of anatomical features, notes 
on the evolution of the domestic 
animal worldwide, and the 
ways dogs have featured in art,
mythology, sport and service.
DK 2023 HB 360pp Illus 286x240mm

£25.00        531728    
now £14.99

NEW

CATS IN HATS
Make Cat-Hair Headgear
for Your Feline Friends
Rojiman; Umatan Noting
that shedding is a problem 
for most households with 
one or more felines, the
Japanese Instagrammers
Rojiman and Umatan present
hand-drawn step-by-step
instructions to create 25 hats
for cats out of their own hair,
including a graduation cap,
bunny ears, flower crown,
lion’s mane and deerstalker.
Additional sections provide
advice on collecting, cleaning
and storing fur and the basic techniques required to create
custom designs. PAVILION 2022 HB 144pp Illus 208x183mm

£12.99    531560    now £5.99

NEW

See our selection of fiction, from 
the Odyssey to contemporary 
crime novels, on pages 21–23

Also available: How To Draw Cartoons and Caricatures
£8.99    531648    now £4.99

Amelia
Earhart-
inspired
flight cap

Back by 
popular 
demand
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 NEW THE DEORHORD
An Old English Bestiary
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PROFILE 2023 HB 352pp Illus 204x140mm

£15.99   530742     now £7.99

 NEW THE SCOTTISH ISLANDS
The Bestselling Guide to Every Scottish Island
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CANONGATE 2015 HB 560pp Illus 265x167mm

£40.00   530918     now £14.99

 NEW RHS HOUSE PLANT Practical Advice 
for All House Plants, Cacti and Succulents
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£20.00   531725     now £12.99

 NEW KING RICHARD Nixon and 
Watergate: an American Tragedy
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£18.99   530868     now £7.99
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£8.99   530911     now £3.99
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  FEATURED TITLES



LIGHTNING OFTEN STRIKES TWICE 
The 50 Biggest Misconceptions in Science
Brian Clegg Air resistance, terminal velocity and 
an unstable fluttering effect mean that, contrary 
to popular belief, a coin dropped from the Empire 
State Building is unlikely to kill a passer-by. This 
light-hearted compendium sets out the science 
behind many such ‘facts’, exploring the truth 
about whether fingernails continue to grow after 
death, if a goldfish can remember more than the 
last few seconds, and whether humans really only 
use 10% of their brain power. 
MICHAEL O’MARA 2022 HB 192pp Illus 204x132mm

£12.99    528964    now £4.99

KNOWLEDGE  
ENCYCLOPEDIA DINOSAUR!
Large and dynamic colour illustrations 
give a three-dimensional effect to the 
prehistoric creatures in this highly 
visual introduction to the world of the 
dinosaurs. Describing the environment 
and animals of the Triassic, Jurassic 
and Cretaceous periods as well as the 
evolution of animals after the mass 
extinction event, there is also a section 
on dinosaur science and the latest 
discoveries. Age 9+
DORLING KINDERSLEY 2019 HB 208pp Illus 
306x257mm

£20.00    531729    now £12.99
A NATURAL HISTORY  
OF GHOSTS
500 Years of Hunting for Proof
Roger Clarke What explains ghost 
sightings? What do haunted people 
see? And what proof is there? Roger 
Clarke, who spent his childhood in two 
haunted houses, has produced the first 
comprehensive study of the evolution 
of the ghost, through the stories of the 
hauntings that have most obsessed the 
world. From religious beliefs to modern 
neuro-science, from haunted houses to 
haunted submarines, and from hoaxers 
to true believers, he covers the many 
manifestations of our fascination with 
ghosts and fear of the dark.
PENGUIN 2013 PB 372pp Illus 196x127mm

£10.99    531660    now £4.99

CONSPIRACY 
History’s Greatest Plots, 
Collusions and Cover Ups
Charlotte Greig Are shadowy secret 
societies controlling the world? Did 
government plots kill JFK and John 
Lennon? Has secret alien technology 
been exploited without our knowledge? 
Weighing up the evidence, this volume 
analyses a range of conspiracies from 
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion 
which inflamed antisemitism at the 
beginning of the 20th century to the 
death of Princess Diana. (Also sold in 
Postscript in an illustrated edition.)
ARCTURUS 2019 PB 304pp Illus 196x128mm

£8.99    530749    now £3.99

THE LONG WALK 
The True Story of a Trek to Freedom

Slavomir Rawicz In 1939 Polish Army 
lieutenant Slavomir Rawicz was sentenced 

to 25 years forced labour in a Siberian prison 
camp. In this controversial story of endurance, 

Rawicz describes his imprisonment and 
alleged escape to India across the Himalayas 

and Gobi Desert.
ROBINSON 2007 PB 288pp  196x128mm

£8.99    508180    now £4.99

A SHORT BOOK  
ABOUT PAINTING

Andrew Marr Writing ‘for people who 
enjoy looking at paintings and for people 

who paint’, Andrew Marr aims to help 
readers understand what they see when they 

are looking at art – particularly contemporary 
art – and how to improve as painters. 

Using his own paintings as examples of 
failures, and the works of artists including 
Patrick Heron, Robert Rauschenberg and 

Sarah Lucas, Marr addresses fundamental 
questions about taste, colour, motif, and the 

appreciation of modern art.
QUADRILLE 2017 HB 144pp Illus 216x164mm

£15.00    506830    now £7.99

PostscriptBooks
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THE GNOSTICS
The First Christian Heretics
Sean Martin The religious schools embraced by 
the term ‘ nosticism’ formed the offi cial church’s 
main rival during the early centuries of Christianity. 
Introducing key texts such as the Gospel of Thomas, 
this book outlines Gnostic beliefs – that the world 
was created by an evil God, that Christ came to 
teach liberating knowledge and that women are 
men’s equal – and shows how these ideas survived 
underground to infl uence modern writers including 
Blake, Camus and Philip K Dick.
POCKET ESSENTIALS 2010 PB 176pp  198x128mm

£12.99    220831    now £3.99

THE ATLAS OF RAILWAY STATION 
CLOSURES 2nd Edition

While the Beeching cuts are commonly remembered 
for their role in closing rail stations and lines, there 

have been station closures throughout the history of the 
network. This atlas maps all of Britain’s standard gauge 

railway lines and the dates when each line or station 
was closed. It also features photographs of selected 
stations, and an index and gazetteer listing the dates 
of closures and the company in charge. This revised 
edition contains all the maps reproduced in the fi rst 

edition and a new selection of images.
CRECY 2020 HB 156pp Illus 277x214mm

£25.00    512690    now £12.99THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
A Brief History of the Warrior Order
Helen Nicholson The Knights of the Order 
of the Temple of Solomon are found in 
fi ctional literature from the Middle Ages to 
Sir Walter Scott and beyond, even appearing 
in computer games. Nicholson separates 
the surviving historical evidence from 
speculative associations with Freemasonry, 
the Holy Grail and space travel:  beginning 
with the Templars’ origins during the 
Crusades she considers their religious life, 
their service to Europe’s kings and their 
commercial and economic activities, up to 
the order’s dissolution in 1312.
RUNNING 2010 PB 368pp Illus 196x127mm

£10.99    215479    now £4.99

TWIRLYWOOS 
ACTIVITY 
Two books
With colouring pages, 
150 stickers to complete 
the seasonal images 
and an egg-shaped 
jigsaw, Happy Easter, 
Twirlywoos! encourages 
pre-schoolers to develop 
hand-eye coordination. 
More activities featuring 
the colourful characters, 
including a dot-to-dot, 
a maze and pictures that 

can be completed time and again, are offered in the Wipe 
Clean Activity Book. Age 3+ 
HARPER COLLLINS 2017 PB 48pp Illus 

£11.98    515512    now £3.99

THE SCALLYWAGS Memories 
of a Rascal’s 1950s Childhood
Peter Stockley With a turbulent home 
life, the young Peter Stockley found 
adventure and a sense of belonging 
with his gang, ‘the Scallywags’, 
in 1950s Liverpool. He recounts 
how escapades including exploring 
bombed-out houses and swimming 
in rat-infested canals shaped his life. 
Slightly off-mint.
JOHN BLAKE 2016 PB 320pp 

£7.99    508197    now £4.99

THE THIRD QI BOOK OF GENERAL 
IGNORANCE A Quite Interesting Book
John Lloyd; John Mitchinson; James Harkin 
et al What is marmalade made from? Silly me, 
thinking it was oranges. The QI team dip once 
more into the bottomless pit of ignorance and 
confound us with the right answers to questions 
we thought were settled once and for all. 
Whether it’s history, science, sport, geography, 
literature, languages, medicine, classics or 
common wisdom, you’ll be astonished to 
discover how hopelessly wrong you are about 
the things you thought you knew.
FABER 2015 HB 320pp Illus 240x160mm

£14.99    509788    now £6.99

DEEPER INTO 
THE WOOD
Ruth Pavey After 
20 years tending 
the four-acre wood 
that she created and 
described so lyrically 
in A Wood of One’s 
Own, Ruth Pavey 
now refl ects on the 
fate of her ‘Somerset 
microcosm of the 
natural world’, 
prompted by the 

sudden disappearance of the rabbits. In this book 
she recounts a year in the life of the wood, from 
snowdrops in January to fallen, but undefeated, 
apple trees in December, and considers the 
challenges facing wild fl ora and fauna.
DUCKWORTH 2021 HB 240pp Illus 222x144mm

£14.99    516322    now £6.99

Age 3+
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MOG 
THE CAT 
COLLECTION
Eight books 
for £19.99
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HARPER 2007 PB 288pp Illus 280x220mm

£55.92    515669    now £19.99

ALAIN GRÉE NUMBERS, COLOURS, 
ALPHABET COLLECTION 
Three books for £12.99
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£38.97    516962    now £12.99

POSTSCRIPT COLLECTIONS
We offer further discounts on books 

grouped by author, series or theme. You 
can find our full range on our website at

psbooks.co.uk/postscript-collections

SHIRLEY HUGHES: SEASONS 
COLLECTION
Four books for 
£9.99
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WALKER 2022 PB 96pp Illus 229x189mm

£27.96    503244    now £9.99

Save
£36 off

RRP

Save
£18 off

RRP

Save
£26 off

RRP

NEW

Age 8+

Age 4+

Age 3+

Age 3+

Free UK delivery on 
orders over £25 online

Only available on orders placed online using standard delivery

www.psbooks.co.uk
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Save
£10 off

RRP

MAGIC FARAWAY TREE 
COLLECTION
Books 1–3 £10.99
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Faraway Tree. Age 8+
HODDER 2020 PB 670pp Illus 196x128mm

£20.97    531683    now £10.99



ALAN LEWRIE 
NAVAL ADVENTURES
Two books for £7.99

!"#"$%&'()*+,!"#$%!&'%()*+,%-!.*%/*%$0!1)2%!
Lewrie is caught in flagrante he escapes the consequences 
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CANELO 2021 PB 800pp  

£19.98    515554    now £7.99
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with the Dragon TattooC The Girl Who Played with Fire 2%/
The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s Nest.
MACLEHOSE 2017 PB 1836pp  196x127mm

£28.97    531684    now £16.99

PETER SWANSON CRIME 
Two books for £6.99
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You Break 2%/ Rules for Perfect Murders.2%/ Rules for Perfect Murders.2%/
FABER 2022 PB 682pp  197x128mm

£17.98    532522    now £6.99

Save
£12 off

RRP

Save
£11 off

RRP

Save
£12 off

RRP

NEW NEW

DEATH IN PARADISE
Four books for £14.99

MILLENNIUM TRILOGY
Three books for £16.99
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Meditation on MurderC The Killing of Polly CarterC Death 
Knocks Twice 2%/ Murder in the Caribbean2%/ Murder in the Caribbean2%/ 7
HQ 2022 PB 1450pp  197x128mm

£36.96    519388    now £14.99

Back by
popular
demand

Save
£22 off

RRP
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ANCIENT/MEDIEVAL HISTORY
THE KNIGHTS

TEMPLAR
The History and Myths of 
the Legendary Military Order
Sean Martin The power, secrecy
and downfall of the Templars 
have inspired many conspiracy
theories. Before examining the
myths, this account describes 
their origin as armed monks
protecting pilgrims in the 
Holy Land, their part in the
Crusades, their development of 
an international banking network,
and how their wealth and
influence challenged secular and
religious authority, leading to their
bloody suppression in 1307. POCKET ESSENTIALS 2014 PB 176pp  

£12.99    531100    now £4.99

WILLIAM WALLACE
Andrew Fisher A symbol of
bravery for the constancy of his
resistance against Edward I,
William Wallace ‘if undoubtedly
heroic, was not perfect’. In this
revised and expanded edition 
of the 1986 biography, Andrew
Fisher presents a portrait of
Wallace that explores how he 
rose to prominence as a military
leader, his role after the defeat 
at Falkirk, and the extent of his
connection to Robert Bruce.
BIRLINN 2007 PB 320pp Illus

£8.99  527867   now £4.99

THE RESTLESS KINGS
Henry II, His Sons and the Wars for the Plantagenet Crown
Nick Barratt For 60 years, England was dominated by 
Henry II and his sons Richard the Lionheart and John.
Combining biography and political history, this book begins
with the dynasty’s turbulent origins in the death of Henry I’s
heir William in the White Ship disaster and the ensuing war
between Stephen and Matilda. It then follows Henry II’s
conflict with Thomas à Beckett, the loss of Normandy,
Richard’s crusades, and John’s struggle with the barons 
that led to Magna Carta. FABER 2018 HB 336pp Illus

£20.00    512993    now £9.99
TWENTY
BATTLES 
THAT SHAPED
MEDIEVAL
EUROPE
Georgios Theotokis
uses 20 decisive 
battles to tell the 
story of Europe 
from the defeat of 
the Western Roman 
armies near the river
Frigidus in 394 CE 
to the confrontation
between Ottoman 
and Christian forces 
at Varna (1444), 
which sealed the fate of the Byzantine Empire. He sets out 
each engagement’s historical background and describes 
the composition and equipment of the opposing sides 
before analysing their strategy and battle-tactics.
ROBERT HALE 2019 HB 242pp Illus 

£25.00    516252    now £9.99

NEW

Visit our website: www.psbooks.co.uk

Harold Rex Interfectus Est: Harold 
Godwinson is killed at the Battle of Hastings

Two life-size ‘immortals’ on a frieze 
of glazed tiles, fourth century BCE

ANCIENT
PERSIA
History and
Treasures of 
an Ancient
Civilization
Anna Vanzan
From the fifth century
BCE to the arrival of
the Arab populations
around 651 CE, this
richly illustrated
volume describes 
the civilizations that
developed on the
Iranian plateau during
the pre-Islamic period:
the Achaemenids, 
Seleucids, Parthians 
and Sassanids. As well as the riches of the surviving
archaeological sites in Iran, the book explores the cultural
cross-fertilization over the vast area covered by pre-Islamic
Persian empires. WHITE STAR 2012 PB 208pp Illus 248x225mm

£18.99    529795    now £8.99

THE CELTS
History and
Treasures of 
an Ancient
Civilization
Daniele Vitali
Professor Daniele
Vitali examines 
the whole extent of
the ancient Celtic
civilization across
continental and
insular Europe,
exploring the Celts’
spiritual world 
and shared culture.
Illustrating over
200 artefacts, including metal wares, jewellery and pottery,
and sites such as Maiden Castle in Dorset, the book reveals 
a powerful warrior culture that survived through the Roman
conquests and up to the beginning of the Middle Ages. 
WHITE STAR 2013 PB 208pp Illus 248x225mm

£18.99    529798    now £8.99

NEW

NEW

BURIED
An Alternative 
History of the First
Millennium in Britain
Alice Roberts ‘There’s a lot
you can tell from a skeleton.’
Alice Roberts demonstrates
how a close examination of
ancient bones, including the
fast-developing technology 
of extracting DNA from them,
can build a picture not just 
of an individual’s life but 
of the culture in which they
lived. Exploring topics such 
as graveside feasts, post-death
decapitation and grave goods,
she presents examples of burials that capture the diversity 
of beliefs in Britain and draws out a sense of connection 
with our ancestors. SIMON & SCHUSTER 2022 HB 352pp Illus 

£20.00    530731    now £8.99

ARCHAEOLOGY
BEST

SELLER

COVER
TITLE
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THE QUEEN’S BED: An Intimate History of Elizabeth’s Court
Anna Whitelock Drawing on the first-hand accounts of those who knew Elizabeth I
most intimately – the ladies-in-waiting who shared her heavily curtained bedchamber,
and sometimes even her bed – this engrossing book reconstructs the queen’s apartments
and navigates a web of gossip, intrigue, conspiracy and scandal to reveal the private
face of Gloriana. Off-mint. Felt-tip mark on lower edge. PICADOR 2013 PB 478pp Illus

$20.00    504613    now £4.99
THE LIFE OF JOHN ANDRÉ
The Redcoat Who Turned Benedict Arnold
DAB Ronald The head of the British Secret Service John André played a key role in
negotiations with Benedict Arnold, the senior American officer best remembered for 
his treacherous plan to defect in the Revolutionary War and surrender West Point. 
Soon after their meeting, André was captured and executed. This volume takes a closer
look at his life, and suggests new explanations for the
circumstances surrounding his arrest and confession.
CASEMATE 2019 HB 358pp Illus

£25.00    519589    now £7.99

THE LAST WITCH CRAZE
John Aubrey, the Royal Society 
and the Witches
Tony McAleavy The Royal Society symbolized a 
new era of rational, scientific enquiry when it was
formed in 1660, but several early members, including
the biographer John Aubrey and the scientist Robert
Boyle, continued to believe in witchcraft. This study
recounts their attempts to find objective proof of the
phenomenon and intellectual justification for what
became the last, lethal round of witch trials in England
and North America. AMBERLEY 2022 HB 288pp Illus

£20.00    518570    now £9.99

MARY QUEEN OF
SCOTS’ SECRETARY
William Maitland – Politician,
Reformer and Conspirator
Robert Stedall William Maitland 
was a complex figure, whose shifting
loyalties give insights into Tudor
intrigues, the power struggle between
England, Scotland and France, and
contemporary aristocratic and royal
scheming. Robert Stedall details
Maitland’s role in overthrowing the
Auld Alliance and restoring Mary 
to power after Francis II died, then
having Mary’s husband Lord Darnley
killed and implicating her in the 
murder, concluding with his suicide
when he ran out of potential allies.
PEN & SWORD 2021 HB 302pp Illus 

£25.00    529722    now £9.99

THE JACOBITE 
RISING OF 1715 AND 
THE MURRAY FAMILY
Brothers in Arms
Rosalind Anderson Looking at the
family dynamic and broader historical
context, this volume records how two 
of the Murray brothers were inspired 
to rebel against their powerful, loyalist
father, the Duke of Atholl, and lead
troops in the Great Rising of 1715 
and later Jacobite campaigns.
PEN & SWORD 2020 HB 202pp Illus 

£19.99    530691    now £9.99

NEW

NEW

CROWN AND SCEPTRE
A New History of the British Monarchy, 
from William the Conqueror to Elizabeth II
Tracy Borman With biographical chapters on every
king and queen since the Conquest, this sweeping
history offers a chronological survey of the fortunes
and misfortunes of the English – and later British –
monarchy over a thousand years. It explores the
dynastic marriages and intrigues that buttressed the
institution, and the rebellions, executions and civil

wars that led to its transition
from autocratic rule to
constitutional monarchy.
ATLANTIC MONTHLY
2022 HB 576pp Illus 

£22.99    531360
now £9.99

NEW

Egbert, King of Wessex 802–839, often cited as England’s first king  

MODERN HISTORY

9
Free delivery on online orders over £25

FRANCIS I
The Maker of Modern France
Leonie Frieda A proud, indomitable,
absolutist monarch, Francis I (1494–1547)
‘was the king that his country needed, 
if not the one it might have wished for’,
and despite his achievements – in 
unifying and glorifying France and 
as the patron of art and architecture 
who recruited Leonardo da Vinci to 
his court and built Fontainebleau – 
Francis is remembered, if at all, for 
his failings. In this biography, Leonie
Frieda offers a rigorous reassessment 
of the ‘Maker of Modern France’.
HARPER 2018 HB 384pp Illus

$29.99    511282    now £8.99

PS 362 pp8-47.qxp  15/02/2024  11:06  Page 9



Visit our website: www.psbooks.co.uk
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THE PRICE OF FREEDOM
Courage in the Shadow 

of the Berlin Wall
Volker G Heinz In 1965 Volker Heinz, then a young
law student, decided to help East Germans escape
across the Berlin Wall. He describes how, over the
following year, he smuggled more than 60 people
over the border in the boot of a diplomatic car.
Following his arrest by the Stasi he was interrogated
for months before being released in a prisoner
exchange. AMBERLEY 2019 PB 256pp 233x155mm

£14.99    518737    now £5.99

20th CENTURY/GENERAL HISTORY

AFRICA
A Modern History: 1945–2015
Guy Arnold Starting with the growing
nationalist demands for independence
that followed the Second World War,
Guy Arnold’s magisterial history
describes the momentous changes 
that transformed Africa from a
collection of European colonies to 
fifty independent nations. After an
introduction to the post-war continent,
the book examines how the hopes 
of the 1960s were followed by the
realities of foreign interference,
internal tyrannies and corruption. 
This 2017 edition ends with the
growing influence of China, the Arab
Spring and the refugee crisis. ATLANTIC 2017 HB 1,120pp Illus

£40.00    512738    now £14.99
SISTERS IN RESISTANCE

Tilar J Mazzeo Mussolini’s son-in-law
Galeazzo Ciano was Italy’s foreign minister but
became disillusioned and began to record in his
diaries the political squabbles he witnessed
among the Nazis’ inner circle. Tilar Mazzeo
tells the story of an unlikely trio of women
caught up in the saga of these incendiary
documents – Mussolini’s daughter, a German
spy and an American socialite – who tried to
save Ciano’s life and to preserve the diaries
after his execution. SCRIBE 2022 HB 326pp Illus

£20.00    530870    now £9.99

NEW

NEITHER DEVIL NOR CHILD
How Western Attitudes 
are Harming Africa
Tom Young Six decades after colonial powers
withdrew from Africa, the continent is still
struggling to catch up with the rest of the world.
This provocative analysis argues that Western
policies have undermined the continent’s 
stability and prosperity, with guilt-driven 
aid and market-led privatization fuelling 
corruption, and interference in domestic politics
entrenching conflict. ONEWORLD 2018 HB 236pp

£18.99    517021    now £5.99

Also available: The Just
How Six Unlikely Heroes
Saved Thousands of Jews 
from the Holocaust 
£25.00      524140    
now £9.99

GENERAL HISTORY

AFRICAN HISTORY

AFRICAN EUROPEANS
An Untold History
Olivette Otele Beginning with Emperor
Septimius Severus (born in present-day
Libya) and the Egyptian St Maurice,
leader of the Roman Theban Legion,
Olivette Otele presents an insightful
history of people of African descent in
Europe. Her well-produced study goes on
to explore the lives of enslaved Africans
in Renaissance Italy and Spain, and the
effects of the transatlantic slave trade and
colonialism, before considering the issues
facing today’s multi-ethnic communities. 
HURST & Co 2020 HB 302pp

£25.00    519785    now £9.99

Back by 
popular 
demand

CULT OF PROGRESS
David Olusoga In Part One, ‘First Contact’,
David Olusoga explores the role of art in 
the earliest interaction and conflict between
different civilizations, beginning with the
Age of Discovery when Europe’s early
imperialists encountered the indigenous
peoples and art of other continents: contacts
that resulted in mutual curiosity as well as
conquest. Part Two, ‘The Cult of Progress’,
looks at artistic reaction to post-industrial
modernization in the 19th and early 20th
centuries, ending with Otto Dix’s great
triptych, The War (1932). 
PROFILE 2021 PB 304pp Illus

£14.99    518482    now £5.99

PS 362 pp8-47.qxp  15/02/2024  11:06  Page 10



STRANGE ANTICS
A History of Seduction
Clement Knox From the Garden of Eden
to the #MeToo movement, the connection
between sex and power has been fraught
with danger. This book follows its
labyrinthine and often secret history
through Casanova’s conquests, the
struggles of early feminists such as Mary
Wollstonecraft, and the persecution of the
black heavyweight champion Jack Johnson
under America’s seduction laws. WILLIAM
COLLINS 2020 PB 526pp Illus 234x153mm

£14.99    516425    now £4.99

A TASTE FOR POISON
Eleven Deadly Substances and 
the Killers Who Used Them
Neil Bradbury Blending science, history 
and the stories of true crime, Neil Bradbury
explores the nature of eleven poisons. With
examples ranging from arsenic, thought 
to have killed Alexander the Great and
Cleopatra, to the first murder committed 
by the injection of insulin, and the poisoning
of Alexander Litvinenko in 2006, he details
how each toxic substance takes its toll and
what they reveal about how the human 
body works. HARPERNORTH 2022 HB 304pp

£20.00    531159    now £9.99

NEW

EMPIRE OF CRIME
Organised Crime in 
the British Empire
Tim Newark When Britain banned the
lucrative export of opium from Imperial
India to China, organized criminals were
quick to develop an illegal trade in narcotics.
Using government files and personal letters
Tim Newark reveals the extent to which
gangsters exploited global trade routes,
including those made secure by the British
Empire itself, and how they became the
setting for a turf war involving Shanghai
smugglers, American drugbusters and
Afghan criminal gangs.
PEN & SWORD 2017 HB 268pp

£19.99    512265    now £7.99

MURDER AT 
No.4 EUSTON SQUARE
The Mystery of the Lady in the Cellar
Sinclair McKay In May 1879 the skeletal 
remains of a woman were found in the coal 
cellar of a smart Bloomsbury boarding house.
Delving into local archives and police records,
Sinclair McKay tells how Charles Hagen, the
rising star of the Metropolitan Police, used 
dental records to identify the victim, and 
began to unravel the secrets of a seemingly
respectable Victorian household.
AURUM 2021 PB 324pp Illus

£9.99    531413    now £4.99

NEW

A HISTORY OF LOVE 
AND HATE IN 21 STATUES
Peter Hughes investigates the creation
and destruction of 21 statues, whether
serving the grandiose fantasies of tyrants
or memorializing a life well lived. 
With examples spanning 
every continent, religion
and era, from Hatshepsut
and the Buddhas of
Bamiyan to Louis XV
(right), Edward Colston
and Frederick Douglass,
he reveals what their
stories tell us about 
the human condition.
AURUM 2022 PB 336pp 
Illus 297x128mm

£9.99    531409    now £4.99

NEW

CULTURAL HISTORY/CRIME

11
Postscript order line: 01626 897100

MURDER BY THE BOOK
The Crime that Shocked
Dickens’s London
Claire Harman When Lord
William Russell was killed in
1840, his murderer claimed 
that he was inspired by William
Harrison Ainsworth’s novel
about the notorious thief 
Jack Sheppard, causing a 
public sensation. Recreating 
the atmosphere of Victorian
London, this volume explores
how the leading writers of the
day were drawn into the debate
about the literary glorification 
of crime. American-cut pages.
KNOPF 2019 HB 266pp Illus 217x151mm

$26.95    517164    now £7.99
Newspaper illustration of Russell’s 

valet ‘discovering’ the murder
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THE ICE AT THE END 
OF THE WORLD
An Epic Journey into 
Greenland’s Buried Past 
and Our Perilous Future
Jon Gertner Greenland’s icy expanses
have long drawn explorers and
scientists. The first part of this book
follows the footsteps of Nansen 
and other early visitors; the second
records the exploitation of the 
country’s resources since 1949,
assessing the effect of global 
warming on its ice sheets and what 
that means for the planet as a whole.
ICON 2019 HB 444pp Illus 214x135mm

£18.99    514897    now £6.99

Postscript order line: 01626 897100
12

THE CURSE OF OAK ISLAND
The Story of the World’s 
Longest Treasure Hunt
Randall Sullivan Since 1795, rumours of a ‘money
pit’ on Oak Island off the coast of Nova Scotia have
lured treasure hunters to financial ruin, bitter feuds 
and mental breakdown. Randall Sullivan follows 
these attempts, which cost six men their lives, over 
two centuries, and explores the conflicting theories
about the nature of the hoard that continues to attract
searchers today. ATLANTIC MONTHLY 2018 HB 416pp Illus 

£19.99    531359    now £8.99

THE IMMEASURABLE WORLD
Journeys in Desert Places
William Atkins Throughout history, many travellers
have seen deserts as hostile, desolate places; but
William Atkins was drawn to them. Travelling to five
continents over three years, he visited Oman’s Empty 
Quarter, Australia’s nuclear test grounds, China’s Gobi Desert, the dried-out Aral Sea,
and the arid regions of the American West. Illustrated with maps of each area, his
travelogue explores the history, the people, the cultures, the folklore and the 
symbolism of these forbidding places. FABER 2018 HB 416pp Illus

£20.00    511580    now £7.99

STEALING WITH THE EYES
Imaginings and Incantations 
in Indonesia
Will Buckingham As a young trainee
anthropologist in the 1990s, Will Buckingham
travelled to the remote Tanimbar Islands 
in Indonesia. Looking back two decades 
later, he recalls his friendship with three
sculptors, and how their art embodied the
islanders’ history, philosophy and myth. 
His experiences of magic and sickness 
would lead him to question, and eventually
abandon, his anthropological studies.
HAUS 2018 PB 240pp Illus 230x155mm

£14.99    514846    now £4.99

NEW

AFTER THE LOST
FRANKLIN EXPEDITION
Lady Franklin and John Rae
Peter Baxter After John Franklin’s
129-man expedition to find the
Northwest Passage disappeared 
in 1847, his wife Jane mounted 
a formidable search campaign.
Among the searchers was the Arctic
explorer John Rae. This study 
tells how, after Rae revealed that 
the stricken men had resorted to
cannibalism, Jane recruited 
Dickens to vilify him, even though
subsequent discoveries proved him
right. PEN & SWORD 2019 HB 278pp Illus 

£25.00   529752    now £9.99

NEW

EXPLORATION/ADVENTURE

Postscript order line: 01626 897100

THE TREASURES 
OF ANGKOR
Marilia Albanese This fully illustrated
guide to Cambodia’s world-famous
temple complex includes a history 
of the Khmer civilization that created 
it between the 9th and 13th centuries,
detailed descriptions of the individual
sites with maps and plans, and
recommended itineraries and travel
advice. Special sections focus on 
the art, culture, society and religious
beliefs of the Khmer people.
WHITE STAR 2012 PB 296pp Illus

£9.99    529803    now £4.99
Guardian lion at Phnom Bakheng

NEW

BORNEO
Blue Skies Travel Guide

David Bowden The large, remote Indonesian island of
Borneo has an extraordinary flora and fauna. Its National
Parks are explored here, along with information on forest

trekking and where to see turtles and orang-utans in the
wild. JOHN BEAUFOY 2018 PB 160pp Illus 178x126mm

£12.99    510499    now £4.99

TRAVEL & PLACES
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SOUTH DEVON
Derek Tait Starting amid the maritime history 
of Francis Drake’s Plymouth, this guide follows
the A38 via Buckfast Abbey to the medieval
market town of Newton Abbot. After exploring
the stone-circle studded wilds of Dartmoor, 
it follows the south coast from west to east,
taking in Totnes and Torquay before ending 
at Sidmouth, gateway to the fossil-rich Jurassic
Coast. PEN & SWORD 2018 PB 144pp Illus 233x155mm

£12.99    529787    now £5.99
WEST SUSSEX

Kevin Newman This journey through the
millennia begins at the windswept hillforts and
henges of the South Downs, before visiting the
Roman villas at Bignor and Fishbourne, medieval
castles and churches at Chichester, Arundel and Amberley, and the Georgian and Art
Deco splendours of Brighton and Worthing. Each chapter includes road directions
and suggested stops for refreshments. PEN & SWORD 2018 PB 214pp Illus 233x155mm

£14.99    529786    now £5.99

NEW

NEW

TRAVEL/PLACES/EXPLORATION
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EXPLORE
LISBON
A visit to Lisbon
can encompass the
fantastical palaces
of Sintra, the fado
venues of Alfama,
and Moorish castle
ruins. A bustling
seafront metropolis
with historic
origins, Lisbon’s
attractions include
the oceanarium, the Calouste 
Gulbenkian Museum and the 
Bairro Alto.                             514243

EXPLORE STOCKHOLM
Whether explored via one of its free
walking tours, by vintage tram or by
boating around the archipelago, highlights
of Sweden’s capital include Gamia Stan’s
narrow lanes, Millesgården’s terraces, 
the Vaxholm Citadel and Astrid
Lindgren’s fairy tale world.       514249
INSIGHT GUIDES 2017 PB 
128/144pp Illus 192x115mm

£8.99 each      now £3.99 each

SOUTH AFRICA
From the cosmopolitan centre of 
Cape Town to the rock paintings in
Drakensberg and the diverse wildlife of
the big game reserves that form Kruger
National Park in the east, this guide to
South Africa covers the country’s most
popular tourist attractions and also
details two driving routes from
Johannesburg to the capital.    514275    
ITALY
For travellers
exploring Italy,
whether it is the
Amalfi Coast 
or Ancient
Rome, this
guide provides
detailed advice
on cultural
history,
gastronomic
traditions and
regional
variations, along with expert features 
on subjects including the 
Mafia and fashion.               514269
GERMANY
With Alpine sports, hiking trails in the
Black Forest and water sports along 
its Baltic coastline, Germany’s varied
landscape lends itself to outdoor
pursuits, detailed in this volume
alongside its numerous art collections
and architectural heritage, from 
Gothic castles to Bauhaus.     514267

INSIGHT GUIDES 2017/18 
PB 360–424pp Illus 220x145mm

£15.99/£16.99 each       
now £5.99 each

NEW

NEW

Postscript order line: 01626 897100

1001 WALKING TIPS
Navigation, Fitness, Gear and Safety Advice for
Hillwalkers, Trekkers and Urban Adventurers
Paul Besley Written in a light-hearted style by experts in the
field, this comprehensive guide presents a huge variety of
practical tips and is designed to be dipped into as and when
required. The topics covered include walking in different
environments – from hillwalking to urban routes – clothing
and safety. VERTEBRATE 2022 PB 160pp Illus 244x190mm

£25.00    530738    now £9.99
WALKING IN ENGLAND
Taking in England’s varied landscapes, these 20 walks begin with Robin Hood’s 
Bay on the Yorkshire coast and feature routes in the Lake District, the Peaks, 
East Anglia and Dartmoor. Notes on the history of the areas are included, 
and a description, map and practical information for each walk.
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION 2009 HB 112pp Illus 208x262mm

£14.99    508561    now £6.99
You may also be interested in:
Devon Church Walks (North and East) 
£7.95    516987    now £3.99

Classic Day Walks in 
England and Wales

20 of the UK’s Best Walks
£14.95    518816    now £4.99

THE ROUGH GUIDE TO IRELAND
Paul Clements; Darragh Geraghty; Norm Longley et al
From the rock formations of the Giant’s Causeway to the
lakes and mountains of Killarney National Park, this guide to
the Emerald Isle covers popular locations and lesser known
landmarks as well as the cultural heritage of cities including
Dublin and Belfast, home of the long-running International
Arts Festival. Twelfth edition. APA 2018 PB 648pp Illus

£15.99    517076    now £6.99
Also available: The Rough Guide to Great Britain
£19.99    517075    now £6.99

VISITOR’S HISTORIC BRITAIN 

ROUGH GUIDES

POCKET ROUGH GUIDES
Tenerife and La Gomera   514298
Madrid                             514296
Bruges and Ghent            514294

£7.99/£8.99    now £3.99 each

And for your trip...
Rough Guides
Phrasebooks 

are available online
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BRITAIN BY NUMBERS
A Visual Exploration of People and Place
Stuart Newman Using 100 colourful infographics
Stuart Newman explores topics including housing,
education and crime to present insights into life 
in modern Britain. The facts and figures are based
on information from the ONS and other official
sources, and each uniquely designed image 
is accompanied by a brief commentary or
interpretation of the stories behind the numbers.
ATLANTIC 2019 HB 240pp Illus 253x194mm

£25.00    516917   was £7.99   now £4.99

MOUNTAIN REPUBLIC
A Lake District Parish: 
Eighteen Men, the Lake Poets 
and the National Trust
Philippa Harrison Located in the 
heart of the Lake District, Crosthwaite
Parish was governed for centuries by 
18 annually elected ‘customary tenants’, 
a system Wordsworth called ‘a perfect
republic of shepherds’. Local resident
Philippa Harrison recounts its fortunes
through the Middle Ages and the Civil
Wars, its discovery by the Lake Poets 
in the late 18th century, and how it
became the birthplace of the National
Trust in 1895. APOLLO 2021 HB 756pp Illus

£35.00    530640    now £12.99

Postscript order line: 01626 897100

THE SECRET HISTORY OF HERE
A Year in the Valley
Alistair Moffat Situated on land that has been
occupied since prehistoric times, Alistair Moffat’s
farm on the Scottish Borders has yielded numerous
archaeological finds, including a stone carved with
the rune-like inscriptions of Ogham. In this record 
of a year on the farm Moffat notes his chores and
concerns but also reflects on the lives of the land’s
previous inhabitants – early hunters, Jacobite
soldiers, and those who used the trade route 
that disappeared in the late 1700s.
CANONGATE 2021 HB 384pp Illus 

£20.00    527365    now £9.99
THE OLDEST POST OFFICE 
IN THE WORLD
And Other Scottish Oddities
Hamish Brown toured Scotland and its islands in the 
early 2000s and photographed over 90 of its most unusual locations. Focusing on human 
ingenuity and skill, rather than natural phenomena, his selection ranges from grand 
buildings such as St Conan’s Kirk in Argyll with its variety of architectural styles, to 
sculpted coal furniture in Fife and a gravestone recording local outrage at the murder 
in 1820 of a pedlar in a quiet Borders village. SANDSTONE 2012 PB 192pp Illus 240x170mm

£11.99    518875    now £5.99
REAY COUNTRY
The Story of a Sutherland Farming Family
Reay DG Clarke The Clarkes of Eriboll farmed 
in north-west Sutherland for 200 years, a period of
transformation in Scottish agriculture as crofters were
cleared and the land was given over to sheep pasture.
Although proud of his family’s farming heritage, 
Reay Clarke’s account of Highland farming life and
work, first published in 2014, argues for a return to
environmental diversity and more sustainable land use.
Introduced by James Hunter. ORIGIN 2018 PB 222pp Illus

£9.99    517997    now £4.99

THE CLYDE: Mapping the River
John Moore Once crucial to Glasgow’s
industrial strength, the Clyde’s role has
changed dramatically over time: for
centuries workers on days off went ‘doon
the watter’; now, the river is used more
for recreation than industry. This volume
examines the geography and history of
the Clyde through 108 maps ranging 
from a 17th-century version of Ptolemy’s
Insulae Albion et Hibernia to Russian
maps of Glasgow and the lower Clyde
dating from the Cold War, and 
21st-century tourists’ guides. BIRLINN 2017 HB 288pp Illus 256x255mm

£30.00    511940    now £14.99

HAWORTH: Timelines
Paul Chrystal; Photo. Mark Davies
Best known as the home of the Brontë
sisters, Haworth was a thriving
Victorian industrial village in an
unlikely rural, agricultural location,
home to mills, mines and quarries. 
With numerous maps and photographs,
Paul Chrystal traces its history, showing
how the pollution and overcrowding 
of the 19th century gradually subsided
to create today’s picture-postcard tourist
destination. 
DESTINWORLD 2018 PB 160pp Illus 235x165mm

£12.99    516971    now £5.99

BRITISH ISLES
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Main Street, with a 1-in-10 gradient

Sale Price: only £4.99

Back by 
popular 
demand
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Visit our website: www.psbooks.co.uk

BEING 
A BEAST
Charles Foster Studying the neuroscience on how
animals experience sights, sounds and smells,
Charles Foster wanted to know how it felt to be
one. He lived in a badger’s sett, eating earthworms;
swam Devon rivers like an otter; rooted London
dustbins like an urban fox; and followed the
migration of swifts to Africa. His moving, often
funny attempts to become an animal also reveal
something of what it is to be human.
PROFILE 2016 PB 236pp Illus

£9.99    529992    now £4.99

THE STUBBORN LIGHT OF THINGS
A Nature Diary

Melissa Harrison Compiled from Melissa 
Harrison’s popular Nature Notebook columns in 
The Times between 2014 and 2020, this volume 
maps her engagement with the natural world in 

urban south London and, later, rural Suffolk. 
It emphasizes how we must first learn to see and 
then act to preserve the beauty on our doorsteps, 
no matter where we live. FABER 2020 HB 218pp Illus 

£14.99    528459    now £6.99

THE STORY OF YOUR DOG
A Straightforward Guide 
to a Complicated Animal
Brandon McMillan Unpacking the often
misunderstood 15,000-year evolutionary history
governing the behaviour of man’s best friend,
Brandon McMillan begins by explaining the genetic
reasons why dogs act the way they do. He goes 
on to share training, communication and bonding
strategies for different canine groups, including
working, herding and sporting breeds, mixed 
breeds and lapdogs. HARPER 2022 HB 282pp

£20.00    531567    now £7.99

NEW

THE POCKET BOOK 
OF INSECT ANATOMY
Marianne Taylor From beetles to
butterflies, insects take a dazzling 
variety of forms, but all share the 
same three-part body plan. Illustrated 
with more than 200 photographs and
diagrams, this easy-to-use guide 
explains their evolution, classification,
biochemistry, nervous and respiratory
systems, flight, reproduction, larval 
stages and metamorphosis. A final 
chapter emphasizes their ecological
importance and the conservation issues
they face. BLOOMSBURY 2020 PB 224pp Illus 

£15.99    530643    now £7.99

NEW

LADYBIRDS
Richard Comont Part of the RSPB
Spotlight series, this guide to one of
the UKs most recognizable insects
offers detailed information on their
lifecycle, behaviour and role in the
ecosystem. Well-illustrated with
photographs of different species, 
the book also introduces their natural
history and cultural significance 
before explaining how to find 
them and create habitats to help 
them thrive. BLOOMSBURY 2019 PB 
128pp Illus 208x147mm

£12.99   514494   now £4.99
15

NATURE/ANIMALS/GARDENING

The eyed ladybird is the
UK’s largest native ladybird

GARDENING

ONE MAGIC SQUARE
Grow Your Own Food on One Square Metre
Lolo Houbein focuses on one square metre at a time 
to lead novice gardeners from easy and robust crops to 
more tender varieties, through planting schemes such as ‘Salad’, ‘Curry’, ‘Stir-Fry’ and

‘Root Crops’. Her practical advice is followed by extensive information
on taking steps towards self-sufficiency, tips based on several years 
of experience, and an A–Z detailing the growing methods and uses 
for a broad range of edibles. GREEN 2015 HB 368pp Illus 207x207mm

£19.99    518919    now £6.99

Autumn and winter soup plot

You may also be interested in: The Organic Fruit Gardener
£14.99    508678    now £5.99
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THE WORLD I FELL OUT OF
Melanie Reid The Times columnist Melanie Reid
was 51 when she fell from her horse and broke her
spine, leaving her paralysed from the chest down.
With dark humour, she describes her journey from
intensive care through rehabilitation to the difficult
return home, recalling both the moments of despair
and how ‘you learn, very slowly, to recover joy’.
Foreword by Andrew Marr. 
4th ESTATE 2019 HB 400pp Illus 222x144mm

£16.99    518567    now £5.99

SO THEY CALL YOU PISHER!
A Memoir

Michael Rosen The poet, children’s writer and
campaigner Michael Rosen looks back over the

first 23 years of his life, from his childhood in
the Jewish East End of London to his years as a

medical student. He recalls his parents Connie
and Harold, a celebrated educationalist, and

explains how their Communism, and the shadow
of relatives lost to the Holocaust, set him apart

from his schoolfellows and inspired his lifelong
political activism.

VERSO 2017 HB 318pp Illus

£16.99    519659    now £6.99

NEW

Postscript order line: 01626 897100

TESTAMENT OF YOUTH
An Autobiographical Study 
of the Years 1900–1925
Vera Brittain Underpinned by its author’s fiery
intelligence and heartfelt pacifist beliefs, Vera
Brittain’s cauterising First World War memoir 
was originally published in 1933 to great acclaim. 
A Voluntary Aid Detachment nurse, Brittain lost 
her fiancé, brother and two close male friends 
during the conflict, and her writing serves to both
move and educate, capturing the politics, hopes 
and despair of a lost generation. Slightly off-mint.
Felt-tip mark on lower edge. PENGUIN 2005 PB 688pp

$22.00    531396    now £7.99

NEW

THE FATHER: 
A REVENGE
A Son’s Judgement on his 
Nazi War Criminal Father
Niklas Frankk was just seven when his
father, the Nazi governor of Poland, was
hanged for war crimes. In this scathing
memoir, he juxtaposes recollections of
his pampered childhood amid the elite 
of the Third Reich with the atrocities 
his father was committing, creating 
a bleakly compelling analysis of
corruption, depravity and lust 
for power. BITEBACK 2021 PB 446pp

£12.99    531084    now £5.99

NEW

DARE NOT LINGER
The Presidential Years
Nelson Mandela; Mandla Langa
Left unfinished at the time of his death,
this second volume of Nelson Mandela’s
memoirs has been completed from his
notes and speeches. It records his 
five-year presidency: the challenges 
of building a functioning democracy 
on the ruins of apartheid, reuniting a
divided nation, reviving its economy,
and re-establishing the long-isolated
state’s relationships with other countries
in Africa and across the world. Slightly
off-mint. Felt-tip mark on upper edge.
PICADOR 2018 PB 384pp Illus 

$20.00    516690    now £4.99

Visit our website: www.psbooks.co.uk

Mandela addressing the United
Nations Special Committee
Against Apartheid, 1990

MEMOIRS

16

STREET FIGHTING YEARS
An Autobiography of the Sixties
Tariq Ali The radical writer and
activist Tariq Ali looks back over 
a tumultuous decade in British and
global politics. His account of his 
own campaigning and journalism, 
first published in 1987, takes in the
great issues of the day – the Vietnam
War, the Prague Spring and the 1968
student protests in Paris – and his
encounters with Malcolm X, Marlon
Brando, Henry Kissinger, Bertrand
Russell, John Lennon and Yoko Ono.
VERSO 2018 PB 416pp Illus

£9.99    519660    now £3.99
With Vanessa Redgrave at an 
Anti-Apartheid event in 1964

You can collect your order from your local 
ParcelShop when you order by phone or onlineClick& Collect
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MISS MURIEL
MATTERS
The Fearless
Suffragist who
Fought for Equality
Robert Wainwright
Muriel Matters
(1877–1969), ‘that
daring Australian girl’
who chained herself
to a grille in
Parliament and
demanded votes for
women, dedicated her
life to campaigning
for social reform.
This biography
reveals the lengths 
the former actress and
executive of the Women’s Freedom League went to 
for causes including prison reform, Montessori schools
and help for the poor. Her direct action ranged from
attending demonstrations to boarding an airship in 
1909 to drop leaflets onto Edward VII’s carriage. 
ALLEN & UNWIN 2017 HB 384pp Illus 

£18.99    512665    now £6.99

TIGER WOMAN
A Wild Life
Betty May Writing in the
late 1920s when she was 
in her thirties, Betty May
relates how she rose 
from a poverty-stricken
childhood in the slums 
of Limehouse to become
an unlikely bohemian
sensation between the
wars. She tells of her
career as a singer and
dancer, her four marriages,
her role as muse to 
writers and artists, and 
her interactions with the 
criminal underworld in 
Paris. DUCKWORTH 2023 PB 222pp Illus 

£9.99    524298    now £4.99

JANE AUSTEN
A Literary Celebrity

Peter Leithart Aiming to capture
the varied sides of Jane Austen’s

character, including her
playfulness, her satiric gift for

ridicule, her ‘waspishness’ and her
deep Christian faith, Peter Leithart
traces the author’s life and works,

exploring how she became a
central figure of our modern-day

literary zeitgeist and why her
stories are perennially appealing.

THOMAS NELSON 2009 PB 192pp
177x126mm

£9.99   531571   now £4.99

NEWREBEL WOMEN
The Renegades,
Viragos and
Heroines Who
Changed the 
World – from the
French Revolution
to Today
Rosalind Miles tracks
the stories of female
rebels, both famed and
less well known, who
stood up to age-old
cruelties and injustices,
often at a high personal
cost. She also records
crucial milestones in
women’s long march
towards equality,
highlighting the struggles and achievements of notable
figures worldwide from the 18th century equal rights
advocate Olympe de Gouges to Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir,
the world’s first openly gay prime minister. 
VIRAGO 2020 HB 430pp Illus

£25.00    516307    now £6.99

DEVILS, 
LUSTS AND
STRANGE
DESIRES
The Life 
of Patricia
Highsmith
Richard Bradford
Famed for her
psychological
thrillers, including
The Talented 
Mr Ripley and
Strangers on 
a Train, Patricia
Highsmith led a troubled life. The acclaimed
literary scholar Richard Bradford explores the
connection between her personality and her art,
revealing the dark passions of a woman whose 
open lesbianism made her an LGBT heroine, but
whose racism, antisemitism, alcoholism and cruelty
to friends and lovers have undermined that status. 
BLOOMSBURY 2021 HB 272pp Illus 

£20.00    519822    now £7.99
Also available: Strangers on a Train

£8.99    531674    now £4.99

BIOGRAPHY

17
Postscript order line: 01626 897100

Poster for Alfred
Hitchcock’s 1951 film
of Strangers on a Train

THE DIARY THAT 
CHANGED THE WORLD
The Remarkable Story of Otto
Frank and the Diary of Anne Frank
Karen Bartlett Since its publication in 1947 Anne Frank’s 
diary has been translated into 70 languages and has played a
fundamental role in shaping our understanding of the Holocaust.
From the moment when Auschwitz survivor Otto Frank first 
read his daughter’s handwritten pages, Bartlett traces not only 
his efforts to preserve Anne’s legacy but also the controversies 
and legal battles he faced and the ways in which readers
responded to the diary. BITEBACK 2022 PB 304pp Illus

£20.00    531082    now £7.99
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STRAIGHT LIFE
The Story Of Art Pepper
Art and Laurie Pepper Alto
saxophonist Art Pepper (1925–82) 
was a rare talent who performed jazz 
for four decades despite dealing with
alcoholism, heroin addiction and 
periods of imprisonment. This candid
confessional memoir was transcribed 
by his wife from an oral narrative 
taped during the 1970s and is
interspersed with the words of friends
and relatives. The book also features 
a comprehensive discography.
CANONGATE 2022 PB 582pp Illus

£16.99    530920    now £6.99

NEW

MOZART
The Reign of Love
Jan Swafford, a composer and biographer of
Beethoven and Brahms, follows Mozart’s life 
and career from child prodigy exploited by his
domineering father to professional musician
producing a vast body of work in every genre 
of his day. Dispelling the myths of suffering 
and poverty, he creates a rounded view of an
energetic, outgoing and happy man with a large
circle of friends. Slightly off-mint. Felt-tip mark
on upper or lower trimmed edge.
HARPER 2020 HB 830pp Illus

$45.00        524517    
now £14.99

IN OUR TIME
Celebrating Twenty Years 
of Essential Conversation
Melvyn Bragg;  Simon Tillotson Between 1998 
and 2018, Melvyn Bragg and his co-presenters hosted
815 editions of In Our Time, BBC Radio 4’s Thursday
morning live discussion, with academics talking on
topics in history, science, philosophy, culture and
religion. Chosen from the accumulated riches of 20
years, this is an illustrated selection of 50 of the most
interesting conversations about subjects as diverse as
the 18th-century gin craze, photosynthesis, Confucius,
Turner’s The Fighting Temeraire, and the story of
Tristan and Iseult. SIMON & SCHUSTER 2018 HB 424pp Illus 

£25.00    512147    now £9.99

MORE THAN LIKELY
Dick Clement; Ian La Frenais The TV
comedies Porridge and The Likely Lads
are Clement and La Frenais’ best known 
work but in their long career they have 
also created scripts for films, plays and
musicals such as The Commitments. 
This dual biography intersperses personal
reminiscences with memories of their 
many productions and anecdotes about 
stars including Richard Burton, Sean 
Connery and Tracey Ullman. 
WEIDENFELD 2019 HB 304pp Illus

£20.00    516299    now £6.99

MUSIC/SCREEN/RADIO

Postscript order line: 01626 897100
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AND IN THE END
The Last Days of the Beatles
Ken McNab The Beatles began 1969 with 
filmed rehearsals for the Get Back project, 
then the recording of Abbey Road. Behind the
scenes though business problems and personal
disagreements were stacking up. Based on new
interviews with those closest to the band at the
time, this account traces the four Beatles’
movements month-by-month as events inexorably
led to the break-up, announced in January 1970. 
THOMAS DUNNE 2020 HB 320pp Illus 

$28.99    531382    now £12.99

NEW

HELP!
The Beatles, Duke Ellington, 
and the Magic of Collaboration
Thomas Brothers’ musical analysis
describes the creative processes of 
two of the most influential musical
innovators of the 20th century,
demonstrating that they achieved their
success by unusually effective
collaboration. While Duke Ellington
marshalled the talents in his orchestra,
the Beatles enhanced the production and
recording of songs written by a single
person by including contributions from
one another. NORTON 2018 HB 408pp Illus

£21.99    531353    now £9.99

NEW

You may also like: The String Players’ Guide to Chamber Music
£17.99    501694    now £4.99

Back by 
popular 
demand
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THE STORY OF DRAMA
Tragedy, Comedy and 
Sacrifice from the 
Greeks to the Present
Gary Day     
BLOOMSBURY 2016 PB 246pp 233x156mm

£22.99    530218    now £11.99

THE ROMANS IN BRITAIN
Howard Brenton ‘Huge, messy and beautiful’, 
Howard Brenton’s play spans centuries from 54 BCE 
to 500 CE and finally Northern Ireland in the 1970s as it explores 
the impact of invasion and conquest on indigenous people.
Foreword by Samuel West. METHUEN DRAMA 2023 PB 132pp  

£10.99    530205    now £4.99
MEASURE FOR MEASURE

William Shakespeare; Josie Rourke The artistic director 
of the Donmar Warehouse, Josie Rourke, presents a version 
of Shakespeare’s ‘unromantic comedy’ with unmodernized
text and a 21st century twist on its themes of sex, power 
and society. METHUEN DRAMA 2019 PB 152pp  

£11.99    530178    now £4.99

• Find more Methuen Drama titles on our website

HAMLET, WHO’S THERE?
William Shakespeare; Kelly Hunter The RSC actor and
director Kelly Hunter has adapted Hamlet for a smaller cast 
of six actors, focusing on the famous soliloquies and the 
theme of transference of grief. BLOOMSBURY 2016 PB 80pp

£11.99    530156    now £4.99
’TIS PITY SHE’S A WHORE

John Ford; Ed. Martin Wiggins Edited, with a substantial
introduction and notes by Martin Wiggins, this New Mermaid
edition presents a modernized text of John Ford’s tragedy 

of sibling incest, secrecy and grisly murder,
first performed in the early 1630s.
BLOOMSBURY 2003 PB 182pp

£9.99    530223    now £4.99
A Woman Killed with Kindness

Thomas Heywood
A&C BLACK 2003 PB 128pp Illus

£10.99    530229    now £4.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

SHAKESPEARE’S
TRAGEDIES
Hamlet • Othello
King Lear • Macbeth
Four of Shakespeare’s most
popular plays, the tragedies
of Hamlet, Othello, King
Lear and Macbeth, are
presented here in texts 
from the 1890s Temple
Shakespeare, with the
original glossaries and
notes by Israel Gollancz.
There is a substantial, 
new introduction by 
Dr Catherine MS Alexander
and line drawings based on 
the illustrations of an 1833 edition. Gift-embossed black
binding and slipcase. ARCTURUS 2016 HB 384pp Illus 242x193mm

£14.99    513963    now £5.99
Also available as individual paperbacks:

Hamlet                              518109    
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 518111    
Macbeth                            518110    
Romeo and Juliet                  518112

ARCTURUS 2022 PB 132–224pp

£6.99 each        now £3.99 each

TOM STOPPARD: A Life
Hermione Lee Tom Stoppard’s
introduction to the theatre came
when his job on a local paper
brought him into contact with
Peter O’Toole and the Bristol 
Old Vic repertory company. 
This comprehensive biography
draws on extensive interviews
with Stoppard, his collaborators,
friends and family and includes
detailed analyses of all his
writings including his
breakthrough 1966 play
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead and later dramas and
films such as Shakespeare in Love. FABER 2020 HB 992pp Illus

£30.00    518463    now £7.99
Also available are two Tom Stoppard plays:

The Real Thing   524532             Indian Ink   524533
£11.99 each       now £5.99 each

THE DYLAN 
THOMAS OMNIBUS
Under Milk Wood, Poems,
Stories and Broadcasts
‘Hush, the babies are sleeping, 
the farmers, the fishers, the
tradesmen and pensioners,
cobbler, schoolteacher, postman
and publican, the undertaker 
and the fancy woman...’ Under
Milk Wood has remained Dylan
Thomas’s most popular work
since its first performance on
BBC radio in 1954. Along with
the play, this selection includes
stories from Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Dog and poetry 
from 18 Poems (1934) to Deaths and Entrances (1946).
WEIDENFELD 2014 PB 398pp

£10.99    531640    now £5.99

NEW

DRAMA
Postscript’s wide-ranging Drama section includes
individual plays from Renaissance tragedies and

comedies to contemporary works; books on dramatic
art; and biographies of playwrights and actors. This

selection from titles available on our website includes,
among new arrivals from the Methuen Drama series, 

a history of drama traced through key works in each era.

ALAN BENNETT
HABEAS CORPUS 

First staged in 1973, Alan Bennett’s comedy of  mid-life sexual
crises was described by Michael Billington in the Guardian
as ‘a gorgeously vulgar but densely plotted farce that is 
a downright celebration of sex and the human body’. 532747

THE LADY IN THE VAN 
In 1974, Miss Shepherd parked her van in Alan Bennett’s drive;
and there she stayed until her death in 1989. Ten years later 
Miss Shepherd was immortalized in this play, which premiered
in 1999 with Maggie Smith in the title role.              532748
FABER 2014 PB 106/120pp

£9.99  each       now £4.99 each

NEW

NEW

METHUEN DRAMA
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THE BAD BOY OF ATHENS
Classics from the Greeks to Game of Thrones
Daniel Mendelsohn In these essays the classicist
author analyses aspects of modern culture through
the lens of Greece and Rome, with topics including
the evolving interpretation of Sappho’s sexuality,
the connections between robots in Homer and 
films about Artificial Intelligence, and how 
writers’ lives intersect with their work. The book
ends with a poignant account of Mendelsohn’s own
teenage correspondence with historical novelist
Mary Renault. WILLIAM COLLINS 2019 HB 376pp  

£20.00    515559    now £5.99

MORE FIYA
A New Collection of Black British Poetry
Ed. Kayo Chingonyi Compiled by British-
Zambian poet Kayo Chingonyi, this follow-up to
Lemn Sissay’s The Fire People presents a further
selection of voices that have been hitherto
underrepresented by the literary establishment.
Reflecting a range of experiences in Black British
culture, they include the Trinidad-born poet and
novelist Anthony Joseph and the Young Poet
Laureate for London, Warsan Shire.
CANONGATE 2022 HB 204pp 222x142mm

£16.99    530914    now £6.99

EUGENIO 
MONTALE POEMS
Ed. Jonathan Galassi Born in Italy in 1896 and 
hailed as ‘one of the most important poets of the
contemporary West’, Eugenio Montale wrote 
verses on love, death, faith and philosophy that 
are marked by their musicality and rhythmic 
variety. Translated into English by Jonathan 
Galassi, this volume contains selections from 
his best-known works. Slightly off-mint. 
Felt-tip mark on lower  edge. 
KNOPF 2020 HB 270pp 164x114mm

$14.95    531365    
now £5.99

NEW

NEW

TRAVELS WITH A WRITING BRUSH
Classical Japanese Travel Writing 
from the Manyōshū to Bashō
Trans. Meredith McKinney Tracing a thousand 
years of literary travel writing in Japan, this selection
of poetry and prose ranges from the eighth-century
verse anthology Manyōshū to the work of 17th-century
poet Bashō. The pieces reflect the experiences of 
men and women travelling the lonely roads of
medieval Japan, and include the celebrated Pillow
Book of Shei Shonagon. Five maps show the regions
the writers traversed. Slightly off-mint. Felt-tip mark
on lower edge. PENGUIN 2019 PB 400pp

£10.99    531374    now £5.99

NEW

EX LIBRIS
Michiko Kakutani Writing as an
enthusiast rather than a critic, Michiko
Kakutani, formerly chief book reviewer
at the New York Times, presents short
essays of recommendation about more
than 100 of her favourite books across
multiple genres, from classic works of
fiction and modern bestsellers to popular
psychology, political criticism and
children’s titles, illustrated with 
vintage bookplate-inspired artwork 
by Dana Tanamachi. WILLIAM COLLINS
2020 HB 304pp Illus 195x148mm

£16.99    532426    now £7.99

NEW

The following titles are all 
recommended by Michiko 
Kakutani in Ex Libris:

The Underground 
Railroad
A Selection of
Authentic Narratives
William Still

£6.99    513977
now £3.99

A Life of Picasso
The Minotaur Years
1933–1943
John Richardson

$40.00    524520
now £14.99

The Man Who 
Mistook His 

Wife for a Hat
Oliver Sacks

£9.99    512859
now £4.99

Frankenstein
Mary Shelley 

£6.99    532373    
now
£3.99

1984
George Orwell

£6.99    514363
now £3.99

NEW

ESSEX CLAY
Andrew Motion In this verse memoir Andrew Motion 
recalls the experiences that have influenced his life and

 art: his mother’s riding accident and lingering death, his 
widowed father’s dementia, and an unexpected meeting 

with an old love. FABER 2018 HB 110pp 215x136mm
£14.99    511576    now £5.99
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THE ODYSSEY
Homer In the aftermath of the
Trojan War, Odysseus makes his 
ten-year journey from Troy to 
Ithaca, overcoming the Cyclops, 
the Sirens and the Shades of the
Dead, only to meet suitors vying 
for his wife’s hand at home in 
Ithaca. This edition presents 
TE Lawrence’s prose translation.
ARCTURUS 2022 PB 320pp

£6.99    518095    now £3.99

THE ILIAD
Homer In the final years of 
the Trojan War, the Achaeans, 
led by Agamemnon and joined
eventually by a reluctant Achilles,
are fighting to reclaim Helen 
from Hector of Troy. This great
epic is presented in Samuel
Butler’s 1898 prose translation.
ARCTURUS 2021 PB 416pp

£6.99  518094   now £3.99

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
Jane Austen Mr and Mrs Bennet
have five daughters, no sons and a
property entailed to a male cousin: 
at least one good marriage is
necessary, but between Elizabeth
Bennet’s hasty judgements, 
Mr Darcy’s prideful demeanour 
and misunderstandings all round, 
the prospects are limited.
ARCTURUS 2021 PB 352pp

£6.99    514385    now £3.99

JANE EYRE
Charlotte Brontë Published under
the pseudonym Currer Bell in 1847,
Charlotte Brontë’s novel tells the
story of Jane, a young governess,
and her employer Mr Rochester, 
and how their love for each other is
thwarted by the mysterious presence 
of a woman in the attic of Thornfield 
Hall. ARCTURUS 2021 PB 444pp

£6.99    514378    now £3.99

THE ADVENTURES 
OF TOM SAWYER

Mark Twain Set in the 1840s in 
St Petersburg, a fictional town

modelled on Hannibal, Missouri,
where Mark Twain grew up, 

these are the famous escapades 
of the young, energetic and

inventive daredevil Tom and his
companion Huckleberry Finn.

ARCTURUS 2022 PB 234pp

£6.99   514364   now £3.99

THE WAR 
OF THE WORLDS

HG Wells’ thrilling ‘scientific
romance’ about the Martian 
landings in Woking and the 
terrifying alien conquest of 

London has captured imaginations
since 1898, not least in 1938 when
Orson Welles’ radio dramatization

caused panic in New York. 
ARCTURUS 2021 PB 190pp

£6.99   532394   now £3.99

TO THE LIGHTHOUSE
Virginia Woolf Tracing the
conflicts of family and friends
through ten years, Woolf’s novel
begins with the Ramsay family’s
first holiday on Skye in 1910, 
when their youngest son asks to
visit the lighthouse they can see
from the house, and ends after 
the war, when they can revisit 
the island. ARCTURUS 2021 PB 220pp

£6.99   514393    now £3.99

HEART OF DARKNESS
And Tales of Unrest
Joseph Conrad’s dark and
profoundly influential novel is
narrated by Marlow, a mariner 
who recalls his journey up-river into
the densely forested depths of Africa
on a mission to find the enigmatic
trading company agent, Kurtz. In
this edition, it is accompanied by 
the Tales of Unrest (1898), including
Conrad’s ‘best story’, An Outpost of
Progress. ARCTURUS 2021 PB 240pp

£6.99    514376    now £3.99

DUBLINERS
James Joyce’s meticulously
detailed portrait of Dublin in 
the early 20th century is built 
up through tales of fifteen
Dubliners, arranged in a 
sequence from childhood 
to death and written in a style 
that Joyce himself described 
as ‘scrupulous meanness’.
ARCTURUS 2022 PB 222pp

£6.99        513894    
now £3.99

ANIMAL FARM
George Orwell On Mr Jones’ 

farm, the animals revolt against
their human masters. The pigs

become the leaders, but corrupted
by power, they turn into the new
tyrants. A satire on revolutionary

and Stalinist Russia, Orwell’s 
novel has remained as vivid 

and as relevant as when it first
appeared in 1945. 

ARCTURUS 2021 PB 96pp

£6.99  514365   now £3.99

NEW

Postscript order line: 01626 897100
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ALEXANDER: A Novel of Utopia
Klaus Mann Written in Germany in the 1920s 
as an exploration of the dangers of political power,
this heavily fictionalized retelling of the life of
Alexander the Great focuses on his obsession 
with domination and conquest at the expense of
personal relationships. HESPERUS 2016 PB 224pp

£8.99    518499    now £3.99

THE LION 
AT SEA
Captain Kelly 
Maguire Trilogy Book 1
Max Hennessy Tracing new naval recruit Kelly
Maguire’s baptism of fire during the First World
War, the first in the ‘master of military fiction’
Max Hennessy’s action-packed trilogy depicts
the brutal Gallipoli Campaign, the nightmarish
action of Antwerp and the epic Battle of Jutland.
CANELO 2020 PB 350pp

£8.99    530836    now £3.99

ALL THE DROWNING SEAS
Alexander Fullerton As the Japanese 
invasion of the Pacific progresses in 1942, 
a handful of Allied ships take up a last stand 
in the Java Sea. Badly injured and with his 
ship heavily damaged, Captain Nick Everard 
is under pressure to save his crew, but escape
routes are blocked. CANELO 2021 PB 380pp

£9.99    514876    now £3.99

A DANGEROUS LANGUAGE
Rowland Sinclair WWII Mysteries Book 8
Sulari Gentill Rowland Sinclair volunteers to fly 
a peace advocate from Freemantle to Melbourne 
in 1934, not realizing how unwelcome he is among
Australia’s right-wing militia. When a known
Communist is assassinated, Rowland and his fellow
amateur detectives are pulled into a dangerous
world. CRIME & MYSTERY CLUB 2022 PB 384pp  

£12.99    531326    now £4.99
Also available:

 All the Tears in China
Rowland Sinclair WWII Mysteries Book 9
£12.99    531325    now £4.99

A SPY ALONE
The Oxford Spy Ring

Book 1
Charles Beaumont Former intelligence officer

Simon Sharman is called on to investigate 
a suspicious endowment to a Russian 

oligarch by his former Oxford college, and
discovers international espionage rings and

conspiracies at the heart of British government. 
CANELO 2023 PB 336pp

£9.99    530097    now £3.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

A BALLET OF LEPERS
A Novel and Stories

Leonard Cohen; Ed. Alexandra Pleshoyano
Written between 1956 and 1961, this never-

before-published collection of short stories, a
radio play and a novella from the legendary
poet and singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen

offers a window into his imagination and
creative process, exploring themes such as

love, longing, shame, unworthiness and
transcendence. GROVE 2022 HB 264pp

£19.99    531386    now £9.99

THE BOOK OF 
CHOCOLATE SAINTS
Jeet Thayil An ageing poet and painter leaves
Manhattan and returns to India for his final show.
The journey becomes a voyage into the past, as 
a biographer interviews a series of people about
his decadent work and his life of excess.
FABER 2019 PB 496pp

£8.99    515620    now £2.99

BONE MEAL 
FOR ROSES

Miranda Sherry’s coming-of-age novel
follows Poppy, a young woman in South 

Africa who finds that embarking on a love
affair reignites the traumas of her childhood

under the thumb of abusive parents.
HEAD OF ZEUS 2017 PB 352pp

£7.99    515560    now £3.99

THE BARRACKS
John McGahern
Following two years spent nursing Blitz
casualties in London, Elizabeth returns to 
rural Ireland to marry Reegan, a disgruntled
police sergeant. As she struggles to adjust 
to the drudgery of her new life, she is 
diagnosed with a serious illness.
FABER 2009 PB 232pp

£8.00    514599    now £3.99

COMEDY IN 
A MINOR KEY

Hans Keilson During the Nazi occupation a
Dutch couple are hiding a Jewish man, but

when he dies they must find a way to dispose
of his corpse. This darkly ironic novella, by 

a German author who himself fled to the
Netherlands, was first published in 1947.

HESPERUS 2010 PB 118pp

£9.99    514606    now £3.99

THE BACHELORS
Muriel Spark Considered by Evelyn Waugh 
to be the ‘cleverest and most elegant’ of 
Muriel Sparks’s novels, The Bachelors
follows a group of men whose contented but
misogynistic world unravels when Patrick
Seton, a spiritualist and extortionist, is 
accused of forgery. POLYGON 2018 HB 250pp

£9.99    516168    now £4.99

THE DEATH 
OF FRANCIS BACON

Max Porter Across seven brief chapters, 

Max Porter imagines the interior voice of

Francis Bacon as he lies on his deathbed,

capturing in visceral language the textures 

of his tormented canvases and fragmented

memories of his debauched Soho existence.
FABER 2021 HB 78pp Illus 184x117mm

£6.99    530875    now £3.99

NEW

NEW

22

HISTORICAL /WAR/ESPIONAGE CONTEMPORARY FICTION

ALEX GERLIS 
SPY MASTERS SERIES
Based on real events, meticulously
researched and cleverly plotted, Alex
Gerlis’ first series of Second World 
War espionage thrillers follows the 
MI5 spymaster Major Edgar, his 
Soviet counterpart Viktor Krasotkin,
Special Operations Executives and
ordinary people caught up in the
European conflict, from the last 
weeks of peace in 1939 to the Cold 
War after 1945. The four titles are 
The Best of Our Spies, The Swiss Spy, Vienna 
Spies and The Berlin Spies. CANELO 2020 PB 1,566pp  

£35.96    516274    now £11.99

 Save 
£24 off 

RRP

FOUR 
BOOKS
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BY GASLIGHT
Steven Price Detective William Pinkerton 
is searching for Edward Shade, the conman 
who eluded his father. In pursuit of his 
long-lost love, Adam Foole discovers 
her connection to Shade, and joins 
Pinkerton on a hunt through the underbelly 
of Victorian London. PICADOR 2016 PB 746pp

$18.00    513688    now £3.99

AGATHA
RAISIN

And the First Two Tantalising Cases
MC Beaton When the formidable Agatha

Raisin swaps Chelsea for her dream thatched
cottage in the Cotswolds, her awkward foray
into village life certainly does not mirror one

of her wildly successful PR campaigns. As
she struggles to find her feet, she discovers 

a skill for sleuthing. Slightly off-mint.
CONSTABLE 2016 PB 448pp

£8.99    513005    now £3.99

AFTER SHE’S GONE
Camilla Grebe When a woman with no memory stumbles out of the
frozen depths of a Swedish forest, she is identified as psychological
profiler Hanne Lagerlind-Schön. Her diary could be the key to solving
the cold case murder she was investigating when she disappeared.
ZAFFRE 2019 PB 390pp 233x152mm

£12.99    515557    now £4.99

LAST PLACE YOU LOOK
Butler & West Book 1

Louisa Scarr DC Freya West accompanies DS
Robin Butler as he informs a woman about her

husband’s death, and discovers that the victim is
the man she has been having an affair with. She

is not the only one hiding something though –
Butler is also preoccupied with a potentially
career-ending secret. CANELO 2021 PB 354pp

£8.99    530842    now £3.99

LITTLE LIAR
Lisa Ballantyne When teenager Angela Furness
accuses teacher Nick Dean of sexual abuse, 
she sets in motion events that will deeply affect
them both. This psychological thriller follows
both characters through the aftermath as he tries
to prove his innocence. PIATKUS 2019 PB 384pp

£8.99    513003    now £3.99

DEATH RITE
Kerry Watts Forty years

ago, Rachel McMahon brutally 
murdered four men before being 

jailed. Now she is released, the killings 
have resumed and it falls to DCI Hazel Todd 
to determine whether McMahon has returned 
to her old ways, or a copycat killer is at large.

HERA 2021 PB 310pp

£8.99    517390    now £3.99

NEW

SUDDEN DEATH
DI Kelly Porter Book 10
Rachel Lynch In the morning mist a helicopter
crashes into Scafell Pike, killing three of the four
men on board. When it emerges that a notorious
billionaire chartered the doomed flight, DI Kelly
Porter finds herself investigating a complex case

amid a media frenzy. 
CANELO 2022 PB 368pp

£8.99         530839    
now £3.99
Also available: Lying Ways
DI Kelly Porter Book 9
£8.99    517188    now £3.99

1979
An Allie Burns Novel

Val McDermid It’s January 1979 and,
determined to swerve the ‘women’s issues’

stories the Glasgow desk keeps assigning her,
newshound Allie Burns joins forces with an

investigative journalist probing a group of
Scottish ultranationalists, a scoop that

catapults them headlong into a murderous
maze of corruption. Slightly off-mint.
ATLANTIC MONTHLY 2021 HB 430pp

£19.99    531389    now £7.99

NOT ONE OF US
Teifi Valley Coroner Book 4
Alis Hawkins Lizzie Rees seems to have 
died of natural causes, but her mother is 
not convinced. Coroner Harry Probert-Lloyd
finds himself drawn into the mystery despite
struggling with blindness and the threat 
of bankruptcy in this fourth novel in 
the Teifi Valley Coroner series, set 
in 19th-century Wales. CANELO 2021 PB 400pp

£9.99    516946    now £3.99

THE CASE OF THE FOOL
EV Harte Returning home from a holiday,

fortune-teller Dolly Greene finds new
occupants, including squatters, on her street 

and a surly Russian girl waiting for a tarot
reading. The cards reveal conflict, misery 

and death, all of which soon come to pass.
CONSTABLE 2018 PB 282pp

£8.99    513015    now £3.99

THE ANOMALY
Michael Rutger When documentarian 
and archaeologist Nolan Moore takes his 
TV crew to explore a fabled cavern within 
the Grand Canyon, the trip develops a 
mysterious turn when the cave seems 
to entrap them, and their investigation 
becomes a fight to survive.
ZAFFRE 2019 PB 448pp

£6.99    515558    now £2.99

NEW

NEW

CRIME/THRILLERS/MYSTERY

FICTION

23
Postscript order line: 01626 897100

MURDER 
ON THE LUSITANIA
Ocean Liner Mysteries 1
Edward Marston Among the passengers
on the Lusitania’s maiden voyage is 
George Dillman, an undercover detective
who springs to action when the ship’s
blueprints are stolen and a dead body 
is discovered, and begins to uncover
explosive secrets about the ill-fated ocean
liner. ALLISON & BUSBY 2022 PB 318pp  

£9.99    517893    now £3.99
Also available in the series: Murder on the Mauretania
£9.99    517894    now £3.99

NEW

DARK WATER
Anderson and Costello Book 3
Caro Ramsay Infused with dark Scottish
humour, this gritty police procedural finds 
DI Anderson and DS Costello investigating 
a cold case of rape and attempted murder.
The disfigured corpse of their primary
suspect has been discovered in a deserted
Glasgow tenement, so when a brutal attack
bearing all the hallmarks of the original 
is reported, they launch a desperate search
for the dead man’s presumed accomplice.
BLACK THORN 2020 PB 496pp

£8.99    530908    now £3.99

NEW
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LEONARDO DA VINCI 
AND THE BOOK OF DOOM
Bianca Sforza, the Sforziada 
and Artful Propaganda in 
Renaissance Milan
Simon Hewitt The portrait of Bianca
Sforza, the illegitimate daughter of
Ludovico Sforza (right), ruler of Milan, 
was made for a richly illuminated Sforza
biography; only recently has the portrait
been attributed to Leonardo da Vinci. 
In 2009 Simon Hewitt began researching
the story behind Leonardo’s involvement
with the so-called ‘Book of Doom’: 
the result is a startling new perspective 
on the artist and a vivid study of the art
and politics of Renaissance Milan.
UNICORN 2019 PB 352pp Illus 254x190mm

£25.00    512721    now £9.99

ART

VINCENT VAN GOGH
Susie Hodge traces Van Gogh’s life
from his childhood in the Netherlands,
through Paris, Arles and Saint-Rémy,
to his illness and death in Auvers,
discussing topics such as his letters,
depiction of the poor and self-portraits.
Contains eight loose-leaf prints
including Sunflowers and The Starry
Night. Slipcased. (Previously sold in
Postscript in a smaller format, with 
no slipcase or loose-leaf prints.)
ARCTURUS 2020 HB 112pp Illus 295x234mm

$24.99   531163   now £12.99

NEW

ALBERT AND 
THE WHALE
Philip Hoare, whose book
on whales, Leviathan, won
the Samuel Johnson Prize
for Non Fiction in 2009,
follows one artist, Albrecht
Dürer, on his journey in
search of the whale and
reflects on the artist’s vision
of other animals, imaginary
beings and himself. A blend
of art criticism, biography, history and autobiography, Hoare’s digressive yet compelling
prose roams across topics from surgery on his own hand to a relic of Dürer’s hair. 
The Observer’s Best Art Book of 2021. 4th ESTATE 2021 HB 312pp Illus 222x142mm

£16.99    527831    now £7.99

CLAUDE MONET
Ann Sumner This richly illustrated
introduction to Monet’s life and work
traces the Impressionist’s style and
preoccupations from early success at the
official Salon (with Camille in 1866) to
his final paintings of the waterlilies in
his garden at Giverny. Contains eight
loose-leaf prints including Waterlilies
and Springtime. Slipcased. (Previously
sold in Postscript in a smaller format,
with no slipcase or loose-leaf prints.)
ARCTURUS 2020 HB 112pp Illus 295x234mm

$24.99  531109   now £12.99

NEW

One of the five Sunflowers painted 
by Van Gogh in Arles, 1888–89

YOUNG REMBRANDT: 
A BIOGRAPHY
Onno Blom Like Rembrandt van Rijn, the
prize-winning Dutch biographer Onno Blom
was born and grew up in Leiden and his
book focuses on Rembrandt’s early life 
in the city, from his birth in 1606 to his
departure for Amsterdam in 1632. Illustrated
with works by the artist – including many
self-portraits – and his contemporaries, 
the book seeks the origins of Rembrandt’s
genius and his inspirations in the places,
people, industries and institutions of 17th-
century Leiden. NORTON 2019 HB 278pp Illus

$30.00    524521    now £9.99
Self-Portrait, Frowning, 1630

NEW VIEWS OF 
THE MIDDLE AGES
Highlights from the Wyvern Collection
Ed. Kathryn Gerry In 2020–22 Bowdoin
College Museum of Art exhibited objects
from an exceptional private collection of
works produced in medieval and early
Renaissance Europe and in Ethiopia’s 
Christian community. Some 50 items are 
featured in this volume, including ceramics, 
metalwork and sculpture, paintings and 
illuminated manuscripts, with contributions 
from students and academics discussing how
the collection enhances our understanding 
of the period’s artistic techniques, cultural
networks and later influence. 
SCALA 2020 HB 144pp Illus 256x220mm

£29.95    529694    now £12.99

The Greek Poet Arion 
Riding the Dolphin, 
Dürer watercolour, c.1514

THE GREAT ARTISTS SERIES
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PROFUSELY
ILLUSTRATED
Edward Sorel A regular
contributor to magazines
including Vanity Fair and
The New Yorker, Edward
Sorel has been a leading
American political
cartoonist since the 1950s,
lampooning, with a mostly
left-leaning point of view,
leading cultural figures,
movie stars and politicians
from Kennedy to Obama
and Trump. In this memoir,
alongside 177 of his
drawings, he recalls his 
poor Bronx childhood and
more than 70 years mixing
with New York’s artistic and literary elite. 
Slightly off-mint. Felt-tip mark on lower edge.
KNOPF 2021 HB 270pp Illus 251x184mm

£25.00    531349    now £12.99
THE REVOLUTION
IS DEAD –
LONG LIVE THE
REVOLUTION!
Ed. Michael
Baumgartner;
Kathleen Buhler; 
Nina Zimmer Based on
two 2017 exhibitions 
in Bern, at the Museum 
of Fine Arts and the 
Paul Klee Centre, this
catalogue explores 
the impact of the
Russian revolution on
contemporary art, from
socialist realism to 
the subversive artwork
inspired by the eventual
disintegration of the Soviet Union. Artists featured 
include Kazimir Malevich, the founder of suprematism, 
and Russian constructivists such as Vladimir Tatlin 
and Alexander Rodchenko. The book also traces the
revolution’s impact on avant-garde movements worldwide.
PRESTEL 2017 HB 372pp Illus 280x188mm

£40.00    509246    now £19.99
ADRIAN
WISZNIEWSKI
Alex Kidson In the mid-
1980s Adrian Wiszniewski
came to prominence as one
of the ‘New Glasgow Boys’
– four recent graduates 
from the Glasgow School 
of Art who had developed 
an interest in making
exuberant figurative
paintings. Offering an
overview of his output over
thirty years, the ten essays
in this highly illustrated
volume mix chronological
survey with thematic
discussion to identify 
both the core elements and
the more distinctive features of his creative 
personality. SANSOM 2014 HB 160pp Illus 302x244mm

£30.00    528342    now £14.99

NEW THE LIVES 
OF LUCIAN FREUD
The Restless Years, 
1922–1968
William Feaver In the first of
two volumes of a biography
that, like the artist himself,
resists traditional narrative
and exudes rakish candour,
William Feaver follows
Lucian Freud (1922–2011)
through his meteoric rise to
the top of Britain’s art scene.
His account, punctuated by
debauchery, womanizing,
failed marriages, eccentricity
and associations with a slew
of famous names, captures
both the zeitgeist and the
essence of the man who said, ‘I always wanted never to have

anything known about me’. American-cut pages.
Felt-tip mark on lower edge. Slightly off-mint.
KNOPF 2019 HB 704pp Illus 241x167mm

$40.00    532535    now £14.99
• The second volume of William Feaver’s 
biography, Fame, 1968–2011, is also available
$85.00    524519    now £14.99

PHILIPSON
A Biography of 
Sir Robin Philipson
W Gordon Smith
A romantic expressionist
and a colourist in the
Scottish belle peinture
tradition, the prolific
English-born artist Robin
Philipson was also a
constantly questing
innovator and a long-time
teacher at the Edinburgh
School of Art. This
biographical assessment of
his life is framed around a
unique series of interviews
made in the weeks leading
up to his death in 1992. ATELIER 1995 HB 120pp Illus 285x217mm

£25.00    530610    now £11.99

THE ART 
OF GEORGE
RODRIGUE
Michael Lewis From
the mid-1990s George
Rodrigue’s paintings
often featured a
distinctive blue dog,
inspired by a ‘Cajun
werewolf’ folk legend
in his native Louisiana.
This monograph
reviews his artistic
development from 
the landscapes, 
outdoor scenes, family
gatherings and group
portraits of the 1960s
and 1970s to the bold
line and bright colours of his later blue dog paintings 
of  the early 2000s. Introduced by Ginger Danto. 
Slightly off-mint. ABRAMS 2012 PB 256pp Illus 303x228mm

£25.00    528637    now £12.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

TS Eliot – one 
of Sorel’s many

literary caricatures

Two Revolutionaries,
2012

Suprematist Composition,
Kazimir Malevich, 1915

Visit our website: www.psbooks.co.uk
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A2Z+  Alphabets and Signs
Mel Gooding; Ed. Julian Rothenstein Including early infographics, hand-drawn 
for the Paris Exhibition in 1900, signwriters’ alphabets and Italian cigarette packet
designs, this volume demonstrates the radical experiment and innovation undertaken 
in type design and layout in the early to mid 20th century. This most recent edition 
of the designer’s source book contains examples of creative lettering from around 
the world, drawn from printers’ specimen books, posters and modernist publications. 
PRINCETON AP 2018 PB 314pp Illus 297x211mm

$40.00    517722    was £9.99   now £5.99

MAGNUM PHOTOS
Poster Book: Icons
From Henri Cartier-Bresson’s atmospheric 1932 
shot of a cyclist passing a winding stone stairway 
in Hyères, France to a 2005 photograph in which
Jonas Bendiksen captured swimmers in the Black 
Sea, where a rusting ship provides a diving platform,
the 20 detachable posters in this collection highlight
the breadth of work represented by the Magnum
agency. Each image includes a caption on the 
reverse and a brief biography of the photographer.
THAMES & HUDSON 2016 40pp Illus 352x274mm

£19.95    528610    now £12.99

WORLD HISTORY OF DESIGN
Volume One: Prehistoric Times to World War I

Victor Margolin The first volume of Victor Margolin’s
much-acclaimed history is truly global in scope, with 
chapters covering the earliest civilizations in Mesopotamia,
Egypt, the Indus Valley and China and tracing the progress
of design within political and cultural context up to the
avant-garde experimentation of the early 1900s and the
propaganda of the First World War. 

BLOOMSBURY 2017 PB 608pp Illus 245x190mm

£39.99    527900    now £19.99
WORLD HISTORY OF DESIGN

Volume Two: World War I to World War II
This second volume begins with the impact of revolution
and Soviet ideology on design in Russia, 1905 to 1933,
and follows the political and economic turmoil of the early
20th century up to the end of the war in the Pacific. Each
chapter deals with a single or a group of nations, including
colonial regions, with a final survey of design during the
Second World War. BLOOMSBURY 2017 PB 968pp Illus 

£39.99    525329    now £19.99

Sale Price: only £5.99

Poster for Miss Blanche cigarettes 
by Vilmos Huszar, 1926

A Llama in
Times Square

by Inge
Morath, 

1957

Poster for Delftsche Slaolie salad oil 
by Jan Toorop, 1893

THE POSTCARD AGE
Selections from the 
Leonard A Lauder Collection
Lynda Klich; Benjamin Weiss
Postcards enjoyed a boom in the early
20th century with millions sent, adorned
with illustrations, photographs and
advertising art created by the leading
designers of the day. This book,
published to accompany an exhibition 
at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
showcases an unrivalled collection of
international cards from the 1900s to 
the 1930s reflecting the historical and
cultural themes of the period. 
MFA 2012 PB 296pp Illus 239x217mm

$29.95    531380    now £12.99

NEW

FOCUS ON PHOTOGRAPHY
The Fotografis 

Bank Austria Collection
Ed. Toni Stooss; Margit Zuckriegl
The company that became Bank Austria
began acquiring the work of great
photographers in 1975 and has amassed
a collection that represents the most
important milestones and leading artists
of the medium. Alongside a series of
essays discussing the development 
of photography as an art form, 75 works
are reproduced in this book from
pioneers Fox Talbot and Nadar to
influential post-war artists including
Henri Cartier-Bresson and Diane Arbus. 

HIRMER 2013 HB 240pp Illus 278x232mm

£39.95    515884    now £12.99

Merthyr Vale Colliery, Shaft 2
by Bernd and Hilla Becher, 1966
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HOME WALL ART: FOR LITTLE ONES
30+ Prints to Transform Your Home
From kittens and woodland creatures to bears and elephants, a variety of animals feature in
these 30 prints. Reproduced on high-quality paper, they are designed to be easily detached
and framed, offering a quick way to update a nursery’s décor. DECKCHAIR 2020 305x215mm

£9.99    530724    now £4.99

MILLIE MAROTTA’S
TROPICAL WONDERLAND
50 Colouring-in Postcards
These 50 unique postcards feature
line drawings of an array of plants,
birds and other exotic creatures 
to colour in and are presented 
in a sturdy card box.
BATSFORD 2016 174x127mm

£12.99    531135    
now £5.99

NEW

MY GARDEN GIFT
WRAP COLLECTION

Includes Matching Gift Tags
Garden tools and pots of lavender
feature alongside floral motifs in
this gift wrap set, which includes

ten sheets of wrapping paper (two
each of five designs, measuring 
480 x 698 mm each, folded and

perforated for easy removal) 
and 22 matching gift tags.

GIFTED STATIONERY 2019 350x250mm

531591    now £6.99

NEW

STATIONERY

27

ABSTRACT PATCHWORK 
A5 DAILY JOURNAL
With Daily To Do List, 
Timetable and Notes
With a clothbound cover and a ribbon
bookmark, this planner has dedicated
space on each spread to enter the 
day’s main objective; list things to 
do and scheduled items; record tasks
according to urgency and importance;
and keep notes or merely doodle.
OHH DEER 288pp 212x155mm

527879    now £13.99

ANTIQUE MAPS 
GIFT WRAP COLLECTION
Includes Matching Gift Tags
Highly decorated antique world
maps are reproduced in this gift
wrap set. Each book contains ten
large sheets (480x698mm) of
wrapping paper – two each of 
five designs – folded and 
perforated for easily removal, 
and 22 matching gift tags. GIFTED
STATIONERY 2019 348x250mm

528621    now £7.99

Visit our website: www.psbooks.co.uk

THE BIRDS OF OLIVER JAMES 
NOTE CARD SET                   Volume 2
Featuring three each of four colour designs – Anna’s
Hummingbird, Forster’s Tern, Western Meadowlark
and Cooper’s Hawk – the notecards in this set are
blank inside but have identification notes on the
reverse. Includes envelopes. HEYDAY 2019 150x118mm

519686    now £6.99

THE TIGER
WHO CAME 
TO TEA
GREETINGS
CARDS
The Tiger Who 
Came to Tea was 
first published in 
1968 and has become an all-time favourite children’s
picture book. Two of Judith Kerr’s illustrations
feature in this pack of ten blank greeting cards – 
five each of the tiger raiding a cupboard, and taking
Sophie for a ride on his back. Includes envelopes. 
ROBERT FREDERICK 2014 194x145mm

519727    now £5.99
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25 ROYAL BABIES THAT 
CHANGED THE WORLD
A History, 1066 to the Present
Amy Licence From the arrival in 1102 of Henry 
I’s daughter Matilda, who symbolized the unity 
of the Normans and Wessexes, to the media 
speculation that preceded Prince George’s arrival 
in 2013, Amy Licence explains the signifi cance 
of 25 English and British royal births and the 
pivotal role they played in shaping the country.
AMBERLEY 2015 PB 256pp Illus 197x125mm

£8.99    528428   now £4.99

THE MIDDLE EAST
A Beginner’s Guide
Philip Robins Revised in 2016, Philip Robins’ 
introduction to the key issues preoccupying the 
Middle East today begins with chapters on the 
historical background of European imperialism 
in the region and ends with the Arab Spring, the 
Syrian ‘powder keg’ and the growth of militant 
Islamism. Slightly off-mint.
ONEWORLD 2016 PB 268pp  197x128mm

£9.99    513240   now £4.99

MARY CHURCHILL’S WAR
The Wartime Diaries of Churchill’s 
Youngest Daughter
Ed. Emma Soames From air raid sirens at 10 
Downing Street to serving with the ATS and 
from cocktail parties with presidents and royals 
to accompanying her father on diplomatic 
trips,  Mary Churchill’s wartime diaries are full 
of colour and rich in historical insight, offering 
a vivacious portrait of what it was like to be a 
young woman during wartime.
TWO ROADS 2021 PB 416pp Illus 233x152mm

£14.99    519762   now £5.99

AARONSOHN’S MAPS
The Man Who Might Have Created 
Peace in the Middle East
Patricia Goldstone tells the intriguing story 
of Aaron Aaronsohn (1876–1919), a British 
spy in the Middle East during the First World 
War, whose water maps and plan for Palestine’s 
borders might have prevented decades of confl ict 
had they been acted upon.
COUNTERPOINT 2015 PB 332pp  229x152mm

£13.99    501665   now £5.99

THE SPY IN MOSCOW STATION
A Counterspy’s Hunt for a Deadly Cold 
War Threat
Eric Haseltine Security breaches within the US 
Embassy in Moscow in the 1970s led to several 
CIA agents being expelled from Russia and the 
execution of their Russian-born ‘assets’. This 
story of how the embassy was compromised 
follows investigations into Soviet tradecraft, 
surveillance technology, moles and 
microwave attacks. 
THOMAS DUNNE 2019 HB 284pp  241x162mm

$29.99    518644   now £7.99

NOTES ON AN OLD COLLIERY 
PUMPING ENGINE (1791)
Steve Grudgings While undertaking research 
in the archives of the Science Museum, Steve 
Grudgings came across WT Anderson’s 1917 
paper on the Pentrich Newcomen engine. It is 
replicated here with the original photographs 
and eleven drawings of the engine, thought to 
be by Anderson and previously unpublished.
IOM3 2017 PB 84pp Illus 340x216mm

£15.00    529805   now £6.99

FRED A FARRELL
Glasgow’s War Artist
Joanna Meacock; Fiona Hayes; Alan 
Greenlees et al Fred Farrell’s atmospheric 
sketches and watercolours capture the 
movements of soldiers outside of direct 
combat and landscapes devastated by the First 
World War. These 50 of his images include 
ten that depict the munitions factories and 
industrial efforts behind the fi ghting.
PHILIP WILSON; GLASGOW MUSEUMS
2014 PB 80pp Illus 220x216mm

£14.99    517916   now £6.99

DAVID COBLEY
All By Himself
Peter Davies In addition to studies of fi gures 
such as Princess Anne and David Attenborough, 
Cobley’s portfolio of portraits, still lifes 
and studio interiors refl ects his pursuit of 
speculative, symbolic and even metaphysical 
subjects. This overview of his life and work 
reveals his versatility and infl uences.
SANSOM 2019 HB 160pp Illus 271x253mm

£25.00    528345   now £12.99

SOANE’S FAVOURITE SUBJECT
The Story of Dulwich Picture Gallery
Francesco Nevola Dulwich Picture Gallery 
opened in 1811 to house old masters 
assembled for the deposed king of Poland. 
This book tells the story of its creation, with 
a catalogue of historic images of the gallery 
including the original architectural drawings, 
and charts the modifi cations it has undergone.
DULWICH PICTURE GALLERY 2000 HB 212pp 
Illus 200x250mm

£20.00    505886   now £9.99

LOST BUILDINGS
Demolished, Destroyed, 
Imagined, Reborn
Jonathan Glancey surveys buildings that have 
disappeared, or never existed. His illustrated 
book ranges from ancient structures ‘lost in 
myth’, such as the Tower of Babel, to Norman 
Foster’s Millennium Tower (‘left on the 
drawing board’), and includes examples such as 
Coventry Cathedral and the World Trade Center.
GOODMAN 2015 HB 256pp Illus 278x227mm

£25.00    223905   now £9.99

URBAN IRAN
Karan Reshid; Sina Araghi Through the 
work of contemporary photographers, writers, 
artists and designers, this illustrated book 
offers insights into cultural and everyday 
life in Iran and how Iranians feel about their 
country. Among the topics explored are big 
housing developments, publishing, heavy 
metal and beards.
MARK BATTY 2008 HB 128pp  255x195mm

£16.95    293739   now £4.99

JILL KENNINGTON
Model Years
Jill Kennington; Philippe Garner Famed 
in the Sixties for her fresh, energized look, 
former model Jill Kennington was prompted 
by Philippe Garner to record her memories 
in this illustrated volume, recalling her 
rural upbringing, travelling the world for 
photoshoots and the car crash that could have 
ruined her career.
UNICORN 2021 HB 200pp Illus 255x190mm

£25.00    519420   now £12.99

HISTORY
A NOTABLE WOMAN The 
Romantic Journals of Jean Lucey Pratt
Simon Garfi eld A trainee architect, journalist 
and publicist who ran a Buckinghamshire 
bookshop, Jean Pratt kept a diary that ran to 
over a million words when she died in 1986. It 
recounts, with honesty and humour, love and 
loss, wartime privations, books read, indiscreet 
gossip – and her many feline companions.
CANONGATE 2015 HB 734pp Illus 

£20.00    223510   now £6.99

TANGIER DIARIES
John Hopkins took a teaching role in Tangier 
in 1962, when he was in his early twenties. 
Written over the next 17 years, his diaries 
capture the bohemian atmosphere of his time 
there – travelling the desert and encountering 
fellow writers such as Paul Bowles and 
William Burroughs. Slightly off-mint.
TAURIS PARKE 2021 PB 240pp Illus 198x129mm

£14.99    530650   now £7.99

THE LADY PENELOPE
Passion and Intrigue at the Heart 
of the Elizabethan Court
Sally Varlow A muse to poets, royal 
descendant Penelope Devereux was celebrated 
in the court of Queen Elizabeth I for her 
wit and beauty. This biography traces her 
ascendancy, her unhappy marriage, her 
involvement in the plot to overthrow Elizabeth, 
and the love affair that led to her downfall.
ANDRE DEUTSCH 2014 HB 320pp Illus 

£14.99    506698   now £5.99

BEING DAVID ARCHER
And Other Unusual Ways of 
Earning a Living
Timothy Bentinck HGV driver, electrician, 
Time Lord, website designer, video game 
voiceover artist – Tim Bentinck contrasts the 
straightforward life of farmer David Archer, a 
character he played for almost 40 years, with 
the rollercoaster life of a jobbing actor in this 
witty, self-deprecating biography. Off-mint.
CONSTABLE 2018 PB 329pp Illus 196x125mm

£9.99    516282   now £4.99

SCIENTIST SPIES
A Memoir of My Three Parents 
and the Atom Bomb
Paul Broda’s biography of his father and 
stepfather, both of whom worked on the Atom 
Project and passed secrets to the Russians, 
draws on declassifi ed MI5 and Russian fi les 
and personal letters to describe how their 
views were shaped and explain their actions.
MATADOR 2011 HB 356pp Illus 241x163mm

£17.50    516761   now £7.99

OLD RAGE
Sheila Hancock Started in 2016 and written 
over the course of fi ve and a half years, Sheila 
Hancock’s account of her ninth decade blends 
anecdotes about her childhood, family and 
professional life with refl ections on current 
events and her reaction to issues such as Brexit 
and lockdown.
BLOOMSBURY 2022 PB 268pp  233x151mm

£14.99    531181   now £6.99
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STEAM AROUND BRISTOL
Railways of the 1950s and 1960s 
in Colour
Gerry Nichols Thanks to Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel and the Great Western Railway, Bristol 
was a crucial link in the early rail network. 
These colour photographs with detailed 
explanations show the last days of steam in 
the region.
CRECY 2017 HB 128pp Illus 281x222mm

£24.95    512812   now £9.99

NORTHUMBERLAND AND 
DURHAM RAILWAY PICTORIAL, 
1948 –1967
Brian J Dickson This photographic volume 
makes clear the variety of locomotives that 
served Northumberland and Durham between 
nationalization the end of main-line steam in 
1967, presenting the images chronologically to 
show the shift towards diesel and with captions 
providing context.
KESTREL RAILWAY BOOKS 2010 PB 96pp Illus 
272x215mm

£14.95    530698   now £6.99

LOST LINES OF WALES: 
VALE OF NEATH
Tom Ferris Driven by the demand for coal, 
the railway network in South Wales was 
developed extensively in the late 18th and 
19th centuries. Illustrated with black and 
white photographs of stations and steam 
trains, this history follows the line that ran 
westward from Pontypool Road, over the 
Crumlin viaduct to Neath.
GRAFFEG 2017 HB 64pp Illus 157x206mm

£8.99    517928   now £3.99

JAGUAR E-TYPE
British Motoring Masterpiece
Lance Cole gives an illustrated account of 
the Jaguar E-Type from its origins to the last 
V12 roadster built, describes the cars’ design, 
performance and variants, and provides a 
visual directory of models and information for 
the modeller and die-cast model collector of 
these iconic British sports cars.
PEN & SWORD 2020 PB 64pp Illus 296x207mm

£16.99    528474   now £8.99

SCOOTERMANIA
A Celebration of Style and Speed
Josh Sims Intended to solve Italy’s transport 
problems, the Vespa appeared in 1946, the 
Lambretta the year after. This tribute to the 
design classic traces its place in culture from 
the stylish runabout of the 1950s to British 
customizations of the 1960s and more recent 
collectors, racers and enthusiasts.
CONWAY 2015 HB 176pp Illus 207x205mm

£14.99    516913   now £6.99

FIRST ATLANTIC LINER
Brunel’s Great Western Steamship
Helen Doe Brunel’s wooden-hulled steamship 
Great Western was, for a short time, the largest 
and fastest transatlantic passenger vessel. 
This book looks at the business and design 
problems that beset its development and uses 
contemporary diaries to examine life on board 
for passengers and crew. Slightly off-mint.
AMBERLEY 2017 HB 288pp Illus 233x156mm

£20.00    501635   now £9.99

PYRENEAN HIGH ROUTE
A Ski Mountaineering Odyssey
John Harding recalls the ski journeys that took 
him along the mountain range dividing France 
from Spain, dogged by accident and bad weather. 
His account tells of exhilaration and endurance, 
of friendships made along the way, of tragedy 
when a companion is killed by an avalanche, 
and the overwhelming power of nature.
TIERCEL 2000 HB 336pp Illus 233x166mm

£40.00    517532   now £9.99
THE HUNT FOR MOUNT EVEREST
Craig Storti Covering the years between 
measuring ‘peak XV’ in 1850 and the fi rst 
attempted climb by Mallory’s expedition in 
1921, Craig Storti’s description of the quest to 
reach the mountain is a dramatic tale of intrigue 
and war, derring-do and courage, set amid some 
of earth’s most spectacular geography.
NICHOLAS BREALEY 2021 HB 318pp Illus 
240x160mm

£20.00    524483   now £9.99
DAMASCUS Taste Of A City
Marie Fadel; Rafi k Schami; Trans. Debra 
S Marmor et al Living in exile in Germany, 
novelist and keen cook Rafi k Schami 
collaborated with his sister for this ‘culinary-
cultural’ book. As Marie wandered Damascus 
she described its sights, sounds and cuisine, 
while her brother wrote everything down, 
including recipes for dishes such as stuffed 
courgettes or baked lamb.
HAUS 2010 PB 206pp Illus 196x129mm

£10.00    529811   now £4.99
DISAPPOINTMENT RIVER
Finding and Losing the 
Northwest Passage
Brian Castner blends his retelling of 
Alexander Mackenzie’s 1789 voyage in 
search of the Northwest Passage (1,200 miles 
on ‘Disappointment’ river) with an account 
of his own recreation of it in 2016, battling 
exhaustion, white-water rapids and the 
constant threat of bears.
DOUBLEDAY 2018 HB 352pp Illus 242x164mm

£26.00    517738   now £7.99

TRANSPORT TRAVEL / PLACES ANIMALS

BRITISH ISLES

DARLINGTON AND 
SURROUNDINGS IN OLD 
POSTCARDS
Araf Chohan These vintage postcards depict 
the north-eastern town in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, including its Old Town 
Hall and railway station. Views of surrounding 
hamlets such as Croft and Neasham offer a 
glimpse of the village greens, churches and 
manor houses of rural County Durham.
DESTINWORLD 2015 PB 92pp Illus 232x163mm

£9.99    519898   now £4.99

BATSFORD’S CAMBRIDGE THEN 
AND NOW
Vaughan Grylls The continuity of some views 
of Cambridge – King’s College Chapel, Wren’s 
library – is refl ected in these 100 vintage 
photographs, each paired with a modern 
equivalent and explanatory text, while a 1960s 
photograph of New Hall’s concrete dome under 
construction offers a glimpse of modernity.
BATSFORD 2011 HB 144pp Illus 250x286mm

£12.99    527519   now £6.99

DANCING WITH CATS
Burton Silver; Heather Busch The ancient art 
of cat dancing is a method of channelling feline 
energy. Twenty-one owners and their cats have 
been interviewed and photographed as they skip 
the light fantastic... Foreword by Swami Shakya 
Bahrain and a bibliography (!), should you wish 
to learn more. Slightly off-mint.
CHRONICLE 1999 PB 96pp Illus 244x244mm

£16.95    501012   now £5.99
THE EPONYM DICTIONARY 
OF BIRDS
Bo Beolens; Michael Watkins; Michael 
Grayson With both scientifi c and vernacular 
birds’ names, the Dictionary has over 4,100 
entries; covers more than 10,000 genera, 
species and subspecies; and provides brief 
details of the eponymous names, including 
steel magnates and princes along with 
explorers, scientists and ornithologists.
BLOOMSBURY 2014 HB 624pp  242x170mm

£60.00    511131   now £25.00
MAMMALS OF CHINA
Princeton Pocket Guides
Ed. Andrew T Smith; Ed. Yan Xie With its 
wide variety of habitats, China is home to 10 
percent of the world’s mammal species. This 
comprehensive guide features drawings of all 
558, with maps showing their distribution, and 
details their characteristics, natural history and 
conservation status.
PRINCETON UP 2013 PB 396pp Illus 190x114mm

£25.00    528611   now £12.99
FREE JUMPING – A PRACTICAL 
HANDBOOK
Gymnastic Work, Training and 
Development
Claudia Götz A riding instructor and trained 
physiologist gives a step-by-step guide to 
the art and health benefi ts of free jumping, in 
which the horse performs riderless. Extensive 
instructional diagrams and photos explain fi rst 
steps, jump construction, warming up and 
advanced exercises.
CADMOS 2008 PB 80pp Illus 238x168mm

£9.99    513485   now £4.99
MY FAT HORSE!
How to Help Your Horse Lose Weight
Birgit van Damsen; Romo Schmidt Being 
overweight can pose serious problems for 
horses, stressing their joints, tendons and 
ligaments, increasing the risk of metabolic 
and skin diseases and making them lazy. This 
volume from the Understanding Your Horse
series explains how to avoid your horse getting 
fat and provides a simple programme for losing 
weight and staying slim.
CADMOS 2005 PB 80pp Illus 240x170mm

£9.99    509550   now £4.99
FIELD GUIDE TO SHARKS, RAYS 
AND CHIMAERAS OF EUROPE 
AND THE MEDITERRANEAN
David A Ebert; Marc Dando This 
comprehensive guide introduces all 146 
species of sharks, rays and chimeras found 
from Iceland and the Scandinavian coasts to 
the Black Sea and Canary Islands. Drawings 
and distribution maps are accompanied by 
descriptions of their key features, habitat, 
biology and conservation status.
PRINCETON UP 2020 PB 384pp Illus 220x177mm

£30.00    528603   now £12.99
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RIVER ROAD
Carol Goodman 
Driving home late one 
snowy night, Professor 
Nan Lewis hits what 
she believes is a deer. 
She awakes to fi nd 
herself the prime sus-
pect in the hit-and-run 
killing of her favourite 
student, a death eerily 
similar to that of her 
own daughter six 
years previously.
TITAN 2016 PB 368pp  195x130mm

£7.99    514801   now £3.99

EMPEROR’S SPEAR
Imperial Assassin 4
Alex Gough Trouble is 
stirring on the empire’s 
northern frontier. When 
his friend Atius goes 
missing in Germania, 
Silus is dispatched to 
the battle-torn region 
to rescue him and dis-
cover who is betraying 
Rome’s military secrets 
to the enemy.
CANELO 2021 PB 334pp 197x126mm

£8.99    516276   now £3.99

KISSCUT
Karin Slaughter A teenage quarrel ends in a 
shoot-out and a girl’s death, but when the au-
topsy reveals evidence of ritual abuse, Sara and 
Jeffrey fi nd themselves dealing with a tragedy 
and another, even more brutal crime.
ARROW 2011 PB 448pp  175x110mm

£8.99    513070   now £3.99

THE BETTER SISTER
Alafair Burke Chloe’s husband, a prominent 
Manhattan lawyer, was previously married to 
her wayward sister Nicky. When he is mur-
dered and her stepson Ethan becomes a suspect, 
she has to reconcile with her sister, the boy’s 
mother, and confront their family secrets. 
FABER 2019 PB 344pp  197x129mm

£8.99    515619   now £3.99

LATER
Stephen King Young Jamie Conklin harbours 
a strange power which has traumatized him 
throughout his youth – he can speak to the re-
cently dead, and they are compelled to answer 
his questions truthfully. Over the course of his 
teenage years Jamie uses his ability to thwart 
terrible crimes, help posthumously complete 
works of literature and ultimately learn harrow-
ing truths about his family. Slightly off-mint.
HARD CASE CRIME 2021 PB 272pp  197x129mm

£8.99    528448   now £3.99

THE SKIN COLLECTOR
A Lincoln Rhyme Novel
Jeffery Deaver This follow-up to Deaver’s 
successful The Bone Collector sees tetraplegic 
detective Lincoln Rhyme dealing once again 
with a bizarre and terrifying menace stalking 
New York – a copycat killer inspired by the 
Bone Collector, whose next target could be 
Rhyme himself.
GRAND CENTRAL 2014 HB 446pp  225x150mm

$28.00    513744   now £4.99

A SHARE OF HONOUR
Alexander Fullerton Fighting the war 
defi nes the Everard family – Paul is serving 
aboard a submarine attacking Axis supply 
lines, but his concern is for his father Nick, 
who is facing the Japanese in the Far East, 
and Nick’s half-brother Jack, on a high-risk 
operation to destroy a German naval base.
CANELO 2021 PB 380pp  197x128mm

£9.99    514877   now £3.99 

SAY NOTHING
Brad Parks Judge 
Scott Sampson is put in 
an impossible position 
in this psychological 
thriller when his twin 
children are kidnapped 
and he is forced to 
let the blackmailers 
infl uence his 
legal judgments.
FABER 2018 PB 554pp  
197x127mm

£7.99    512995   now £3.99 

JOHN GRISHAM 
Six books
John Grisham Featuring presidential 
conspiracy, seemingly random murder, and a 
secret that falls into the wrong hands, plus a 
story inspired by Grisham’s own childhood 
in rural Arkansas, this collection contains 
six cases, The Broker, The Associate, The 
Testament, A Painted House, The Pelican 
Brief and The King of Torts.
ARROW 1992 PB 2856pp

£54.94    513306   now £16.99

ALONG THE ENDLESS RIVER
Rose Alexander Setting sail for Brazil to 
fi nd fortune in 1890, Katharine Bird fi nds her 
expedition wracked by tragedy; in London, 
her sister Mabel ekes out a troubled living 
as a housemaid. Both women must fi ght 
relentless oppression and catastrophe to make 
a future for themselves. 
CANELO 2021 PB 382pp  196x128mm

£8.99    530828   now £3.99

DCI MICHAEL LAMBERT
Books 3– 4
Matt Brolly Master of the fast-paced, 
intricately plotted police procedural, Matt 
Brolly centres these gritty thrillers around 
Michael Lambert, a talented DCI who, though 
periodically distracted by his chaotic personal 
life, will go to any lengths to see justice 
served. The two titles in this collection are 
Dead Time and Dead Embers.
CANELO 2021 PB 690pp  196x128mm

£17.98    530850   now £6.99

LETT FAMILY SAGAS
Books 1– 3
Maggie Ford Centring on the family at the 
Letts restaurant in London, these books trace 
their fortunes from the arrival in the 1920s 
of kitchen hand Mary – who attracts the 
attention of waiter Will, Henry Lett and his 
brother – to the secret that threatens to emerge 
some 40 years later. The titles are One of the 
Family, Affairs of the Heart and Echoes of 
the Past.
CANELO 2022 PB 892pp  196x128mm

£26.97    530847   now £9.99

FICTION

BATMAN – DETECTIVE COMICS
Volume 5: Gothtopia
John Layman; Jason Fabok; Aaron Lopresti 
Set in an alternate, crime-free Gotham City 
where a white-clad Batman effectively upholds 
justice, the World’s Greatest Detective becomes 
public enemy number one when he uncovers a 
spate of strange suicides. Collects issues 25–29 
of Detective Comics
DC COMICS 2014 HB 158pp Illus 266x175mm

$24.99  517109 now £7.99

THE KITCHEN 
In 1970s Hell’s Kitchen, Three 
Gangsters’ Wives Took Over the Irish 
Mob. This is Their Story
Ollie Masters; Ming Doyle; Jordie Bellaire 
Set in the underworld of New York’s Hell’s 
Kitchen in the 1970s, three prison widows 
decide to take over their Irish mobster husbands’ 
business in this stylish graphic novel, which was 
made into a fi lm with Elizabeth Moss in 2019. 
DC VERTIGO 2015 PB 172pp Illus 259x169mm

£9.99    516478   now £3.99

GRAPHIC NOVELS

MARION TODD 
Detective Clare Mackay

IN PLAIN SIGHT
Detective Clare Mackay 2
CANELO 2020 PB 384pp  197x128mm

£8.99    514825   now £3.99
LIES TO TELL
Detective Clare Mackay 3
CANELO 2020 PB 368pp  196x126mm

£8.99    514826   now £3.99
OLD BONES LIE
Detective Clare Mackay 6
CANELO 2022 PB 324pp  197x128mm

£8.99    518742   now £3.99

ONE LAST DRAM 
BEFORE MIDNIGHT
The Complete DCI Daley Short Stories
Denzil Meyrick Two of these seven stories 
are set in Glasgow, with young Jim Daley and 
Brian Scott setting out on their police careers; 
other cases fi nd DCI Daley and his sidekick in 
Kinloch, investigating ghosts from the past, a 
missing man and illicit whisky.
POLYGON 2020 PB 384pp

£8.99    515185   now £3.99 

DEATH SENTENCE 
Detective Hazel Todd 2
Kerry Watts DCI Hazel Todd is confronted 
with two bloody murders in one day, and 
quickly sets about investigating dark secrets 
in each victim’s past. Searching for what links 
them, Todd discovers that she herself may be 
next in the sights of a vengeful psychopath. 
HERA 2022 PB 344pp

£9.99    530843   now £3.99

CONVICTION 
Julia Dahl A letter from a convicted murderer 
claiming his innocence persuades Rebekah 
she is on to a big story, but the case leads 
back 22 years to the riots between Brooklyn’s 
black and Jewish communities – a time 
nobody wants to remember. 
£7.99    512980   now £3.99
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 NEW  THE NATIONAL RIFLE 
ASSOCIATION: ITS TRAMWAYS 
AND THE LONDON AND 
SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY
Targets and 
Tramways
Christopher Bunch 
Using contemporary 
letters, documents 
and photographs, 
this volume traces 
the history of the 
National Rifl e 
Association and 
its tramways from 
their establishment 
in 1859 and the fi rst 
annual Meet at Wimbledon Common to the 
last journey of ‘The Bisley Bullet’ in 1952. 
PEN & SWORD 2019 HB 324pp Illus 286x223mm

£40.00    530697   now £19.99

 NEW PLANES: 
A COMPLETE 
HISTORY
A Model-Making 
and Collector’s 
Book in one
Brian Bartle; 
Neil Capel; 
Simon Morse et al 
Ranging from the 
1903 Wright Flyer 
to a Boeing 787 
Dreamliner, these 50 model planes represent 
over a century of aviation. Printed on heavy 
paper, the press-out pieces are glued or slotted 
together, with step-by-step instructions and a 
diagram for each model.
THUNDER BAY 2014 PB 118pp Illus 296x221mm

$19.95    531147   now £9.99

 NEW NARROW 
GAUGE 
RAILWAY 
STAMPS
Transport Philately 
Series
Howard Piltz This 
guide introduces 
philatelists and rail 
enthusiasts to stamps 
illustrated with 
narrow-gauge railways 
from all over the 
world. Organized by region, it identifi es the 
stock represented on each example and offers 
historical context for the railways, information 
on how the stamps came to be issued by 
various postal authorities, and the author’s 
own refl ections on what makes them unique.
PEN & SWORD 2017 HB 64pp Illus 241x163mm

£12.99    517936   now £5.99

 NEW MY COOL CARAVAN
An Inspirational Guide to 
Retro-Style Caravans
Jane Field-Lewis; Chris Haddon With 
examples including a 1936 Eccles Aristocrat 
with original features and a unique design 
handcrafted from the fuselage of a Second 
World War aircraft, this well-illustrated 
volume explores the creativity of 40 vintage 
caravan owners.
PAVILION 2020 HB 160pp Illus 177x208mm

£9.99    531140   now £4.99

 NEW  THE SECRET LIFE 
OF LANGUAGE
Discover the Origins of 
Global Communication
Simon Pulleyn 
Following an 
introduction to 
the different parts 
of speech, such 
as phonetics and 
syntax, this volume 
explores how 
different language 
families developed 
from common roots 
and how they are 
classifi ed. It continues with an overview 
of the origins of writing, from ancient 
Mesopotamian pictograms to the development 
of alphabets. Young adult
CASSELL 2018 PB 192pp Illus 244x188mm

£12.99    514648   now £5.99

 NEW  THE CANNABIS 
DICTIONARY
Alex Halperin As more countries and 
states start to legalize cannabis for medical 
purposes, this guide by a respected journalist 
gives a brief introduction to the subject 
and an A–Z of key information, including 
cultivation, cannabidiol and varieties of the 
plant. The book also explores marijuana’s 
potential societal and psychological impact, 
and the expanding role of big business. 
MITCHELL BEAZLEY 2020 HB 224pp Illus 
209x147mm

£15.00    514965   now £6.99

 NEW KNOW-IT-ALL: 
ANTHROPOLOGY
Ed. Simon 
Underdown 
Beginning with 
evolution and 
our physical 
biology, these 50 
brief, illustrated 
entries present a 
concise overview 
of anthropology, 
including the 
development of 
language and 
societies, identity, religion and the 
importance of rituals.
WELLFLEET 2018 PB 160pp Illus 230x180mm

$14.99    516905   now £4.99

 NEW THE INVENTION 
OF MIRACLES
Language, Power, and Alexander 
Graham Bell’s Quest to End Deafness
Katie Booth Alexander Graham Bell was 
instrumental in creating a method for teaching 
deaf people to speak but his championing of 
spoken language came alongside a suppression 
of sign language. Katie Booth, many of whose 
relatives were punished for signing, explores 
this dual aspect of Bell’s invention.
SCRIBE 2021 HB 412pp  240x160mm

£25.00    530867   now £9.99

 NEW CHRIS PACKHAM’S WILD 
SIDE OF TOWN Getting to Know 
the Wildlife in Our Towns and Cities
Chris Packham BLOOMSBURY 2015 PB 144pp 
Illus 277x214mm

£16.99    512885   now £7.99

USBORNE BABY 
BOOKS COLLECTION
Four books
To encourage young children to spot details in 
the pictures of cats, dogs and other animals, 
these colourful board books pose simple 
rhyming questions such as ‘Who’s upside 
down?’ and ‘Who’s wearing a crown?’ The 
four titles are Where’s the Little Mouse?,
Who’s Fallen Asleep?, Who’s Up in the Air? 
and Who’s Wearing a Hat? Age 1+
USBORNE 2018 HB 40pp Illus 135x215mm

£23.96    516327   now £9.99

MY FIRST LIBRARY
Six Small Books
Neatly organized in a sturdy magnetic-close 
case, these six easy-to-hold board books cover 
a range of fi rst learning themes including 
numbers, shapes and animals, and the back 
covers create an image of a hot-air balloon. 
Age 2+
PAGE 2013 HB 72pp Illus 230x178mm

£15.00    511432   now £6.99

MUDDLE & MO
Two books
Nikki Slade Robinson In these warmly 
humorous, illustrated tales of everyday life, 
soulmates Muddle, a somewhat befuddled 
little duckling, and Mo, a risk-averse goat, 
model friendship, co-operation and the 
importance of trying new things. The two 
titles are Muddle & Mo and Muddle & Mo’s 
Worm Surprise. Age 3+
STARFISH BAY 2017 HB 64pp Illus 217x261mm

£22.98    519302   now £6.99

LITTLE FINGERS COLLECTION
Two books
Marie Thom With ten projects in each, 
these books help to develop toddlers’ hand/
eye coordination and guide their creativity. 
Illustrated rhymes or short tales are followed 
by simple instructions to create collages 
including Jack’s beanstalk and Old King 
Cole’s crown. The two titles are Make 
Nursery Rhymes and Make Fairy Tales. 
Age 2+
RAGGED BEARS 2012 PB 64pp

£9.98    516498   now £3.99

HOW IS ART MADE?
Art for All
Elizabeth Newbery After explaining how 
paints are made and the effects they can 
create, this illustrated volume looks at 
techniques including sculpture, collage and 
printmaking and concludes with notes on 
the artists and ideas to encourage children to 
create their own masterpieces. Age 9+
CHRYSALIS CHILDREN’S 2004 PB 16pp Illus 
284x215mm

£5.99    507155   now £3.99

UNDER THE WATER
Tales from the Hidden Valley, book 4
Carles Porta It’s summer in the Hidden Valley, 
and preparations for the annual Dragon’s Day 
party are underway. When things go amiss, 
Ticky, Mister Cold and their friends must use 
all their wits to problem-solve – and evade the 
monster lurking in the lake. Age 5+
FLYING EYE 2019 HB 44pp Illus 290x205mm

£12.99    528464   now £5.99

CHILDREN’S NEW LIMITED QUANTITIES
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         POSTSCRIPT ACADEMIC 

POLITICS AND POWER 
IN LATE FATIMID EGYPT
The Reign of Caliph al-Mustansir
Kirsten Thomson Al-Mustansir bi’llāh (b.420/1029)
was the eighth caliph of the Shī’ite Ismā’īlī Fatimid
dynasty which ruled Egypt from 359/969, to
567/1171. The 60-year-long reign of al-Mustansir 
saw civil war and constant religious rivalry of the
Sunni Abbasid caliph in Baghdad. In this study
Thomson examines life in Cairo, international
relations, the experiences of non-Muslim subjects 
and al-Mustansir himself, showing the caliph to 
be a pivotal, yet weak figure, unable to suppress
trouble. TAURIS 2016 HB 254pp

£120.00    530196    now £30.00
A HISTORY OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA

Ed. Fahd al-Semmari Translated by Professor Salma Jayyusi, the 16 studies in 
this volume were originally published in Arabic in Al Darah quarterly. Based on 
manuscripts, documents and books in Arabic, the essays cover a diversity of topics, 
ranging chronologically from migrations during the Umayyad period to the first 
Soviet diplomatic move into the Arabian peninsula in the 1920s. TAURIS 2010 HB 320pp

£55.00    530159    now £19.99

A MISSION TO THE MEDIEVAL MIDDLE EAST
The Travels of Bertrandon de la Broquière 
to Jerusalem and Constantinople
Bertrandon de la Broquière Introduced by Morris Rossabi, this is Bertrandon de 
la Broquière’s account of his travels in 1432–33. At that time, the Holy Lands were
under Ottoman control but some Europeans, among them Philip, Duke of Burgundy,
entertained the possibility of reclaiming them for Christendom. Bertrandon was sent
by Philip to gather information about the Ottomans’ military strength. A resourceful
and observant traveller, his report gives an invaluable account of the Islamic world
in the early 15th century. Translated by Thomas Johnes. Facsimile reprint of the
1807 edition. No jacket. TAURIS 2019 HB 354pp Illus

£100.00    530180    now £24.99

THE ART AND
ARCHITECTURE 
OF TWELVER SHI’ISM
Iraq, Iran and the 
Indian Sub-Continent
James W Allan Twelver Shi’ism, so-called
for the belief that the right of succession 
as leader of the Muslim community was
transmitted in a hereditary line of twelve
successive imams, is the dominant faith 
in southern Iraq and Iran, and has had a
significant presence in India, notably in
Lucknow and Bijapur. This well-illustrated
volume introduces the great shrines of 
the faith, its impact on craft industries 
and the annual processions when metal
standards are paraded. 
AZIMUTH 2012 HB 182pp Illus 277x214mm

£30.00    514446    now £9.99
SYMBOLS OF AUTHORITY IN MEDIEVAL ISLAM

History, Religion and Muslim Legitimacy in the Delhi Sultanate
Blain H Auer From the victory of the Ghurid ruler Mu’izz al-Din Muhammad 
b. Sam in around 569/1173 up to Amir Temur’s invasion and ransacking of the 
city in 801/1398, Delhi was a centre of Islamic authority. ‘Attempting to navigate 
the waters’ of Muslim historiography in the subcontinent, Blain Auer explores the
origins and describes the expansion of the Delhi Sultanate 
over those two centuries. TAURIS 2012 HB 258pp 

£110.00    530219    now £30.00

THE CRESCENT AND THE EAGLE
Ottoman Rule, Islam and 
the Albanians, 1874–1913
George Gawrych’s study of Ottoman rule in Albania 
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries adopts an
Ottoman perspective to examine the emergence of
Albanian national identity. The book takes as its 
starting point Besa yahud Ahde Vefa (Pledge of 
Honour or Loyalty to an Oath), a play by Şemseddin
Sami Bey (1850–1904) about ‘customs and morals 
of the Albanian people’ which was first performed in
Istanbul in 1874. TAURIS 2006 HB 272pp Illus 222x145mm

£120.00    530138    now £30.00

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

EDMUND LUDLOW: 
A VOYCE FROM THE WATCH TOWER
Part Five: 1660–1662
Ed. AB Worden During the Puritan Revolution Edmund
Ludlow had an influential career as an army officer, a
member of the Long Parliament and a leading republican
in 1658–60. At the Restoration, he fled to Switzerland,
where he wrote his Memoirs (1698–99). Ludlow’s original
manuscript is lost, but another memoir, ‘Voyce from 
the Watch Tower’, was discovered in 1970. This critical 
edition shows how it differs significantly from Memoirs
as published, especially in providing details of Ludlow’s
religious convictions. Off-mint. 
ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY 1978 HB 382pp 221x142mm

£15.00    214650    now £6.99

THE DISCIPLINE OF 
WESTERN SUPREMACY
Modes of Foreign Relations and 
Political Economy, Volume III
Kees van der Pijl Concluding a trilogy on foreign relations
and political economy, this volume provides an overview of
mainstream International Relations as a set of theories which
translate Western supremacy into intellectual hegemony.
PLUTO 2014 HB 292pp 215x135mm

£35.00    504704    now £9.99

HONOUR, INTEREST AND POWER
An Illustrated History of the 
House of Lords, 1660–1715
Ed. Ruth Paley; Paul Seaward The History of Parliament
is a major academic project that has published over 40
volumes on the House of Commons; this volume is the 
first in its series on the House of Lords. The book introduces
the upper House with a richly illustrated survey of the events
and personalities of one of the most interesting periods in its
history – from the restoration of the Lords and the monarchy
in 1660, and through the first Jacobite rebellion and the
accession of George I to 1715. BOYDELL 2010 HB 416pp Illus

£30.00    222718    now £12.99

INTERNATIONAL LAW
A Critical Introduction
Wade Mansell; Karen
Openshaw In this introductory
text the authors argue that
international law has an
important and distinctive
function, yet despite ‘a veneer
of political neutrality’ it
reflects the distribution of
power among states, which in
turn dictates the interests that
international law serves.
Among the topics discussed
are the UN Charter, human
rights, the peaceful settlement
of disputes, the use of force,
American foreign policy and
Israel. HART 2019 PB 408pp 233x157mm

£22.99    530163    now £9.99
You may also be interested in:
Representing Justice: Invention, Controversy, and 
Rights in City-States and Democratic Courtrooms
Judith Resnik; Dennis Curtis

£65.00    224687    now £19.99

NEW

ISLAMIC STUDIES POLITICS/LAW
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The armoured statue of
Augustus at Prima Porta

Mosaic panel (c.500 CE) discovered in
 Daphne, near Antioch in Turkey in 1934

Female face-mask helmet – for
male warriors; the face would
have been white, the hair gold

JULIUS CAESAR: A Life
Patricia Southern Even during
his lifetime, Julius Caesar was 
a legendary figure, not least
because his own writings were
carefully designed to enhance 
his image. Complementing
Southern’s other engaging
biographies of late-Republican
figures, this new account of
Caesar’s life and death sheds
light on the man behind the
legend through careful
examination of contemporary
sources. The book reveals 
how he surmounted each
difficulty with ‘a combination 
of determination, quick thinking, opportunism and, more often 
than not, a certain amount of luck’. AMBERLEY 2018 HB 320pp Illus

£20.00    504474    now £9.99
SENECA

Christopher Star Seneca the Younger, the Stoic philosopher and 
an adviser to Nero, significantly influenced the history of ideas 
and the development of European drama. Star’s introductory study
covers Seneca’s philosophy, his eight tragedies, and the reception 
of his work over two millennia. TAURIS 2017 PB 206pp

£21.99    530208    now £9.99
IN THE
SHADOW 
OF VESUVIUS
A Life of Pliny
Daisy Dunn
The extensive
collection of letters 
by Pliny the
Younger offers
insights into the
career and private
life of a Roman
senator during the 
reigns of Domitian and Trajan. As she discusses Pliny’s
literary studies and his work as a lawyer, provincial governor
and owner of country estates, Dunn blends his story with that
of his uncle, who compiled a vast encyclopedia and died in the
eruption that buried Pompeii. WILLIAM COLLINS 2019 HB 352pp Illus 

£20.00    518299    now £7.99

THE AENEID
Virgil’s great epic tells of Aeneas’
journey from Troy to found the new
Roman race in Italy, meeting with
storms, Cyclopes and the Carthaginian
queen Dido along the way. This 
edition reproduces John Dryden’s 
17th-century translation.
ARCTURUS 2022 PB 444pp  197x128mm

£8.99    518115    now £3.99

MEDITATIONS
Marcus Aurelius The Meditations
of the emperor Marcus Aurelius (121–
180 CE) draw on Stoic philosophy 
to find ways of dealing with adversity
and remaining a good person in a vain
and deceitful world. This translation
was made by the classical scholar
George Long in 1862. Slightly 
off-mint. ARCTURUS 2021 PB 160pp

£6.99    513931    now £2.99

NEW

BLOOMSBURY ANCIENT COMEDY COMPANIONS
TERENCE: ANDRIA

Sander M Goldberg Dating from 166 BCE Andria was the first 
Roman comedy to be revived in modern times. In this companion 
volume, Sander M Goldberg combines discussion of the play’s 
context, themes and staging with a close reading of the text and 
surveys its later influence. BLOOMSBURY 2019 PB 156pp Illus 

£21.99    530222    now £9.99
OVID AMORES III – A Selection: 2, 4, 5, 14

Ed. Jennifer Ingleheart; Katharine Radice
BLOOMSBURY 2014 PB 96pp 215x137mm

£19.99    530191    now £9.99

NEW

NEW

ROME
History and Treasures 
of an Ancient Civilization
Maria Teresa Guaitoli The legacy
of Rome has survived not only in
urban planning, architecture and
engineering, but also in European
art, literature, language and law.
Written by an expert in classical
archaeology and illustrated with 
over 200 photographs, this volume
describes the origins and progress 
of Roman civilization and its
‘winning formula’ through the
monarchical era, the Republic and
the great Mediterranean Empire.
WHITE STAR 2012 PB 208pp Illus 248x225mm

£18.99    529802    now £8.99

ROMAN ART
FROM THE
LOUVRE
Cécile Giroire;
Daniel Roger
The Louvre museum’s
collection of Roman 
art spans eight
centuries and includes
portrait sculptures,
sarcophagus reliefs, 
jewellery and table
wares. This volume 
discusses and illustrates a selection of 180 exhibits, along with
essays on the collection itself, restorations, the role of emperor,
architecture and decorative arts, and Roman art in social contexts.
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS 2007 PB 280pp Illus 300x238mm

£30.00    508702    now £14.99

DECORATED 
ROMAN ARMOUR
From the Ages of the 
Kings to the Death of
Justinian the Great
Raffaele D’Amato; Andrey
Evgenevich Negin Combining
practical function with high
artistic expression, the detailed
decoration on Roman armour
held religious significance and
reflected the wearer’s wealth 
and social status. This survey, 
which includes tournament and
parade armour as well as that used 
on the battlefield, presents many years 
of research and features the latest 
archaeological discoveries, with 
colour images reconstructing Roman 
soldiers’ appearance and photographs 
of more than 300 artefacts. FRONTLINE 2017 HB 360pp Illus 252x178mm

£30.00    518179    now £14.99

NEWANCIENT ROME
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ESCAPE FROM EARTH
A Secret History of the Space Rocket
Fraser MacDonald After happening upon
an old – and still restricted – Cold War
rocket testing site in the Outer Hebrides,
Fraser MacDonald began to research 
the technology being tested, the Corporal
guided missile, and the mystery of the
designer Frank J Malina. This book tells the
long-buried story of this pioneering rocket
scientist, his work at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, the birth of the space rocket –
and how its inventor was written out of
history during the McCarthy witch-hunts.
PROFILE 2019 HB 382pp Illus

£20.00    514675    now £7.99

MATHMATTERS
The Hidden Calculations 

of Everyday Life
Chris Waring After a brief refresher for

those who haven’t thought about maths
since school, this book tracks the

calculations – conscious or subconscious –
made throughout the day. From the ratio 

of grounds to water in our breakfast 
coffee, through work and shopping

decisions, to the circadian rhythms that 
tell us it’s time to sleep, it demonstrates 

the extent to which maths affects our lives.
MICHAEL O’MARA 2022 HB 192pp 204x135mm

£12.99    528965    now £4.99

SCIENCE/MATHS/SPACE
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MAPPING THE HEAVENS
Peter Whitfield Presenting examples ranging
from ancient Egyptian tomb paintings, through
medieval cosmic spheres and 18th-century
celestial atlases to images of nebulae captured 
by NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope, this 
richly illustrated book traces the history of
astronomy through the various ways in which 
the heavens and their mysteries have been
observed, imagined and depicted, exploring 
both the scientific and mythological elements 
in the development of celestial maps. 
BRITISH LIBRARY 2018 PB 192pp Illus 280x222mm

£14.99    516779    now £7.99

You may 
also be 
interested in:

Atlas of 
Great Comets
£30.00   
511105    
now £16.99

NEW

CAPTURING THE UNIVERSE
Rhodri Evans Beginning with an image of a pale blue dot – Earth – obtained by
Voyager 1 at a distance of around six billion kilometres from home, this book presents
spectacular astrophotography gathered by robotic space explorers and ground-based
telescopes. Dr Evans explains the technology used to capture these images and the
celestial objects depicted, travelling from our Solar System, via the Milky Way and the
Local Group to the edges of the universe. ANDRÉ DEUTSCH 2019 PB 192pp Illus 278x230mm

£20.00    514398    now £9.99

A diagram of the paths of the planets, 
printed on cotton, from South India, c.1750

GREAT BREAKTHROUGHS
IN PHYSICS
How the Study of Matter and 
its Motion Changed the World
Robert Snedden With its roots in ancient
astronomy and attempts to understand the
nature of matter, the development of 
physics has often hinged on individual
breakthroughs. Robert Snedden describes
these advances, using timelines and
illustrations to clarify his explanations.
Among the discoveries he discusses are
Evangelista’s first barometer, Dalton’s atomic
theory, Einstein’s theory of special relativity,
and Copernicus’ groundbreaking heliocentric
theory. ARCTURUS 2020 HB 192pp Illus

£11.99    530753    now £5.99

NEW

QUANTUM PHYSICS
From Schrödinger's Cat to Antimatter

Sten Odenwald Max Planck’s 1900 mathematical
explanation of the black-body radiation curve, 
and a subsequent paper by Einstein, opened a 

new branch of science that seemed to contradict 
the accepted rules of physics. A Harvard

astrophysicist discusses the forces that govern 
the universe at an infinitesimal level, looking 

at topics including wave functions, the various 
tiny particles, and the role of the Large 

Hadron Collider. ARCTURUS 2023 PB 256pp Illus

£7.99    530763    now £3.99

NEW

CRACKING NEUROSCIENCE
Jon Turney Starting with a brief history 
of mankind’s attempts to understand how
the brain works, this illustrated guide
provides bite-sized summaries of our
current understanding of subjects such 
as memory, addiction and mind mapping.
Photos and diagrams help to demonstrate a
range of classic experiments, and to clarify
the role of neurons, synapses and axons.
CASSELL 2018 HB 320pp Illus 174x147mm

£14.99   514968    now £5.99

NEW

Joule’s 
apparatus 
to determine 
the mechanical
equivalent of heat
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ANATOMY: A Crash Course
Joanna Matthan With the aid of clear
diagrams, this volume offers simple
explanations of how our bodies function.
After looking at the structure of the brain
and facial features, it discusses how our
organs work, before considering
individual limbs and the complex
anatomy of feet. IVY 2019 HB 160pp Illus

£12.99    516015    now £5.99

PROSTrATE CANCER
The Misunderstood Male Killer
Graham Sharpe catalogues his personal experience
of prostate cancer, aiming to educate his fellow men
about often ignored symptoms, raise awareness of 
the risks and dispel the myths associated with the
disease. Bringing a light touch to a serious subject, 
he describes his diagnosis and treatment, always
mindful to truthfully record the many physical and
mental challenges he encountered along the way.
OLDCASTLE 2022 PB 336pp Illus

£12.99    531333    now £6.99

HEALING BACK
A Practical Approach to Healing 
Common Back Ailments
Stella Weller Looking at the causes and symptoms 
of spinal ailments, as well as strategies for dealing 
with them, this illustrated volume emphasizes the importance of good posture 
and presents stretching, strengthening and healing exercises that can be 
incorporated into daily life. It also provides information on remedial therapies,
including alternative treatments such as acupuncture and shiatsu massage.
COLLINS & BROWN 2008 PB 144pp Illus 262x195mm

£12.99    519732    now £5.99

I WANT TO CONCENTRATE
Improve Focus and Achieve More
Harriet Griffey The relentless external 
interruptions associated with our 
modern world, combined with internal
preoccupations, can affect our concentration.
Punctuated with quotes from noted thinkers,
Harriet Griffey offers practical information,
pointers and ideas on how best to marshal 
our thoughts and actions, improving 
personal and business relationships 
and reducing stress.
HARDIE GRANT 2019 HB 144pp Illus 155x120mm

£8.99    512946    now £4.99

THE ANATOMY OF YOGA COLORING BOOK
Learn the Form and Biomechanics 
of More than 50 Asanas
Jo Ann Staugaard-Jones; Lauri Nemetz This volume introduces
students and teachers to the muscles used in yoga. It begins 
with an illustrated introduction to both human anatomy 
and ‘energetic anatomy’, including the fascia, bandhas, 
nadis and chakras. Next, 50 yoga poses are presented,
with prompts to colour in structures and functions 
and advice on their benefits and adjustments.
LOTUS 2022 PB 200pp Illus 273x210mm

£14.99    529808    now £6.99

NEW

30-SECOND MEDICINE
Ed. Gabrielle M Finn From pre-
modern healers to those pioneering
cutting-edge techniques such as the 
3D bioprinting of cells, this illustrated
introduction explains 50 medical topics
in 30 seconds each. The succinct essays
cover drugs, diseases and procedures 
as well as different technologies and
landmark advances including dialysis,
bionic organs and keyhole surgery.
IVY 2019 PB 160pp Illus

£9.99    515995    now £4.99

30-SECOND NUTRITION
Ed. Julie A Lovegrove This book
summarizes 50 key ideas in paragraphs
of about 300 words (with a picture)
contributed by an expert in the 
field. The concise essays, including 
discussion of different dietary choices
and how nutritional needs change, are
accompanied by ‘3-second biographies’ 
of significant figures and an extra 
‘3-minute’ section that provides further
context and insight. IVY 2018 HB 160pp Illus

£14.99    515996    now £5.99

35

HEALTH & WELLBEING

ART AND SPIRITUAL
TRANSFORMATION
The Seven Stages 
of Death and Rebirth
Finley Eversole presents a seven-step
meditation journey designed to help 
the reader experience the spiritual energy
embedded within art. To illustrate the 
stages, he examines works by, among 
others, the abstract expressionists Jackson
Pollock, Willem de Kooning and Mark
Rothko and the modern visionary artists
Alex Grey and Ernst Fuchs, revealing how
art contributes to the transformation and
evolution of human consciousness. INNER
TRADITIONS 2009 PB 384pp Illus 252x203mm

£22.00    502653    now £7.99
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BART’S FISH TALES
A Fishing Adventure 
in Over 100 Recipes
Bart van Olphen Inspired by his travels
among some of the world’s most
sustainable fishing communities, Bart
van Olphen presents over 100 recipes
that celebrate the local catches, from
Canadian lobster to tuna caught by pole
and line in the Maldives. Well-illustrated
throughout, the dishes include the simple
fried anchovies in garlic he served in
Spain, celeriac soup with smoked
mackerel from Scotland, and Keralan
clam curry. PAVILION 2017 HB 416pp Illus

£30.00    518772    now £9.99

FLOUR: A Comprehensive Guide
Christine McFadden Observing that until recently the term ‘flour’ was implicitly
defined as ground wheat, Christine McFadden provides an introduction to 45
alternatives, from amaranth and millet to quinoa and spelt. She notes the plant 
source, nutritional content, texture and taste of each variety, and provides recipes 
such as mushroom, artichoke and tomato pizza with an emmer flour base, and 
banana, walnut and raspberry cake made with pea flour. ABSOLUTE 2018 HB 288pp Illus

£26.00    511976    now £9.99
COCONUT OIL
Recipes for Real Life
Lucy Bee Designed to make healthy eating
second nature, this collection of more than 100
gluten-free dishes all incorporate natural store
cupboard ingredients such as cacao, turmeric,
cinnamon and coconut oil. Each recipe is marked
with a symbol denoting its suitability for those
following specific diets, and general advice on
developing a balanced eating plan featuring 
Fair Trade produce where possible is included.
QUADRILLE 2016 HB 192pp Illus

£15.00    510697    now £5.99

CHIC AND UNIQUE 
CELEBRATION CAKES
30 Fresh Designs to 
Brighten Special Occasions
Zoe Clark This illustrated volume features ten
themed projects, each comprising a centrepiece
tiered cake and two complementary bakes
decorated in Zoe Clark’s signature feminine
style. Emphasising the importance of colour 
in transforming a simple design to suit any
occasion, she explains techniques including
stencilling and brush embroidery.
DAVID & CHARLES 2013 PB 128pp Illus 270x203mm

£14.99    513140    now £3.99

FOOD

Postscript order line: 01626 897100
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DETOX KITCHEN VEGETABLES
Lily Simpson advocates a holistic approach to
nutrition, explaining how a diet free of wheat, 
dairy and refined sugar and abundant in good
quality, predominantly plant-based foods can help 
to strike a balance between joyfulness and good
health. She presents 150 recipes that demonstrate
the versatility of 33 vegetables, their flavour
enhanced with carefully chosen grains, herbs 
and spices. BLOOMSBURY 2018 HB 304pp Illus 

£26.00    514641    now £9.99
Baked aubergine with preserved lemon yoghurt

COOK AS 
YOU ARE
Recipes for
Real Life, 
Hungry Cooks and Messy Kitchens
Ruby Tandoh Organized by approach – quick
snacks, ideas that use kitchen staples, food ‘to
linger over’ – these 100 recipes make the most of
easily available ingredients and simple
techniques. Reflecting Ruth Tandoh’s conviction
that ‘our ways of cooking are as diverse as us’, the
book features drawings rather than aspirational
photographs; notes on how something should
look, feel or smell; and ideas for variations.
SERPENT’S TAIL 2021 HB 352pp Illus 

£19.99    528972    now £8.99

GENNARO’S 
PASTA PERFECTO!
The Essential Collection of 
Fresh and Dried Pasta Dishes
Gennaro Contaldo After a concise
introduction to pairing sauces with
different shaped pasta, award-winning
restaurateur Gennaro Contaldo presents
100 recipes for fresh, dried, filled and
baked pasta, from a light vegetable 
and pastina soup or simple linguine 
with lemon to heartier options including
ham and ricotta cannelloni or seafood
lasagna. PAVILION 2019 HB 176pp Illus

£18.99    531123    now £8.99

NEW

Piri piri prawns with mango and padrón peppers

Gnocchetti sardi, with salami 
and pistachio and lemon pesto 
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OUTDOOR 
WOODWORKING GAMES
20 Fun Projects to Make
Alan Goodsell; Randall Maxey
Requiring only basic woodworking
skills and equipment, the 20 projects 
in this volume range from childhood
favourites including ‘Join Four Up’
(now Connect 4) and ‘Tumbling
Timbers’ (now Jenga) to traditional
pastimes such as bar skittles, dominoes
and chess – all adapted and scaled up 
to be played outside. The illustrated,
step-by-step instructions are followed 
by notes on how to play each game.
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN
2018 PB 128pp Illus 276x210mm

£14.99    517292    now £5.99

EGG ART
50 Designs to Paint, Dye and Draw

Katya Trischuk Ukranian artist Katya Trischuk
presents 50 colourful patterns to decorate eggs
for displaying as hanging ornaments, as part of

a wreath or in a basket. Her designs range 
from simple dots and stripes to more intricate

line work and ideas inspired by nature, 
with illustrated step-by-step instructions

explaining how to create each one.
SEARCH 2019 PB 128pp Illus 230x180mm

£9.99    517357    now £4.99

MODELLING THE MIDLAND
REGION FROM 1948
Colin Boocock; Tony Clarke; Peter Swift
A comprehensive guide to creating a model
based on the vast London Midland Region 
of the British Railways era, this volume, 
well-illustrated with photographs, opens with 
a detailed account of the locomotives and
rolling stock present between 1948 and 1988.
Further chapters cover topics including scenery,
signalling electrification and infrastructure.
CROWOOD 2019 PB 176pp Illus 245x190mm

£19.99    531093    now £7.99

NEW

CIRCUS EMBROIDERY
Susie Johns Slade alumna Susie 
Johns’ comprehensive circus-themed
embroidery tutorial begins with an
introduction covering materials, tools
and basic stitches. A motif section
includes simple line drawings to trace
from the page or photocopy, plus 
a selection of decorative borders,
alphabets and numerals, while twelve
guided projects offer ideas on making
gifts and embellishing clothes.
GUILD OF MASTER CRAFTSMAN
2020 PB 142pp Illus 275x217mm

£14.99    530718    now £5.99

CRAFTS & HOBBIES
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SKETCHING PERSPECTIVE
Ilga Leimanis Clearly outlining how to
render a three-dimensional scene on paper
with understanding, speed and confidence,
Ilga Leimanis shares ten expert tutorials
covering topics including materials and
equipment, exterior and interior perspective,
atmosphere, expressions and adding people.
Suitable for a wide range of professionals,
from architects to engineers to set designers, 
each lesson is illustrated with images 
from the artist’s own sketchbook.
CROWOOD 2021 PB 144pp Illus 279x220mm

£16.99    531098    now £7.99

NEW

The crochet chain cast on

COMPLETE KNITTING SKILLS
Debbie Tomkies Comprising an
instruction manual illustrated with step-
by-step photographs and supported by
online tutorials – accessible on a mobile
phone (via the scannable QR codes) 
or laptop – this knitting course covers 
a wide range of techniques, including
lace, cables and textured patterns.
Suitable for both beginners and
experienced knitters seeking to expand
their repertoire, it also contains sections
dedicated to troubleshooting and
advanced finishing techniques.
BARRON’S 2013 PB 256pp Illus 227x194mm

$24.99    518177    now £7.99

THE SKIRT EMPORIUM
Madame Zsazsa For those with no previous experience, this volume begins with 
the basics, explaining how to understand pattern symbols, and choose and cut fabric.
It then offers illustrated instructions and full-size patterns for 25 skirts, ranging from
child to adult size 20. The designs include A-line, circle, panelled, elasticated and 
bell styles, and features such as zips, buttons and piping. Limited quantity.
SEARCH 2017 PB 160pp Illus 235x192mm

£12.99    517367    now £5.99

NEW
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WE ARE NOT AMUSED
Victorian Views on Pronunciation
as Told in the Pages of Punch
David Crystal The ever-evolving 
nature of the English language and 
its pronunciation is explored in this
collection of vintage cartoons and jokes
from Punch. Misunderstandings due to
provincial or Cockney enunciations are
accompanied by commentary on the
attitudes of the day, explaining what late
Victorians considered ‘correct’ and how
innovations such as the telephone and
the radio introduced new modes of
speech and exposed regional accents.
BODLEIAN 2017 HB 96pp Illus 216x165mm

£12.99    530059    now £5.99

THINK YOU’RE MISTER KNOW-IT-ALL?
Richard Gaylord In this activity book grown-ups
are challenged to fill in the answers to 95 brain
teasers such as matching common plants to their
botanical names, identifying dinosaurs by their
silhouettes and naming all 65 films starring Meryl
Streep (plus one uncredited cameo.) Answers at the
back. MICHAEL O’MARA 2020 PB 224pp Illus 234x152mm

£9.99    518554    now £3.99

THE BOOK LOVER’S JOKE BOOK
Alex Johnson Illustrated with humorous prints

from the British Library, these literary quips and
puns will appeal to bibliophiles, writers and editors.

Their alphabetically arranged subjects range from
animals to writing, via cookbooks, plays and

poetry, while a selection of April Fools’ pranks
include a BBC report that Shakespeare was French.

BRITISH LIBRARY 2022 HB 128pp Illus 203x130mm

£9.99    524302    now £5.99

REFERENCE/HUMOUR

Postscript order line: 01626 897100
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THE BOOK OF PHOBIAS AND MANIAS
A History of the World in 99 Obsessions
Kate Summerscale Naming psychological fixations
began in the late 1780s and a flurry of terms soon

emerged to define ‘imaginary evil or
an undue fear of a real one’, then
prejudices (xenophobia) or fashions
(tulipomania). From ablutophobia
(a fear of washing), via laughing
mania to zoophobia (a general fear
of animals), Kate Summerscale
describes 99 such obsessions, their
prevalence and wider context.
PROFILE 2022 HB 256pp Illus

£16.99    530043    now £7.99

DON’T BELIEVE A WORD
The Surprising Truth About Language
David Shariatmadari Starting with the idea that language is going to the dogs,
the linguist David Shariatmadari explores nine common claims, in each case
delving deep into the topic and cutting through ‘the fallacies and folklore that
cloud our understanding’. Among the other concepts challenged are the idea 
that a word’s origin is its true meaning, the theory that language is an instinct, 
and the ‘untranslatable word’. WEIDENFELD 2019 HB 332pp 224x144mm

£16.99    517044    now £6.99

NEW

HOW TO DO JUST 
ABOUT ANYTHING
1001 Practical Skills 
and Lifestyle Solutions
For those in need of medical advice,
looking for DIY or cooking tips, or 
seeking guidance for more leisurely
pursuits such as playing golf, drying
flowers or learning dance steps, this
illustrated A–Z of practical skills offers
concise help for 1,001 situations. 
READER’S DIGEST 2012 HB 384pp Illus 

£19.99    515859    now £7.99

Back by 
popular 
demand

Bibliomania

MY GRAMMAR AND I  
(Or Should That be ‘Me’?)
Activity Book 
Daniel Smith From identifying parts
of speech to spotting the grammatical 
error in whole sentences (including 
‘I think therefore I am’), Daniel Smith
presents 103 ‘grammatical games’ to
keep you in touch with the formal rules
of the English language. Covering 
such thorny topics as compound nouns,
reciprocal pronouns, the subjunctive,
tautology and the dreaded apostrophe,
the quizzes range from simple to very
taxing, with answers at the end of 
the book. MICHAEL O’MARA 2016 PB
224pp Illus 233x152mm

£9.99    504147    now £3.99
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EPITAPHS OF THE GREAT WAR
The Last 100 Days
Sarah Wearne Alone among the
combatant nations, Britain allowed the
relatives of fallen soldiers to place a
brief epitaph on their graves. This book
reproduces 100 inscriptions from the
final months of the war, with short
biographies of the dead – men from 
all walks of life and all parts of the
Empire – poignantly evoking their
families’ grief, stoicism and despair. 
UNIFORM 2018 HB 140pp Illus 185x137mm

£10.99    516439    now £4.99

ELIZABETH’S 
SEA DOGS AND THEIR 
WAR AGAINST SPAIN
Brian Best Under Elizabeth I, England
was relatively impoverished and
seafarers were encouraged to reach
beyond Europe for new sources of
wealth. One of the earliest, the merchant
John Hawkins, played a foundational
role in the Atlantic slave trade and
British commerce with the Americas.
Focusing on similar individuals,
including Francis Drake and Walter
Raleigh, Brian Best explains how this 
led to armed skirmishes on the oceans,
and eventually incited the Spanish
Armada. FRONTLINE 2021 HB 198pp Illus

£19.99    529706    now £9.99

NEW

BATTLESHIP
The Greatest Fighting Ships in History
Richard Hough By focusing on 15 of history’s most
significant vessels, including the Ark Royal, which
helped defeat the Spanish Armada, Nelson’s HMS
Victory and the German Bismarck, Richard Hough
examines the development of battleship technology
over the centuries. In this large print edition, he
explores the role of armaments, structural
developments and battle tactics, from the galleon
through to the super-dreadnought.
CANELO 2022 PB 320pp

£10.99    530838    now £4.99

COASTAL DEFENCES OF 
THE BRITISH EMPIRE IN 
THE REVOLUTIONARY 
AND NAPOLEONIC ERAS
Daniel MacCannell After explaining how
the American Revolutionary War shaped
Britain’s approach to defence, Daniel
MacCannell explores the likelihood of the
country being invaded in the late 18th and 
early 19th centuries and the countermeasures 
that were put into place. His illustrated
history traces the development of powder
and shot, the building of the Martello
towers, and the recruitment of militiamen
and volunteers, noting how the nature 
of warfare changed during the era. 
PEN & SWORD 2021 HB 240pp Illus 

£25.00    529701    now £9.99

NEW

1918
The Decisive Year in Soldiers’ 
Own Words and Photographs
Richard van Emden In contrast to the
static misery of trench warfare, the
German spring offensive of 1918 and the
Allied counterattack of late summer made
huge gains back and forth across open
country and resulted in the Armistice of
11 November. This chronicle of the war’s
final year employs eyewitness accounts
and the personal photographs (taken 
on illegally held cameras) of soldiers 
on both sides. Slightly off-mint.
PEN & SWORD 2018 HB 384pp Illus 

£25.00    515704    now £9.99Any receptacle would suffice for a cup of tea

Postscript order line: 01626 897100
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Martello Tower No. 74, 
Seaford, East Sussex

Model of the Eastbourne Redoubt, 1805

Tyne Cot Cemetery in Belgium: the largest
in the world for Commonwealth forces 

THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE 
IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR
Aircraft and Events as Recorded 

in Official Documents
Philip Jarrett This collection of original

documents records First World War air 
missions involving the Royal Naval Air 

Service (which would be merged with 
the Royal Flying Corps to form the 

RAF in 1918). Accompanied by 
numerous illustrations and reproductions 

of official paperwork, charts and flying 
maps, it provides insight into seaplane 

recovery and experiments with 
hydrovanes and flotation gear.

PEN & SWORD 2015 HB 362pp Illus 273x212mm

£30.00    513500    now £9.99
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A PASSIONATE
PRODIGALITY
Fragments of Autobiography
Guy Chapman This account of life 
in the trenches was highly acclaimed
following its original publication in
1933 and has since become a classic.
The author, who was awarded the
Military Cross, joined the Royal
Fusiliers in 1914 was sent to the
Western Front in August 1915,
invalided out in 1917 after a mustard
gas attack, only to recover and return 
to France to see out the war.
PEN & SWORD 2019 HB 282pp

£19.99    529776    now £9.99

NEW

THE BRITISH PARTISAN
Capture, Imprisonment 

and Escape in Wartime Italy
Michael Ross First published in 1997 and 

now updated by his son, Michael Ross’ 
memoir recalls how, as an officer in the 

Welch Regiment, he fought Rommel’s forces 
in North Africa before being captured and 
taken to Italy as a PoW. After escape and

recapture, he escaped again, joined the Italian
partisans fighting the Germans in the north 
of the country, and married the daughter of 

an anti-fascist family who sheltered him.
PEN & SWORD 2019 HB 232pp Illus 

£19.99    529757    now £9.99

FROM SAPPER TO SPITFIRE SPY
The WWII Biography of 
David Greville-Heygate DFC
SA Greville-Heygate At Cambridge when war
was declared, David Greville-Heygate enlisted
as an infantry officer, but soon transferred to 
the RAF. Using diaries, letters, logbooks and
squadron records, his daughter – a professional
photographer herself –reconstructs his career as
a photo-reconnaissance pilot, flying Spitfires,
Mustangs and Typhoons on dangerous missions
over northern France. His aerial images
provided vital information on enemy troop
movements, and paved the way for the D-Day
landings. PEN & SWORD 2015 HB 304pp Illus 

£25.00    515765    now £7.99

CITY BOYS AT WAR
The Lloyd’s Battery 1938–1940: 
A Gunner’s Perspective
Peter Ledger This wartime account is based
on a collection of letters between the author’s
aunt and uncle, an insurance broker who was
recruited alongside colleagues shortly after
their wedding to join the Royal Artillery’s
Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment. He was
subsequently involved in the evacuation 
of Allied troops and French refugees via
western ports from Brittany to Marseilles 
in Operation Aerial, the importance of 
which this book argues has been overlooked.
UNICORN 2018 HB 214pp Illus

£20.00    516363    now £5.99

BEHIND ENEMY LINES 
WITH THE SAS
Amédée Maingard, SOE Agent
Paul McCue The young Mauritian student
Amédée Maingard volunteered for the 
British infantry in 1939, later joining the 
SOE. This biography describes how he 
joined the Stationer circuit in occupied 
France, eventually becoming second-
in-command, delivering supplies to the
Resistance. Having narrowly evaded 
capture, he later developed his own 
network and ended the war a hero before
returning home to found Air Mauritius.
PEN & SWORD 2019 PB 224pp Illus 230x156mm

£12.99    529756    now £5.99

NEW

NEW

WITH MOORE 
TO CORUNNA
The Diary of Ensign Charles Paget,
Fifty-Second Foot
Ed. Charles J Esdaile; Mark Reed
Only recently come to light, this diary 
of a young officer in the Peninsular War
contributes important testimony to the
history of the conflict, particularly to 
the Battle of Vimeiro of 1808 and the
campaigns of Sir John Moore, commander
of the 52nd Regiment of Foot. Extensive
notes by a leading scholar of the period
illuminate the diary entries and other
contemporary accounts of the same 
events are included for context.
PEN & SWORD 2018 HB 202pp Illus 

£19.99    529791    now £9.99

NEW
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THE DECOYS
A Tale of Three 
Atlantic Convoys, 1942
Bernard Edwards In 1942
the Allies launched Operation
TORCH, the complex
invasion of Morocco and
Algeria which relied on a
mass flotilla of merchant
ships carrying 70,000 troops
across the Atlantic. As naval
protection was focused on
these convoys, other trading
routes were left unprotected.
Bernard Edwards explores
the theory that the 31 ships
and 792 men who were lost
on three of those newly
vulnerable routes were 
effectively sacrificed to distract the U-boats.
PEN & SWORD 2016 HB 198pp Illus 

£19.99    530684    now £9.99

NEW
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HITLER’S WARTIME ORDERS
The Complete Führer Directives 1939–1945
Ed. Bob Carruthers The dictator’s wartime directives 
are presented here as a primary source which casts light 
on his mentality and role as military commander, with an
introduction discussing the influence of Hitler’s First World
War soldiering and his strategic inexperience. The orders 
are reproduced chronologically, from preparations for 
the attack on Poland and optimistic predictions to his final
desperate plea for retreating Eastern Front troops to resist 
the ‘Bolsheviks’. PEN & SWORD 2018 HB 224pp Illus 

£19.99    515779    now £7.99
HITLER’S GIRLS
Doves Amongst Eagles
Tim Heath Unlike the storied Hitler Youth, the Bund
Deutscher Mädel, its female counterpart, is not widely
documented. This study draws on first-hand accounts to
look at the home lives, schooling and eventual militarization
of a generation of young German girls, detailing their roles 
in the Third Reich from 1933 to the aftermath of the Second
World War. PEN & SWORD 2018 PB 250pp Illus 234x155mm

£14.99    515776    now £5.99

WATFORD AT WAR
1939–45
Eugenia and Quentin Russell
Evoking the realities of life on
the Home Front and recording 
the contributions of local men
and women in the armed forces,
this illustrated history details
Watford’s response to the
outbreak of war, the arrival 
of refugees, and women’s 
war work.                  529790    

Bath at War 1939–45
Nigel and David 
Lassman                529754

Tynedale at War 1939–45
Brian Tilley            508370
PEN & SWORD 2017–19 PB 
160–200pp Illus 233x155mm 

£12.99 each
now £5.99 each

NEW

NEW

ALPHA
A Reckoning for 
the Navy SEALs
David Philipps Chief of the 
US Navy SEALs’ elite Alpha
Platoon, Eddie Gallagher 
was a respected fighter who 
had served several tours 
in Afghanistan and Iraq. In 
2018, however, he was arrested
and charged with killing an
unarmed prisoner during the
battle against ISIS in Mosul.
Drawing on interviews, service
records, court transcripts and
thousands of text messages, 
this investigation probes a
scandal that rocked the military
and drew in the US president. SCRIBE 2021 PB 472pp  234x152mm

£16.99    530863    now £7.99

NEW

YOUR TOWNS AND CITIES IN WORLD WAR TWO 

MILITARY HISTORY

CHURCHILL 
AND TITO
SOE, Bletchley Park 
and Supporting the
Yugoslav Communists 
in World War II
Christopher Catherwood
Historians have considered
Churchill’s 1943 decision 
to switch support from
Yugoslav monarchists to 
Tito’s partisans a tragic error,
shaped by misinformation
from communist infiltrators.
Drawing on the recently
available papers of Bill
Deakin, his former assistant
and British agent, this book
reveals how the change in allegiance was in fact based on
sound intelligence from SOE, MI3 and the Bletchley Park
codebreakers about which group offered the most effective
resistance to Hitler. PEN & SWORD 2017 HB 214pp Illus 

£19.99    515738    now £7.99

U-BOAT
PENS OF THE
ATLANTIC
BATTLE
Philip Kaplan
After the invasion 
of France, Germany
built heavily fortified
U-boat stations along
the French coast at
Brest, Lorient, St
Nazaire, La Pallice
and Bordeaux, 
giving them much
easier access to the
Allied convoys in 
the Atlantic. The
massively built 
‘pens’ still exist and
this survey of their 
construction and 
operation includes 
extensive archive photographs as well as images of 
the bases today. PEN & SWORD 2018 HB 176pp Illus 

£25.00    530681    now £12.99

NEW

Taking the air on a Type VII U-boat
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CLASSIC CAR 
MUSEUM GUIDE
Motor Cars, Motorcycles and Machinery
Lance Cole This illustrated guide details 
90 classic car museums across the UK, 
from Aerospace Bristol to Wythall Transport
Museum, via the Science Museum in London
and National Motor Museum at Beaulieu. 
Their scope, size and character are described,
along with the cars on display; addresses,
opening hours and websites are provided for
each. A supplement lists a selection of motor
museums around the world. 
PEN & SWORD 2020 HB 240pp Illus 

£25.00    529700    now £9.99
Down Memory Lane at the 
Atwell-Wilson Museum

VETERAN MOTOR CARS
Steve Lanham From the first horseless carriages 
to the establishment of endurance runs and races 

to prove automobiles’ reliability, this volume 
explores the early days of motoring and those who

championed the controversial new form of transport.
SHIRE 2020 PB 64pp Illus

£8.99    518390    now £3.99

CITROËN DS
French Design Classic
Lance Cole Launched in 1955, with
excellent aerodynamics, hydro-pneumatic
suspension and futuristic styling, the Citroën
DS was at the cutting edge of automotive
engineering and design. Part of the Car Craft
series for enthusiasts and model makers, this
is a well-illustrated history of the DS and a
detailed account of its design and variants,
plus a chapter devoted to die-cast and other
models of this French classic.
PEN & SWORD 2021 PB 64pp Illus 295x210mm

£16.99    528475    now £8.99

NEW

NEW

THE BICYCLE
A Miscellany on Two Wheels
Peter Ashley With memorabilia, posters 
and photographs the images in this volume
make clear the bicycle’s varied role in
history. Evoking a bygone era, they include 
a Boer War recruitment poster for the South
Midland Divisional Cyclist Company, 
Harold Briercliffe’s Cycling Touring Guides,
and the models used for deliveries.
ACC 2020 HB 96pp Illus 196x134mm

£12.00    530666    now £5.99

FLYING FIRSTS
A Month-by-Month Guide to
Commercial Aircraft Maiden Flights
Martyn Cartledge Covering the maiden
flights of the most significant aircraft
since the pioneering days of commercial
air travel, this illustrated guide 
includes details of their technological
development, the airlines that used 
them, and their vital statistics. Arranged
chronologically, it highlights the special
features of each model and includes
anecdotes that give an insight into 
their operations. DESTINWORLD
2019 PB 240pp Illus 244x170mm

£14.99    516969    now £5.99

EAST RIDING AIRFIELDS
1915–1920
Geoffrey Simmons The German Navy
launched a bombardment of the east 
coast of Yorkshire in June 1915 and 
this, along with the threat of aerial
bombardment from zeppelins, provoked
the establishment of aerodromes, landing
grounds and airship stations across the
county. Using archive photographs, maps
and illustrations, Geoffrey Simmons
traces the history of these mostly
forgotten sites in the East Riding and 
the aircraft that flew from them. FLIGHT
RECORDER 2009 PB 104pp Illus 271x198mm

£12.95    296318    now £5.99
WILSON LINE
The History and Fleet of Thos Wilson, Sons & Co and Ellerman’s Wilson Line Ltd
John Harrower Operating out of Hull from the 1840s, the Wilson Line capitalized on the new steam
technology to expand substantially in the 19th century and the name endured (as Ellerman’s Wilson
from 1916) until the 1970s. Slightly off-mint. WORLD SHIPPING SOCIETY 1998 HB 216pp Illus 302x215mm

£14.00    509118    now £6.99
STENA: A Group Fleet History
WJ Harvey The Stena Line was founded by Sten A Olsen who began operating cargo ships in 
the 1960s. The company later prospered in the ferry business, working extensively in British 
waters and purchasing Sealink in 1990.  WORLD SHIPPING SOCIETY 2006 HB 256pp Illus

£16.00    509117    now £6.99

Also available: 
Aérospatiale/BAC
Concorde
Timelines
£9.99    516968
now £4.99
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ENGLISH ELECTRIC 
CLASS 50
1967 Onwards (All Models),
Owner’s Workshop Manual
Jarrod Cotter Originally
commissioned for the Midlands in
1967, the Class 50: English Electric
Type 4 diesel-electric locomotives
became the most iconic non-steam
trains in the Western region from
1974 to 1994. In this tribute, a
lifelong fan explores their history 
and restoration, with photos of each
example, reminiscences of operators
and technical specifications.
HAYNES 2017 HB 156pp Illus 277x216mm

£22.99    516870    now £7.99

BECKTON’S RAILWAYS
AND LOCOMOTIVES
Dave Marden Beckton gas works 
in East London was once the largest in
Europe and operated its own 42-mile
railway network with a fleet of
adapted engines. This illustrated
history of the system covers the period
from its opening in 1870 to the early
1970s, categorizing the locomotives 
of the gas works and the adjoining
products and water works, which 
also had their own railways. KESTREL
RAILWAY 2015 PB 136pp Illus 273x215mm

£17.95    530677    now £7.99

NEW

THE RAILWAYS 
OF GOSPORT
Including the Stokes Bay 
and Lee-on-the-Solent Branches
Kevin Robertson Originally a scheme of
the London and Southampton Railway, the
line to Gosport on the Solent went through
Fareham and in its heyday served seven
passenger stations within a few miles of
each other. Including archive photographs
and track plans, this detailed analysis
traces the building and operation of the
railway up to its closure to passengers 
in the 1950s.
NOODLE 2009 PB 112pp Illus 272x214mm

£14.95    530701    now £6.99

NEW

GREAT NORTHERN
ATLANTICS
James S Baldwin The Atlantic 
4-4-2 wheel arrangement was used
on the GNR locomotives known 
as Klondikes, designed by Henry
Ivatt, and his revision, the Large
Atlantics. Introduced from 1898, 
the engines were used on express
passenger services until the early
1950s. This study of the class
explores its design and operation
and is supported by specification
tables, diagrams, contemporary
photographs and ephemera. PEN &
SWORD 2016 HB 128pp Illus 247x260mm

£19.99   517233   now £8.99

THE PRIVATISATION
CLASSES
A Pictorial Survey of Diesel
and Electric Locomotives 
and Units Since 1994
David Cable Since the
privatization of British Rail in
1994, 39 new types of multiple
units have been introduced to the
network and five new locomotives.
The variety of sets and liveries of
different operators are recorded 
in this photographic survey, with
over 250 images depicting all
classes including the bus-like 
Parry People Mover, the Eurostar 
Class 374 and the new Crossrail EMUs. PEN & SWORD 2017 HB 264pp Illus 197x253mm

£30.00    516735    now £9.99

THE SHREWSBURY 
TO CREWE LINE
A Detailed History

Bob Yate This history of the Shrewsbury 
to Crewe line starts in 1853 with the 
initial planning by the LNWR. With 
many illustrations and specifications 

of infrastructure, locomotive sheds and
rolling stock, it follows the opening 
and closure of branch lines such as 

the Tattenhall Branch and the Cambrian
Connection, before bringing the story 

up to date in the post-Beeching era. 
BOOK LAW 2014 PB 160pp Illus 272x212mm

£23.99    530702    now £9.99

NEW
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THE GREAT BRITISH 
STAYCATION ACTIVITY BOOK
Claire Saunders; Illus. Livi Gosling Themed around
destinations across the United Kingdom, including
London, Edinburgh, the Jurassic Coast and the Giant’s
Causeway, this fact-filled activity book includes bird-spotting, memory,
drawing and spot-the-difference challenges as well as word and number
puzzles and mazes. Age 6+ WIDE EYED 2021 PB 32pp 278x215mm

£6.99    531408    now £3.99

LOTS OF THINGS TO SPOT IN LONDON
Matthew Oldham; Illus. David Semple Following colourful
illustrations of ten iconic London locations – populated by
animals and with prompts for things to 
spot in each one – this activity book
contains some simple puzzles and 
stickers to complete the pages. Age 5+
USBORNE 2017 PB 40pp Illus 289x239mm

£6.99    515118    now £3.99

SPORTS AND GAMES 
ALL AROUND 
THE WORLD 
8 Huge Fold-Out 
Scenes with Over 
300 Reusable Stickers
Illus. Geraldine Cosneau
In addition to eight large
(19x88cm) pull-out 
vinyl scenes of different
environments, including 
an adventure playground,
sports stadium, carnival and ski slope, plus more than 300 reusable
stickers with which to populate them, this activity book features more 
than 20 colouring-in activities. Age 7+ TATE 2016 PB 48pp Illus 190x310mm

£9.99    528431    now £4.99

THE CASEBOOKS OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES
(Two books)
Designed to build detection and
deduction skills, these cleverly
plotted activity books challenge
readers to pit their wits against 
those of Victorian criminals to solve 
four audacious crimes. Each casefile
comprises witness statements, 
press reports and intriguing clues.
Age 9+ STUDIO 2018 PB 128pp Illus 

£19.98   518291   now £4.99

STAR WARS MAKER LAB
Liz Lee Heinecke; Cole Horton
This well-illustrated activity book 
for young crafters contains detailed
instructions for 20 projects featuring
the Star Wars universe including an
R2-D2 holoprojector, a Death Star
tractor beam and Kyber crystals, 
and explains the science and 
craft involved. Age 9+  
DORLING KINDERSLEY 2018 
HB 128pp Illus 275x213mm

£16.99   515602   now £7.99

DAZZLESHIP
BATTLESHIPS: The Game
Angus Hyland Inspired by the 
geometric pattern-clad Dazzle Ships of the First World War, this Battleships 
set for two players includes two 64-page map-and-grid books for playing
the game and a 16-page 
booklet explaining the 
ships’ history, how 
they confused enemy 
attackers, and the early 
20th-century art 
movements that 
inspired them. 
LAURENCE KING
2016 168x250mm

£12.99    524474    now £8.99

NEW

CHILDREN’S: ACTIVITIES
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MY FIRST BINGO:
GEOMETRIC
ANIMALS
Devised to encourage
matching and counting
skills, this bingo set for
two to four players
includes four boards, each
featuring nine brightly
coloured, geometric animal
faces, a corresponding
oversized wooden die and
a sheet of 42 press-out
cardboard tokens. Playing instructions are included. Age 3+
MUDPUPPY 2019 163x207mm
524488    now £6.99
HOW MANY BEADS?
Measure, Count 
and Compare
Nicola Edwards Inspired by 
the Montessori method of
education, this interactive 
book comes with an integrated
string of ten coloured square
beads to help with measuring
and counting. Inspiring 
children to explore scale in 
real-world settings and develop
mathematical skills through 
play, the tasks are grouped by
theme, including ‘in the sea’, ‘at home’ and ‘in my garden’. 
Age 4+ LITTLE TIGER 2021 HB 12pp Illus 211x227mm

£12.99    519995    now £5.99

PUSH, PULL, 
EMPTY, FULL
Draw and Discover
Yasmeen Ismail As Bear, Duck
and Rabbit travel through an
exciting world made of opposites,
from up and down to warm and
cool or open and shut, they
encourage children to identify word
meanings, look at the world from
different perspectives and practise
their drawing skills. Slightly 
off-mint. Age 4+ LAURENCE KING
2017 PB 56pp Illus 271x218mm

£8.99   527864   now £4.99

DINOSAUR DETECTIVE’S
SEARCH-AND-FIND
RESCUE MISSION
Sophie Guerrive Dinosaur
Detective, an intrepid aeronaut, 
is on a series of hidden object 
hunts as, with the reader’s help, 
he explores weird and wonderful
landscapes in his amazing plane,
seeking out lost friends and hidden
items on every page. Age 4+ WIDE
EYED 2017 HB 32pp Illus 311x234mm

£11.99  516023   now £5.99

BLOOMSBURY 
ACTIVITY BOOKS  
Each double-page spread in these
engaging activity book offers an
animal drawing tutorial comprising four simple step-by-step
instructions to complete on the themed background –
allowing budding artists to sketch scenes such as 
a pig enjoying a muddy puddle or a 
crab scuttling along a sandy beach. 
Age 5+ BLOOMSBURY 2015/16 
PB 32pp each Illus 273x215mm

Let’s Draw 
Farm Animals    513111
Let’s Draw 
Sea Animals       513112    
£4.99 each   now £2.99 each
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ELMER 
GUESS WHO?
MIRROR BOOK
David McKee With cut-out
pages and an integrated
mirror, this colourful board
book follows Elmer as he
introduces his fellow jungle
creatures to a new friend.
Age 1+ ANDERSEN 2017 PB
10pp Illus 186x186mm

£7.99        531173    
now £3.99

GUESS HOW 
MUCH I LOVE YOU
Sam McBratney
Little Nutbrown Hare just
cannot explain how much
he loves Big Nutbrown
Hare; and Big Nutbrown
Hare always has a way 
of loving him more. Then,
when he is almost too tired
to think and about to fall
asleep, the little hare is
inspired by the moon. 
First published in 1994, 
this timeless tale is
illustrated with Anita
Jeram’s hare paintings. 
Age 3+ WALKER 2021 HB 32pp Illus 275x250mm

£12.99    528968    now £6.99

BLUEY 
LET’S DO THIS!
Box of Books
Based on the BBC series,
which has found an
international audience 
and been praised for its
positivity, the ten stories 
in this slipcased collection
see six-year-old Bluey 
faced with situations
familiar to young children
and adults alike, such as
amusing herself while her
sister is on a playdate,
learning the importance of 
taking turns and trying something new. Slipcased.
Age 3+ LADYBIRD 2023 PB 240pp Illus 214x205mm

£59.90    532364    now £24.99

MIFFY’S
TREASURY
Dick Bruna Miffy first
sprang into life in the
1950s, when Dick Bruna
began to tell his son
bedtime stories about 
the little white rabbit 
who lived in the garden
of their holiday home. 
This collection of five
classic tales encompass
her gentle, positive
approach to experiences
such as starting school,
mislaying a favourite
teddy and having a wonderful dream. Age 3+
SIMON & SCHUSTER 2020 HB 138pp Illus 220x220mm

£16.99    514568    now £9.99

NEW

NEW

CHILDREN’S: CLASSIC CHARACTERS
PADDINGTON BEAR
COLLECTION  (Ten books)
Michael Bond; Illus. RW Alley
‘Mr and Mrs Brown first met
Paddington on a railway platform’... 
and so begins the story of the little
stowaway bear from Darkest Peru.
Everything is a new adventure for
Paddington; this set of ten books tells 
of his escapades in the garden and on
sports day, at the carnival, the circus 
and Christmastime; and we join the
young bear as he goes to hospital, 
learns the colours of the rainbow 
and counts seagulls at the seaside.
Age 3+ HARPERCOLLINS 2017 
PB 320pp Illus 263x259mm

£69.90    515668    now £19.99
WINNIE-THE-POOH
STORIES   (Four books)
AA Milne; EH Shepard; 
Illus. Andrew Grey Four familiar 
Winnie-the-Pooh stories have been
recreated as picture books for 
young fans of the loveable bear 
and his friends. They feature the
now famous game of Poohsticks, 
the discovery of a Heffalump 
and some surprising presents 
for a special birthday. Age 3+
DEAN 2014 PB 128pp Illus 228x210mm

£23.96   504559   now £9.99
DR SEUSS: 
A CLASSIC TREASURY
With their lively characters, mischief 
and outlandish plots narrated through 
an abundance of rhythm and rhyme, 
Dr Seuss’ books have entertained
generations of children and helped 
millions learn to read. Five of the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author’s most popular 
stories are contained in this illustrated
volume – The Cat in the Hat, The Cat 
in the Hat Comes Back, Green Eggs 
and Ham, Fox in Socks and How the
Grinch Stole Christmas! Age 4+
HARPER 2016 HB 320pp Illus 270x202mm

£25.00    531575    now £14.99

WHERE’S WALLY? 
THE SUPER SIX!
Six books, a poster and a puzzle
Martin Handford Since setting off on his
original worldwide hike in 1987, Wally has
ventured through locations including a cake
factory and a land of unfriendly giants and
gone on time-travelling trips to ancient
Rome and the Gold Rush. In this collection,
eagle-eyed Wally-Watchers can look for the
bobble-hatted character and his companions
throughout six books as well as in an 
80-piece jigsaw and a poster. Age 6+
WALKER 2021 PB 186pp Illus 322x257mm

£50.00    529828    now £19.99

HOW TO TRAIN 
YOUR DRAGON
Cressida Cowell Starting with 
taming a dragon, ten young novices 
are initiated into the Viking tribe –
including unlikely hero Hiccup, 
whose unusual skills make up for 
his weaknesses when the Seadragonus
Giganticus Maximus stirs. This 
edition of the first adventure in 
the bestselling series includes 
48 collector cards. Age 7+
HODDER 2018 HB 240pp Illus 251x217mm

£20.00    518040    now £8.99

March 7 is WORLD BOOK DAY
Celebrate it and every other 
reading day with Postscript
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TOUCH AND
FEELINGS: CALMER
LLAMA
Naira Wilson; Illus. 
David Creighton-Pester
Calmer Llama, who has a fluffy
tummy to stroke, explains in
simple language how to slow
down, breathe deeply and enjoy
being in the moment. With 
touch-and-feel elements and 
a mirror, this book models
mindfulness to very young children. 
Age 2+ LITTLE TIGER 2021 HB 10pp Illus 146x146mm

£5.99    520000    now £3.99

WE’RE GOING ON 
A BEAR HUNT
Michael Rosen; Illus. Helen
Oxenbury Swishing through
grass, squelching through mud
and tiptoeing in the dark – 
Dad and the kids are going on 
a bear hunt. Will they catch a
bear, or will the bear catch
them? The classic 1989 tale,
winner of the Smarties Book
Prize, is presented here as a
board book for younger readers.
Age 2+ WALKER 2015 HB 34pp Illus 159x180mm

£6.99    518761    now £3.99

ALL ABOUT
ALLOSAURUS
Greg Gormley; 
Illus. Dean Gray Feeling
sidelined because T Rex gets
all the attention, Allosaurus
decides to write a book
exclusively about himself.
When his fellow dinosaurs get
wind of his literary ambitions,
it seems there won’t be any
space left for him to blow 
his own trumpet. Age 3+ 
QED 2020 PB 24pp Illus 275x251mm

£5.99        517672    
now £3.99

BALANCE THE BIRDS
Susie Ghahremani A flock of
birds spot a comfortable-looking
tree and decide to land on its
branches. This colourful book
introduces little readers to the
concepts of balance, size and
weight, and encourages them 
to think logically. Age 3+
ABRAMS 2018 HB 36pp Illus
200x200mm

£10.99       513778    
now £4.99

HERBERT’S GARDEN
Lara Hawthorne Herbert the slug feels rather dull
and ordinary compared to the other garden inhabitants
– the web-weaving spiders, the dung-rolling beetles,

and the architectural ants. When his
lonely night-time wanderings take 
him to the top of an apple tree, 
where he hopes to better spot 
the lettuces he’s after, he realizes 
he too has an exceptional talent. 

Age 3+ BIG PICTURE 2020 HB 
32pp Illus 286x220mm

£12.99      523538    
now £4.99

THE STORY
OF KING LION
Sibylle von Olfers
Told in lively rhyming
verses and with classic
art-nouveau-style
illustrations, this 1912 
tale follows King Lion 
as he samples the dishes 
– including Stork’s frog
pâté, Fish’s saltwater
lemonade and Hedgehog’s
snail sausage – that his animal subjects bring to his feast. 
Age 4+ FLORIS 2013 HB 26pp Illus 220x300mm

£10.99    530091    now £4.99

THE CANTANKEROUS CROW
Lennart Hellsing; Poul Stroyer Originally 
created in Sweden more than sixty years ago, this
humorous, illustrated story tells of a family of crows
who, try as they might, cannot master simple tasks.
Flying the nest by accident, Brother Crow causes chaos,
but on his return order is restored. Age 4+
THAMES & HUDSON 2016 HB 28pp Illus 292x217mm

£12.95    531372    now £5.99

LITERARY
CRITTERS
William Shakesbear’s
Journey for Inspiration
Sophie Corrigan In search of
inspiration for his new play,
William Shakesbear sets off on a
whimsical journey, during which
he receives advice from fellow
literary luminaries such as Crane
Austen, Beatrix Trotter, Edgar
Tallon Crow and Chickdor Hugo.
ZONDERKIDZ 2022 HB 
32pp Illus 285x224mm

£11.99  531572  now £4.99

ANIMAL FAIR
A Spectacular 
Pop-Up
Anthony Browne
The classic 
nonsense rhyme
about a mischievous
monkey and a
colourful carnival
was originally set 
to music and sung 
by minstrels as early as 1898. 
It is presented here in a 
pop-up, lift-the-flap, pull-the-tab
extravaganza created by the master illustrator Anthony Browne. 
Age 5+ WALKER 2020 HB 12pp Illus 238x265mm

£16.99    518468    now £8.99
WINNIE’S 
AMAZING ANTICS
(Three books in one)
Valerie Thomas; 
Illus. Korky Paul
In this omnibus edition of three
madcap tales, Winnie the Witch 
and her black cat Wilbur grow 
their own magic vegetables,
become acquainted with a colony 
of hungry space rabbits and explore
below the ocean waves in a yellow
submarine. The three titles are
Winnie’s Magic Pumpkin, Winnie 
in Space and Winnie Under the Sea.
Age 5+ OXFORD UP 2014 PB 80pp
Illus 279x216mm

£9.99   518024    now £4.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

CHILDREN’S
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THE ENCHANTED
NIGHTINGALE
The Classic Grimm’s 
Tale of Jorinda and Joringel
Bernadette Watts When Jorinda
is magically transformed into 
a nightingale and imprisoned in 
a golden cage by an evil witch, 
her true love, Joringel, must 
find a way to save her. Love 
and bravery triumph over evil 
in this classic Brothers Grimm 
tale, beautifully illustrated by
Bernadette Watts. Age 6+ 
FLORIS 2017 HB 28pp Illus 300x225mm

£10.99    530086    now £4.99

HANSEL 
AND GRETA
A Fairy Tale Revolution
Jeanette Winterson; Illus. Laura 
Barrett In this reimagining of the 
classic fairytale Hansel and Greta 
plan to grow trees in a bid to restore 
the forest on their doorstep, but 
their aunt GreedyGuts, who loves 
nothing more than shopping, parties 
and junk food, has very different 
intentions for them. Age 6+ 
HAYMARKET 2021 HB 
32pp Illus 260x208mm

$17.95  531356  now £6.99

SHAUN THE SHEEP MOVIE:
SHEAR MADNESS
Following a ruminant-related mishap, 
the Farmer is wandering confused 
around the Big City. He can’t remember
anything – not Shaun, not how to shear
sheep, not even his name! Then he

inadvertently stumbles
into a job perfect for
his very particular set
of skills. Age 6+
WALKER 2015 PB 48pp
Illus 227x150mm

£4.99    513120    now £2.99

THE ANIMAL AWARDS
Martin Jenkins; Illus. Tor Freeman
Fifty animals from around the world are
in the running for prizes that celebrate
their most remarkable qualities, with
awards in categories including Really
Smelly, Super Sprinter and Services to
Hygiene. Each presentation includes
illustrated background information
about the winning species. Age 7+
FRANCES LINCOLN 2019 HB 
78pp Illus 282x241mm

£12.99    516002    now £4.99

DANCE ME A STORY
Twelve Tales from 
the Classic Ballets
Jane Rosenberg retells twelve great ballets 
as fairy tales, through the medium of dance. 
The stories evoke the onstage worlds 
created in the performance of classics such 
as Cinderella, Coppélia (right), Giselle, 
The Nutcracker, Swan Lake and La Sylphide. 
Filled with enchantment, these fairy tales 
are also an introduction to the plot, setting 
and characters of each ballet. Age 8+ 
THAMES & HUDSON 2008 PB 128pp Illus 240x267mm

$19.95    503247    now £4.99

NEW

NEW

CHILDREN’S
ILLUSTRATED 
ANIMAL ATLAS
Jamie Ambrose; Ed. Olivia
Stanford Using maps, fact-files,
photography and illustrations, this
book introduces more than 600
wildlife species in 40 habitats
worldwide, from the grey wolves
that roam the North American 
taiga to the clownfish that dart
amongst the Great Barrier Reef.
Each habitat is explored in detail,
revealing its characteristics and the
temperate zone to which it belongs.
Age 6+ DK 2021 HB 96pp Illus 308x258mm

£12.99    514867    now £6.99

THE ANCIENT WORLD 
IN 100 WORDS
Clive Gifford; Illus. Gosia Herba
Each of the 100 entries in this volume
pairs a 100-word description of a
critical place, character, idea or event
from the ancient world with a striking
illustration. With terms including
amulet, Knossos and Hippocrates, it
covers the 3,500 years during which
the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, Minoans and Phoenicians worked 
and lived on the lands around the Mediterranean. Age 7+ 
WORDS & PICTURES 2019 HB 112pp Illus 297x242mm

£14.99    517673    now £6.99

TALLEST TOWER
SMALLEST STAR
A Pictorial Compendium 
of Comparisons
Kate Baker; Illus. Page Tsou
Including the hummingbird that 
flies faster than a spacecraft, Olympus
Mons on Mars dwarfing Mount
Everest and a blue whale weighing 
in at 180 tonnes (more than 4 Boeing
747s), this compendium uses detailed,
Victorian-style artwork to convey the
weight, strength, speed and height of
different objects, often making some
unusual comparisons. Age 8+ BIG
PICTURE 2018 HB 36pp Illus 347x277mm

£14.99   517488   now £6.99

HUMAN BODY
A Children’s Encyclopedia
Richard Walker; John Woodward;
Shaila Brown et al Updated with
recent research and presenting
information on human anatomy 
in an easily understandable format, 
this highly illustrated reference book
takes young biologists on a guided 
tour of the body, including brain
structure, bones, the immune system
and vision. It also includes a timeline 
of medical breakthroughs and fun
quizzes designed to test logic and
reasoning skills. Age 9+
DK 2019 HB 256pp Illus 283x223mm

£18.99    516807    now £9.99
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CHILDREN’S
AGE 6+ EDUCATION

You may also be interested in: 
Children’s Illustrated History Atlas
£12.99    514865    now £6.99
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THEY 
FOUGHT 
ALONE
The True 
Story of 
SOE’s Agents 
in Wartime 
France
!"#$%&'(
)#&*+",-'$
"#$%&'!($&)*+%!

,-.!)'$!/-#0$.)!1*2*.*+%!+3!)'$!(4$&*-/!
54$#-)*+%.!67$&8)*2$!.49!+4$#-)*+%!
18#*%0!)'$!($&+%1!:+#/1!:-#;!#8%%*%0!
+2$#!<=!#$.*.)-%&$!0#+84.>!?)!*).!'$-1!
,-.!@-8#*&$!A8&BC-.)$#;!,'+!'-1!
D8*/)!84!-!4#+1*0*+8.!B%+,/$10$!+3!)'$!
&+8%)#9!,'*/$!,+#B*%0!)'$#$!D$3+#$!)'$!
,-#>!E'*.!$1*)*+%!+3!'*.!&/-..*&!FGH<!
C$C+*#!&+%)-*%.!-!%$,!*%)#+18&)*+%!
-..$..*%0!&#*)*&*.C!+3!A8&BC-.)$#!
*%!#$&$%)!9$-#.!-%1!48))*%0!'*.!
&+%)#*D8)*+%!)+!)'$!,-#!*%)+!&+%)$7)>
BITEBACK 2014 PB 320pp Illus BITEBACK 2014 PB 320pp Illus BITEBACK
197x128mm

£9.99   224956    now £4.99

DOUBLE 
CROSS IN 
CAIRO
The True Story 
of the Spy Who 
Turned the Tide 
of War in the 
Middle East
.%/'0(1',-
I+1$%-C$1!
JI'$$.$K!D9!

@LM;!N+D$#)+!O$2*;!-%!L)-/*-%!P$,!D9!
D*#)';!,-.!+%$!+3!)'$!C+.)!.8&&$..38/!
1+8D/$!-0$%).!+3!)'$!($&+%1!:+#/1!:-#>!
Drawing on recently declassified files, 
)'*.!D++B!#$2$-/.!'+,;!,'*/$!4#$)$%1*%0!
)+!.49!3+#!)'$!Q$#C-%.;!'$!3$1!)'$C!
3-/.$!*%3+#C-)*+%!-D+8)!?//*$1!)#++4!
1$4/+9C$%).!-%1!.)#-)$09;!C*./$-1*%0!
)'$!?3#*B-!R+#4.!-%1!.-2*%0!@-/)-!3#+C!
Q$#C-%!+&&84-)*+%>
BITEBACK 2019 PB 352pp  197x128mmBITEBACK 2019 PB 352pp  197x128mmBITEBACK

£9.99   513823    now £4.99

 NEW OPERATION GARBO The Personal Story of 
the Most Successful Spy of World War II
2#"3(4#560(7"$&8"9(.%/'0(1',-!S*0$/!:$.)!.4$%)!FT!9$-#.!2#"3(4#560(7"$&8"9(.%/'0(1',-!S*0$/!:$.)!.4$%)!FT!9$-#.!2#"3(4#560(7"$&8"9(.%/'0(1',-
)#-&B*%0!1+,%!)'$!1+8D/$!-0$%)!P8-%!Q-#&U-;!&+1$%-C$1!Q-#D+;!
before finally meeting him in 1984, after the spy had faked 
'*.!+,%!1$-)'>!L%!)'*.!D++B;!:$.)!)$//.!'+,!Q-#&U-!D$&-C$!
1*.*//8.*+%$1!,*)'!$7)#$C*.C;!,-.!*%*)*-//9!#$V$&)$1!D9!A#*)*.'!
*%)$//*0$%&$;!)'$%!)#*&B$1!)'$!Q$#C-%.!*%)+!)#8.)*%0!'*C!)+!.49!*%!
O+%1+%>!W$!.844/*$1!3-/.$!*%)$//*0$%&$;!,'*/$!'$/4*%0!)'$!A#*)*.'!
1*2$#)!S-X*!)#++4.!-,-9!3#+C!)'$!YZY-9!/-%1*%0.>
BITEBACK 2011 PB 286pp  197x128mmBITEBACK 2011 PB 286pp  197x128mmBITEBACK

£9.99   531086    now £4.99

 NEW THE 
BLETCHLEY 
PARK 
CODEBREAKERS
:;<(="0>?(:$,*%3'9(
:;<(!%&?"'0(@+%-?(
:*)'!)'$*#!,+#B!+%!
6%*0C-!-%1!+)'$#!
&*4'$#.!A/$)&'/$9!

[-#BK.!&+1$D#$-B$#.!%+)!+%/9!.'+#)$%$1!)'$!
($&+%1!:+#/1!:-#!D8)!-/.+!&+%)#*D8)$1!
significantly to the invention of modern 
&+C48)*%0>!E'*.!D++B;!+#*0*%-//9!48D/*.'$1!
-.!Action This Day;!3$-)8#$.!4$#.+%-/!
-&&+8%).!D9!)'+.$!,'+!,$#$!)'$#$!-.!,$//!
-.!&'-4)$#.!D9!'*.)+#*-%.!.$))*%0!)'$*#!
-&'*$2$C$%).!,*)'*%!)'$!D#+-1$#!&+%)$7)!+3!
A#*)*.'!.*0%-/.!*%)$//*0$%&$!D$3+#$;!18#*%0!
-%1!-3)$#!)'$!,-#>
BITEBACK 2011 PB 512pp Illus 197x128mmBITEBACK 2011 PB 512pp Illus 197x128mmBITEBACK

£12.99   531081    now £5.99

 NEW THE 
SECRETS 
OF STATION X
How Bletchley 
Park Helped 
Win the War
!%&?"'0(@+%-?
\.*%0!#$&$%)/9!
#$/$-.$1!.$&#$)!
files, along with 
*%)$#2*$,.!,*)'!

C-%9!+3!)'+.$!*%2+/2$1;!@*&'-$/!(C*)'!
provides a definitive account of how 
)'$!A#*)*.'!&+1$D#$-B$#.!+3!()-)*+%!];!
-.!A/$)&'/$9![-#B!,-.!B%+,%;!,+#B$1!
)*#$/$../9!)+!&#-&B!)'$!S-X*!6%*0C-!
&94'$#.;!-%1!*%!1+*%0!.+!&8)!-%!$.)*C-)$1!
),+!9$-#.!+33!)'$!($&+%1!:+#/1!:-#>
BITEBACK 2011 PB 336pp Illus 197x128mmBITEBACK 2011 PB 336pp Illus 197x128mmBITEBACK

£10.99   531088    now £4.99

MI9 Escape 
and Evasion
!=A(B66-9(
2!(C"3/0'D
(C-//;!1$1*&-)$1;!
8%1$#Z.)-33$1!-%1!
8%1$#Z#$.+8#&$1;!
@LG!.844+#)$1!
#$.*.)-%&$!0#+84.!
*%!S-X*Z+&&84*$1!
68#+4$!-%1!'$/4$1!

?//*$1!4#*.+%$#.!+3!,-#!)+!$.&-4$>!"*#.)!
48D/*.'$1!*%!FG^G;!)'*.!-&&+8%)!)$//.!'+,!
)'$!+#0-%*X-)*+%!.C800/$1!C+%$9;!&/+)'$.;!
C-4.!-%1!$_8*4C$%)!4-.)!)'$!Q$#C-%.;!
-%1!D#+80')!+8)!&+1$1!/$))$#.!&+%)-*%*%0!
2*)-/!*%)$//*0$%&$!-D+8)!$%$C9!4/-%.>
BITEBACK 2020 PB 416pp  198x128mmBITEBACK 2020 PB 416pp  198x128mmBITEBACK

£10.99   513830    now £4.99

 NEW THE 
EMPEROR’S 
CODES
Bletchley 
Park’s Role 
in Breaking 
Japan’s Secret 
Ciphers
!%&?"'0(@+%-?
?/+%0.*1$!?/-%!
E8#*%0!-%1!)'+.$!
,+#B*%0!+%!

)'$!6%*0C-!C-&'*%$!,$#$!%8C$#+8.!
+)'$#!&+1$Z&#-&B*%0!8%*).!-)!A/$)&'/$9;!
*%&/81*%0!+%$!)-.B$1!,*)'!D#$-B*%0!
P-4-%K.!&+1$.>!E'*.!-&&+8%)!.'+,.!
'+,!)'$*#!.8&&$..!/$1!)+!C-%9!&#8&*-/!
*%)$#2$%)*+%.;!.8&'!-.!)'$!)',-#)*%0!+3!
*̀&$!?1C*#-/!S-08C+K.!L%1*-%!5&$-%!
#-*1!-%1!)'$!.8&&$..$.!+3!)'$!A-))/$!+3!
)'$!@-/-&&-!()#-*)>
BITEBACK 2010 PB 360pp Illus 197x128mmBITEBACK 2010 PB 360pp Illus 197x128mmBITEBACK

£10.99   531083    now £4.99

THE SECRET 
AGENT’S 
BEDSIDE 
READER
A 
Compendium 
of Spy Writing
:;<(!%&?"'0(
@+%-?
Y$C+%.)#-)*%0!
)'-)!)#8)'!

can be stranger than fiction, these 
-&&+8%).!+3!)'$*#!,+#B!D9!*%)$//*0$%&$!
officers are accompanied by extracts 
3#+C!$.4*+%-0$!%+2$/.;!.8&'!-.!
P+'%!A8&'-%K.!Greenmantle>!E'$!
.$/$&)*+%!.4-%.!)'$!),$%)*$)'!&$%)8#9!
-%1!*%&/81$.!N+D$#)!A-1$%Z[+,$//K.!
1$.&#*4)*+%!+3!.49*%0!+%!E8#B*.'!
fortifications ahead of the First World 
:-#;!$.&-4$.!3#+C!I+/1*)X!-%1!()$//-!
N*C*%0)+%K.!#$&+//$&)*+%!+3!'$#!)*C$!-)!
@LH!18#*%0!)'$!I+/1!:-#>
BITEBACK 2019 PB 414pp  197x128mmBITEBACK 2019 PB 414pp  197x128mmBITEBACK

£9.99   531184    now £4.99

Back by
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 NEW HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT
How a Jewish Girl Survived 
Europe’s Heart of Darkness
!"#$#%&'()&*+,&-%()+.&/('"0&/12#%$3
"#$%!&#!'%!($&)#*#+!,-./0)!1'2/34!/%!
5'$0'.!/%!6789:!;'3'!</=-3!-0>'?-*!
&)-!1'&-!#1!)-$!?'$-%&0!'%*!0/@3/%A0B!
(C-$!2'%4!>#%C-$0'&/#%0!'&!)-$!)#2-!/%!
D20&-$*'2:!&)-!EF&>)!G#F$%'3/0&!H/-&-$!
C'%!(0!*$'.0!#F&!&)-!$-2'$I'@3-!0&#$4!#1!
)#.!)-$!@3#%*!)'/$!'%*!@3F-!-4-0!-%'@3-*!
)-$!&#!?'00!'0!J'&)#3/>!'%*!'00F2-!'!
0-$/-0!#1!1'30-!/*-%&/&/-0:!-C-%!1##3/%A!'!
K'=/!1'2/34!/%&#!&'I/%A!)-$!/%B
SCRIBE 2022 PB 382pp  197x128mm

£10.99   530865    now £4.99

 NEW JIM DINE PRINTMAKER
Leaving My Tracks

4"5&/")#,&67"881%0&9&:;<7#3,&!($%";<&=>%?23
D2-$/>'%!'$&/0&!,/2!E/%-!$#0-!&#!?$#2/%-%>-!/%!
&)-!3'&-!67LM0!'%*!@->'2-!I%#.%!1#$!>$-'&/%A!
?$/%&0!&)'&!#1&-%!0)#.!0/A%0!#1!)/0!>$-'&/C-!
?$#>-00:!#$!)/0!N&$'>I0OB!P)/0!$-&$#0?->&/C-!#1!
)/0!.#$I!/%>3F*-0!$-?$#*F>&/#%0!#1!?#$&$'/&0:!
0&/33!3/1-0:!0&F*/-0!'%*!'@0&$'>&0!2'*-!@-&.--%!
&)-!67QM0!'%*!&)-!8M6M0!'%*!-2?3#4/%A!'!./*-!
C'$/-&4!#1!&->)%/RF-0:!'0!.-33!'0!'%!/%&$#*F>&#$4!

-00'4!'%*!'%!/%&-$C/-.!./&)!&)-!'$&/0&B!
MFA 2012 HB 176pp Illus 233x280mm

£50.00   531377    now £16.99

 NEW THE WILD YEAR
A Story of Homelessness, 

Perseverance and Hope
4#)&@#)+1)!5)-%!&)-!0&$-00-0!#1!-C-$4*'4!
3/1-!@-A'%!&#!&$'2?3-!#C-$!&)-/$!*-0/$-!&#!
0?-%*!&/2-!3/C/%A!>3#0-$!&#!%'&F$-:!,-%!
"-%0#%!'%*!)-$!)F0@'%*!2#C-*!#F&!#1!

&)-/$!$-%&-*!)#F0-:!0#3*!&)-/$!?#00-00/#%0!
'%*!0-&!#11!./&)!&)-/$!&.#!02'33!>)/3*$-%!&#!
0'2?3-!&)-!%#2'*/>!3/1-B!S-$-:!0)-!0)'$-0!
'!34$/>'3!'>>#F%&!#1!&)-!&.-3C-!2#%&)0!&)-!
1'2/34!0?-%&!$#'2/%A!'$#F%*!$F$'3!"$/&'/%!

'%*!03--?/%A!F%*-$!>'%C'0B
AURUM 2022 HB 268pp Illus 222x141mm

£16.99   531416    now £6.99

 NEW JRR TOLKIEN
The Mind Behind the Rings
=(%<&A1%)#!P)/0!0&F*4!-+'2/%-0!&)-!
3/1-!'%*!.#$I!#1!,TT!P#3I/-%!&)$#FA)!&)-!
3-%0!#1!&)-!J)$/0&/'%/&4!)-!/%)-$/&-*!1$#2!
)/0!2#&)-$:!'!T#2'%!J'&)#3/>!>#%C-$&B!U&!
0)#.0!)#.!1'/&)!0F0&'/%-*!)/2!&)$#FA)!
&)-!-'$34!*-'&)0!#1!@#&)!)/0!?'$-%&0:!
4#F&)1F3!?#C-$&4:!-%1#$>-*!0-?'$'&/#%!
1$#2!)/0!./1-V&#V@-:!W*/&):!'%*!&)-!
)#$$#$0!#1!&)-!X/$0&!5#$3*!5'$:!'%*!)#.!
/&!/%1#$20!&)-!2#$'3!C/0/#%!#1!The Lord 
of the RingsB
THOMAS NELSON 2011 PB 160pp  
176x127mm

£12.99   531570    now £6.99

 NEW EAGLE DAY
B";2(%0&6177"#%!P)/0!>3'00/>!'>>#F%&!#1!&)-!I-4!
period in the Battle of Britain was first published 
/%!67QQ!'%*!'0!0F>)!.'0!>#2?/3-*!./&)!&)-!)-3?!
'%*!-4-./&%-00!&-0&/2#%4!#1!?'$&/>/?'%&0!#%!
@#&)!0/*-0:!/%>3F*/%A!0F??#$&!0&'11!'%*!>/C/3/'%0B!
D2#%A!&)#0-!.)#0-!>#%&$/@F&/#%0!'$-!/%>3F*-*!
'$-!D/$!J)/-1!;'$0)'30!SFA)!E#.*/%A!'%*!<-/&)!
H'$I:!"$/&/0)!?/3#&0!D3'%!E--$-!'%*!Y-#11$-4!
H'A-:!'%*!Y-$2'%!A-%-$'3!H'F3!E-/>)2'%%B
CANELO 2021 PB 358pp

£10.99   530830    now £4.99

 NEW ALONG CAME A LLAMA
B>$2&4()#$$#&B>;<OB>$2&4()#$$#&B>;<OB>$2&4()#$$#&B>;<+!./&&4!?#$&$'/&!#1!
>#F%&$4!3/1-!#%!'!5-30)!2#F%&'/%!1'$2!/0!
>-%&$-*!'$#F%*!)-$!)#F0-)#3*O0!>#33->&/C-!
'&&-2?&0!&#!$'/0-!'!0?/$/&-*!@'@4!33'2'!
%'2-*!ZF0&'![NH$/%>-00O!/%!&)-!\F->)F'!
3'%AF'A-]B!W+?$-00/%A!'!>#%>-$%!1#$!&)-!
-%C/$#%2-%&:!%'&F$-!'%*!'%/2'3!.-31'$-:!
Ruck’s memoir, first published in 1978, 
.'0!/%!2'%4!.'40!')-'*!#1!/&0!&/2-:!
4-&!'30#!$->'330!'!N0#F3V$-.'$*/%AO!0&43-!
#1!1'$2/%A!'&!#**0!./&)!-%>$#'>)/%A!
2->)'%/='&/#%B
FABER 2020 HB 304pp  205x135mm

£10.00   530872    now £4.99

Self in the Ocean,Self in the Ocean, 1991 1991
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 NEW CHURCHILL’S MINISTRY OF 
UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE

The Mavericks Who Plotted 
Hitler’s Defeat

!"#$%&'"#()*!"#!$%&'#(!)*+*,!-.'/0!1.0!2&'1'$.!
(340&#50#1!$1'//!6/7#(!13!8%%08$050#1,!1.0!98&!

Office set up a secret team of agents tasked 
-'1.!:'$&7%1'#(!;8<'!3%0&81'3#$!'#!1.0!-8&!13!
6350=!>&8-'#(!3#!8&6.'40!5810&'8/!8#:!1.0!
&063//061'3#$!3?!1.0'&!?85'/'0$,!@'/0$!A'/13#!
B&'#($!13!/'?0!1.0!531/0C!6&0-!D!%7#61'/'37$!
E631$58#!F3/'#!@7BB'#$,!68&848#!0#1.7$'8$1!
8#:!0G%/3$'40$!0G%0&1!F06'/!F/8&H0,!&01'&0:!

A8&'#0!9'//'85!I8'&B8'&#,!$06&018&C!J38#!2&'(.1!
8#:!31.0&$!D!8#:!&0637#1$!1.0'&!%0&'/37$!5'$$'3#=

PICADOR 2016 HB 368pp Illus 240x162mm

$30.00   528641    now £9.99

 NEW BRITAIN’S SECOND-HAND 
TRAMS An Historic Overview
+$($,&-.##$,!201-00#!1.0!'#1&3:761'3#!3?!
0/061&'6!1&85$!'#!1.0!)K*L$!8#:!1.0'&!:05'$0!
'#!1.0!)*ML$,!58#C!3%0&813&$!$3/:!&0:7#:8#1!
$136H!13!31.0&!#01-3&H$=!N$'#(!4'#18(0!
%.313(&8%.$,!1.'$!%'613&'8/!.'$13&C!1&860$!
their afterlife, and tells how London’s first, 
O85B7&(PB7'/1!1&85$!0#:0:!7%!'#!@&'5$BC,!
Q00:$!%7&6.8$0:!8!#75B0&!3?!68&$!?&35!
E371.85%13#!'#!1.0!)*RL$,!8#:!Q'40&%33/S$!
$7&%/7$!40.'6/0$!-0&0!18H0#!BC!@/8$(3-=
PEN & SWORD 2021 HB 184pp Illus 285x222mm

£25.00   529697    now £11.99

 NEW LIVING IN MEDIEVAL 
ENGLAND The Turbulent Year of 1326
/.(0,1*&-.,*$, In the final months of 
)+TU!V:-8&:!""S$!W700#!"$8B0//8!'#48:0:!
.0&!.7$B8#:S$!H'#(:35!-'1.!8#!8&5C!3?!
50&60#8&'0$!8#:!0G06710:!.'$!%3-0&?7/!
chamberlain, forcing the first abdication in 
V#(/'$.!.'$13&C=!28$0:!%&'58&'/C!3#!04':0#60!
%&0$0&40:!'#!&3C8/!&063&:$,!1.'$!53#1.PBCP
53#1.!$36'8/!.'$13&C!$01$!1.0!C08&!3?!:C#8$1'6!
:&858!8(8'#$1!040#1$!'#43/4'#(!V#(/8#:S$!
3&:'#8&C!50#!8#:!-350#!D!'#6/7:'#(!
carpenters, fisherfolk, minstrels and brewsters 
D!-.3$0!/'40$!63#1'#70:!576.!8$!#3&58/=
PEN & SWORD 2020 HB 182pp Illus 240x162mm

£19.99   529720    now £9.99

 NEW WHAT WE DID IN BED
A Horizontal History
2,".*&3.4.*5&6.7".&89,,.*"!Q8C'#(!B8&0!
1.0!3?10#!$1&8#(0,!$3501'50$!635'68/,!8#:!
8/-8C$!635%0//'#(!$36'8/!.'$13&C!3?!3#0!
3?!.758#'1CS$!53$1!340&/33H0:!8&10?861$,!
1.'$!0G%/3&81'3#!3?!1.0!58#C!8#:!48&'0:!
&3/0$!3?!1.0!B0:!1.&37(.!1'50!X'#6/7:'#(!
B71!#31!/'5'10:!13!8!%/860!?3&!$/00%'#(,!$0G,!
6.'/:B'&1.,!:081.!8#:!$36'8/'<'#(Y!&0408/$!
?861$!8B371!$76.!$7BZ061$!8$!1.0!$13#0!B0:!
B3G0$!3?!EH8&8!2&80,!1.0!#3617&#8/!.8B'1$!
3?![50&'68#!%&0$':0#1$,!8#:!1.0!53&B':!
&'178/$!3?!5'::/0P6/8$$!\'613&'8#$=
YALE UP 2019 HB 232pp Illus 215x148mm

£22.50   531369    now £5.99

 NEW A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE LAST 13.8 
BILLION YEARS: A Journey Through Life, 

the Universe, and Everything
8.:"7&2.;$,!"#!1.0!$13&C!3?!1.0!N#'40&$0!?&35!1.0!2'(!
28#(!13!37&!3-#!0%36.,!>84':!28H0&!$.3-$!.3-!]1.0!

1.&08:!1.81!&7#$!1.&37(.!1.0!0#1'&0!(&8#:!#8&&81'40!'$!1.0!
&'$0!3?!635%/0G'1C!'#!1.0!63$53$S=!>&8-'#(!13(01.0&!
1.0!'#$'(.1$!3?!1.0!.758#'1'0$!8$!-0//!8$!$6'0#60,!1.0!

B33H!1&860$!1.&00!%.8$0$!3?!37&!N#'40&$0^!1.0!'#8#'5810,!
animate and cultural, and finally considers the 
%3$$'B'/'1'0$!3?!V8&1.S$!#08&!8#:!]:00%S!?717&0=

SCRIBE 2022 HB 254pp Illus 205x138mm

£14.99   530864    now £5.99

 NEW AA EASY READ 
ATLAS BRITAIN 2023
[#!':08/!B86HP7%!?3&!$81#84,!1.'$!81/8$!
6340&$!1.0!-.3/0!3?!58'#/8#:!2&'18'#!'#!
6/08&,!/8&(0P$68/0!58%$!XT=+!5'/0$!13!)!
'#6.Y,!-'1.!$58//0&!$68/0!58%%'#(!3?!1.0!
'$/8#:$=!_.'$!TLT+!0:'1'3#!?0817&0$!&3710!
%/8##'#(!58%$,!%/860$!3?!'#10&0$1!'#6/7:'#(!
;81'3#8/!_&7$1!8#:!.0&'18(0!$'10$,!8#:!1.0!
/3681'3#$!3?!1.0!13%!+LL![[P'#$%0610:!
F8&848#!8#:!F85%'#(!$'10$=
AA 2022 PB 376pp Illus 306x220mm

£16.99   532570    now £6.99

When the Sheerness line closed in 1917 its trams 
were acquired by the Darlington Corporation
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HOW TO DRAW
ANYTHING
Mark Linley This guide
includes many tips for
budding artists, such as 
how to look properly,
simplify what you see but
include key features, get 
the basic shapes correct, 
and understand how shading
can transform your drawing.
There are sections on
landscapes, animals, people
and cartoons, and each is
accompanied by step-by-
step illustrations showing
how to build up your
drawings and create texture, while assignments enable
you to measure your progress. ROBINSON 2015 PB 286pp Illus

£8.99    222577    now £4.99

Overseas
Delivery costs outside the UK are based on product weight 
and destination and can be estimated using the shipping 
calculator in the Order Summary section of your online Basket.
We can now deliver worldwide with minimal exclusions, but
can only process overseas orders online and by phone.

Titles of academic interest are identified with A

Welcome...
to Postscript’s July catalogue, featuring a
Welsh Cob on its cover. An integral part of
farming and mining, the spirited animal 
also proved its worth in the military and 
is one of 150 breeds featured in The Horse
Encyclopedia (back page).

In addition to a theme focusing on Lives 
of Artists (pp44–45) – with titles spanning
Renaissance masters, much-loved artists 
of the 1800s, and those who explored new
styles in the 20th century – we’re pleased 
to throw a spotlight on Oneworld, who 
were recently voted Independent Publisher 
of the Year for their commitment to creating
well-produced books on diverse topics. 
Our selection includes Peter Fiennes’
Footnotes, on his journey around Britain 
with great writers; Kate Fazzini’s Kingdom 
of Lies, with its insights into cybercrime; 
and the curiously titled novel Woman at
1,000 Degrees (all p40). 

Elsewhere we have a collection of fascinating
images in London: The Great Transformation
(right); a survey of ‘139 languages that don’t
really exist’ in The Universal Translator (p41);
and for younger readers there’s 3 for 2 on
selected children’s books, with such
favourites as Wondrous Dinosaurium (p24)
and Winnie’s Amazing Antics (p26).

With best wishes from all at Postscript, 
and thanks for your continued support.

RACHEL STEWART                                                              July 2023
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Titles of academic interest are identified with A

Welcome...
to Postscript’s March catalogue, featuring
on its cover a 5th-century BCE winged bull
with the legs of an eagle, the horns of a
goat and the face of a lion. Set in a frieze
of glazed tiles at the Palace of Darius I in
Susa, Iran, it is one of many imaginary
animals in the iconography of artists in the
Achaemenid Empire and features along
with other treasures in Ancient Persia (p8).
Another ancient civilization – Rome –
comes under the spotlight on pXXXIII,
which explores the empire’s art and
history as well as the life of Pliny and
Caesar, while p19 focuses on drama 
with a history of the form, titles from 
the Methuen Drama series and the 
Dylan Thomas Omnibus.
With an array of exciting new arrivals this
month our featured titles have run to an
extra two pages and include Espionage
Classics from Biteback (p48), Kathryn
Warner’s Living in Medieval England (p50)
and RHS House Plants (p3), while for
younger readers we have much-loved
characters (p45), the beautifully illustrated
Weird and Wonderful Nature (back page)
and more stock of the Knowledge
Encyclopedia Dinosaur (p4).
With thanks for your continued interest
and support.

    RACHEL STEWART                                                              March 2024

ARE WE THERE YET?
Great Car Games to 
Keep Families Sane!
Jo Pink Aiming to turn car
journeys into a voyage of
discovery, Jo Pink presents more
than 100 spotting, guessing, action,
imagination, word and general
knowledge activities designed to
pass the time. Illustrated with
artwork reminiscent of children’s
books of the 1960s and ’70s, the
activities include the intriguingly
named Fizz Buzz (a number
challenge) and Danger, Aggressive Carrot! (a twist on the number
plate game). PAVILION 2015 HB 128pp Illus 167x132mm

£6.99    531559    now £3.99

NEW

THE PEASANTS’
REVOLTING... CRIMES
Terry Deary The bestselling
author of the Horrible Histories
series takes the reader on a
lighthearted tour through the
centuries, from Norman times 
to the present day. Recounting 
the many and varied crimes
committed by members of the
lower ranks of society – from
beggars, highwaymen, swindlers,
forgers and sheep rustlers to
rioters and strikers – it also
records the punishments meted
out by those on the right side of
the law. PEN & SWORD 2019 PB 222pp 232x155mm

£9.99    529777    now £4.99

NEW

POEMS OF LONDON
Everyman’s Library Pocket Poets
Ed. Christopher Reid Setting out 
to do justice to the full spectrum of 
poems written about London over 
time, balancing history and mythology,
objective reality and private views, this
anthology brings together the works of
classic English poets from Shakespeare
to Ted Hughes, those of visitors such 
as Samuel Beckett and Sylvia Plath, 
and contributions by immigrants and 
the children of immigrants, including 
Linton Kwesi Johnson and Bernardine 
Evaristo. Slightly off-mint. Felt-tip mark
on upper or lower edge. KNOPF 2021 HB 288pp 164x112mm

$15.95    531364    now £6.99

NEW
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HISTORY
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Ancient/Medieval 8
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African History 10

Literature/Poetry 20
Military History 39-41
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THE DEAD OF WINTER
Ten Classic Tales
for Chilling Nights
Ed. Cecily Gayford A lawyer’s
assistant haunted by a killer, 
a mysterious book that inspires 
devilish deeds, a surgeon tricked 
into disfiguring his lover – these 
ten short tales of the macabre come
from some of the best-known writers
of suspense and mystery including
Arthur Conan Doyle, MR James and
Ruth Rendell. PROFILE 2023 PB 188pp

£9.99    530072    now £3.99

NEW

THE DOG ENCYCLOPEDIA
Ed. Kim Dennis-Bryan In addition to profiling 400 internationally
recognized breeds, this well-illustrated compendium explores the
science and culture of the canine world, while giving practical advice
on healthcare, behavioural problems and preparing your home for 
a new pet. It also includes diagrams of anatomical features, notes 
on the evolution of the domestic 
animal worldwide, and the 
ways dogs have featured in art,
mythology, sport and service.
DK 2023 HB 360pp Illus 286x240mm

£25.00        531728    
now £14.99

NEW

CATS IN HATS
Make Cat-Hair Headgear
for Your Feline Friends
Rojiman; Umatan Noting
that shedding is a problem 
for most households with 
one or more felines, the
Japanese Instagrammers
Rojiman and Umatan present
hand-drawn step-by-step
instructions to create 25 hats
for cats out of their own hair,
including a graduation cap,
bunny ears, flower crown,
lion’s mane and deerstalker.
Additional sections provide
advice on collecting, cleaning
and storing fur and the basic techniques required to create
custom designs. PAVILION 2022 HB 144pp Illus 208x183mm

£12.99    531560    now £5.99

NEW

See our selection of fiction, from 
the Odyssey to contemporary 
crime novels, on pages 21–23

Also available: How To Draw Cartoons and Caricatures
£8.99    531648    now £4.99

Amelia
Earhart-
inspired
flight cap

Back by 
popular 
demand
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 NEW STEAM IN MY LENS
The Reginald Batten Collection: 
Specially Featuring the Great 
Northern and Great Eastern Lines 
of the LNER
!"#$%#&'("))*+!"#$!%&''#(!)'&*'#+!
'&,-($!.-/'0*#)!-(!'1#!#&*23!4567)!8(!'1#!
(8*'1#*(!9:;"!2-(#)<!=#!2&'#*!#>.&(+#+!
1-)!*&($#!&/*8))!'1#!/80('*3?!-(/20+-($!
8'1#*!'*&().8*'!'3.#)!)0/1!&)!"-@#*!
Thames traffic. This first collection 
)18A/&)#)!1-)!*&-2A&3!.18'8$*&.13!
0.!'8!'1#!45B7)?!A-'1!'#>'!+#'&-2-($!'1#!
28/8C8'-@#)?!28/&'-8()!&(+!-(D*&)'*0/'0*#<
PEN & SWORD 2021 HB 192pp Illus 
286x222mm

£30.00   529739       now £9.99

 NEW CUMBRIA
,"-*'./##/0!E1#*#!-)!C8*#!'8!F0CG*-&!H!&(+!'1#!1-)'8*-/!
/80('-#)!8D!F0CG#*2&(+!&(+!I#)'C8*#2&(+!'1&'!.*#/#+#+!-'!H!
'1&(!'1#!9&,#!J-)'*-/'<!K(!&++-'-8(!'8!'1#!:&'-8(&2!L&*,?!'1#!4B7!
/8280*!.18'8$*&.1)!-(!'1-)!G88,!/#2#G*&'#!-')!@&*-#+!2&(+)/&.#)?!
D*8C!'1#!##*-#!#>.&()#!8D!M8*#/&CG#!%&3!'8!'1#!N/8''-)1!
G8*+#*)<!K')!1-22)!&(+!/*&$)?!'8A()!&(+!@-22&$#)?!*0-(#+!&GG#3)!
&(+!=&+*-&(O)!I&22!D8*')!&*#!/&.'0*#+!-(!'1#-*!#@#*P/1&($-($!
2-$1'?!A#&'1#*!&(+!)#&)8()<
HALSGROVE 2009 HB 144pp Illus 244x264mm

£16.99   531607    now £7.99

 NEW MERCEDES-BENZ SALOON COUPÉ The Complete Story
1/2'34**+*!M8+#*(!/80.Q!/&*!+#)-$()!/&(!'*&/#!'1#-*!1#*-'&$#!G&/,!'8!

R2&(+&02#'O!&0'8C8G-2#)!8D!'1#!4547)!&(+!45S7)!A1-/1!D#&'0*#+!&!*#'*&/'&G2#!
roof over the rear passenger seats with a fixed cab over the driver. Outlining 

'1#!+#@#28.C#('!8D!'1#!M#*/#+#)!%#(T!/8C.&(3!D*8C!'1#!G#$-((-($)!8D!
&0'8C8'-@#!1-)'8*3?!'1-)!#>.28*&'-8(!8D!-')!.*#)'-$-80)!&(+!).8*'3!/80.Q!C8+#2)!

D8228A)!'1#!)'8*3!0.!'8!'1#!D80*P+88*!)&288(!/80.Q)!8D!'1#!S4)'!/#('0*3<
CROWOOD 2021 HB 192pp Illus 266x220mm

£25.00   531092       now £9.99

 NEW TRAMS AND BUSES ON 
STAMPS A Collector’s Guide

5%6"47'8/#)9!U!.8.02&*!"83&2!M&-2!-))0#!
-(!S774!.&-+!'*-G0'#!'8!/2&))-/!%*-'-)1!+80G2#!

decker buses with a striking design on first 
/2&))!)'&C.)<!E1-)!$0-+#!D8*!.1-2&'#2-)')!

&(+!'*&().8*'!#('10)-&)')!0(#&*'1)!)-C-2&*!
/8CC#C8*&'-8()!8D!.0G2-/!*8&+!'*&().8*'!

-(!#>&C.2#)!D*8C!.8)'&2!)#*@-/#)!&*80(+!'1#!
A8*2+<!UC8($!'1#C!&*#!'1#!1-)'8*-/!'*&C)!8D!
"8C&(-&!8(!&!S775!)#'!&(+!&!S746!/822#/'-8(!
8D!)->!)'&C.)!D*8C!'1#!=8($!V8($!L8)'!'1&'!
/#2#G*&'#)!'1#!1-)'8*3!8D!'1#!'#**-'8*3O)!G0)#)<

PEN & SWORD 2021 HB 114pp Illus 
240x162mm

£16.99   529742    now £7.99

The 300 Sc Coupé 
had various 

embellishments and a 
fuel-injected engine

Place Fell, opposite Glenridding on Ullswater

Bait Gatherers, 1879

 NEW WILLIAM MCTAGGART 1835–1910
Singing Songs of the Scottish Heart
8*4':-"*4+*!I-22-&C!M/E&$$&*'!W4X6BH4547Y!
A&)!&(!8*-$-(&2!&(+!-(+#.#(+#('!&*'-)'!A18!
.#*/#-@#+!&(+!+#.-/'#+!1-)!G#28@#+!N/8'2&(+!-(!
'#*C)!8D!2-$1'!&(+!C8'-8(<!J*&A-($!8(!&!+-@#*)#!
*&($#!8D!.*-C&*3!&(+!)#/8(+&*3!)80*/#)!-(/20+-($!
2#''#*)?!G-8$*&.1-#)!&(+!#>1-G-'-8(!/&'&28$0#)?!
L#*!V@&#*(#!.*#)#(')!&!/1*8(828$-/&2!#>.28*&'-8(!
8D!M/E&$$&*'O)!2-D#!&(+!A8*,?!-220)'*&'#+!A-'1!
*#.*8+0/'-8()!8D!1-)!)#&)/&.#)?!2&(+)/&.#)!&(+!
.8*'*&-')!D*8C!G8'1!.0G2-/!&(+!.*-@&'#!/822#/'-8()<!
ATELIER 2007 HB 288pp Illus 272x243mm

£40.00   530611       now £19.99
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WEIRD AND 
WONDERFUL NATURE

Ben Hoare; Illus. Kaley McKean
Bioluminescent sea creatures,

translucent frogs and boxing crabs
that arm themselves with poisonous

anemones are just some of the
remarkable inhabitants of the 

natural world that feature in this
volume. Spanning animals, plants 

and phenomena such as hair ice and
pink sand, each of the 100

extraordinary entries is accompanied
by descriptive text and colourful

illustrations. Age 7+ 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 2023 

HB 192pp Illus 285x234mm

£20.00   531726   now £12.99

NEW

SECRET BRITAIN
A Journey Through the 
Second World War's Hidden
Bases and Battlegrounds
Sinclair McKay The long-kept 
secret of Bletchley Park is now 
a celebrated part of Britain's war 
story but there were many other
clandestine operations around the
country that are still little-known.
Among those revealed in this
collection are the evacuated Dorset
village used for D-Day training, secret
ghost stations on the Underground 
and the Welsh slate mine used to 
hide the national art collection.
HEADLINE 2022 PB 320pp Illus

£9.99    519772    now £4.99

NEW

THE EDGE OF THE PLAIN
How Borders Make 
and Break Our World
James Crawford Open or closed,
borders shape our lives, and even our
chances of life. Inspired by his Scottish
family’s history of migration, James
Crawford investigates the origins and
effects of borders. His quest takes him 
to the British Museum to decipher 
an ancient Mesopotamian boundary
marker; to Rome’s northernmost frontier
in Scotland; to Arctic Norway, where 
the land of the Sami stretches across
nations; and to Donald Trump’s Mexican
wall. CANONGATE 2022 HB 430pp Illus

£20.00    530909    now £9.99

NEW

SO SHALL 
YOU REAP
Donna Leon This instalment
in Donna Leon's bestselling
series finds Commissario
Guido Brunetti attempting 
to solve the brutal murder of
an undocumented Sri Lankan
immigrant found floating 
in one of Venice's famous
canals. Bombarded with
seemingly random snippets 
of gossip and information,
Brunetti starts to finally crack
the case when he stumbles
across a discovery connected
to his own youthful past.
ATLANTIC MONTHLY 2023 HB 270pp  

£19.99    531383    now £7.99

NEW

2023 HB 270pp  

AS EASY AS PI
Stuff About 
Numbers That 
Isn’t (Just) Maths
Jamie Buchan Numbers
are all-pervasive in our
world; Pythagoras even
said they rule the
universe. This guide to
the numbers of everyday
life explains how they
influence our religion,
myth, fiction and
linguistic idioms, why
some numbers are
considered lucky or
unlucky, how they are exploited in games and scams,
and their vital role in the realms of mathematics and
science. MICHAEL O'MARA 2020 PB 176pp Illus 

£6.99    502995    now £2.99

unlucky, how they are exploited in games and scams,

Back by 
popular 
demand

Age 7+
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